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SUMMARY

Situation-awareness applications generate actionable knowledge from sensor and user data. Two trends are unlocking new situation-awareness applications: geo-distributed resources and pervasive sensors. Geo-distributed computing infrastructure is now available worldwide, ranging from multi-region cloud deployments to newer 5G edge deployments. On the other hand, pervasive sensors have seen a boom, with examples like geo-distributed camera deployments, smart cities, and users’ gadgets (smartphones). Having computational resources closer to the data source improves the response time and the efficient use of the available resources. Geo-distributed resources reduce the physical distance to the data source, cutting the time it takes to transmit, filter, and process information, reducing unnecessary data transmission. However, efficient management of resources is challenging for densely geo-distributed resources while also providing spatio-temporal context and latency quality-of-service objectives.

This dissertation proposes a control plane that makes three contributions for efficiently managing situation awareness applications running on geo-distributed computational resources:

1. It defines a programming model capable of expressing situation-awareness applications and their requirements. Additionally, it defines a new taxonomy for situation-awareness applications.

2. It describes the requirements of the control plane and the components needed to support geo-distributed resources and situation-awareness applications.

3. It proposes an efficient control plane architecture and mechanisms to support the above requirements.

The first contribution of this work extends the data-flow graph programming model to better suit the geo-distributed context of both applications and computational resources.
Then, we analyze and classify situation-awareness applications that benefit from geo-distributed resources. Finally, it presents ways to represent the requirements of such applications as part of an extended data-flow graph.

The second contribution of this thesis defines the different building blocks required to manage geo-distributed resources efficiently. Then, starting from the programming model, we show how the different components interact with the geo-distributed physical computational resources. Finally, we analyze why state-of-the-art centralized control planes cannot fulfill situation-awareness application’s requirements.

Next, this dissertation contributes Foglets, a fully decentralized control plane architecture. A fully decentralized design reduces the overhead of a centralized design while still providing low-latency access to computational resources. In addition, we present mechanisms to propagate information to allow entirely local decisions and support application migrations between different computational resources’ localities.

Finally, this thesis proposes OneEdge, a hybrid control plane architecture, extending the decentralized and centralized designs from the previous contributions. The control plane for geo-distributed resources has an inherent trade-off between response time and the quality of decisions. The main factor that defines the trade-off is the transmission latency incurred between the resources being managed and the control plane component making those decisions for the resources. For example, if the control plane decisions are made in a centralized fashion, we can calculate optimal decisions, but there is a high likelihood that all these decisions would incur at least one wide-area network round-trip, given that the resources are geo-distributed. On the other hand, the latency can be minimized if the control plane components are close to the resources, but then the complexity and cost of maintaining an up-to-date view of other resources and making optimal decisions are increased.

We present an architecture that allows us to configure the control plane for different trade-off points and provide all the required service-level objectives defined in the programming model.
More cloud services and applications are being deployed across multiple geographical regions, making them geo-distributed. This transition to a more densely geo-distributed infrastructure usage is partly due to the need for faster response time, higher availability, and more stringent policy compliance (i.e., GDPR [1]). Current examples of this change are multi-region cloud deployments [2] and computational resources collocated with wireless infrastructure—like LTE or 5G deployments [3]. Meanwhile, a newer generation of sensor technology is shaping how this infrastructure is built; these sensors include augmented reality (AR), widespread connected camera deployments, and the internet of things (IoT) sensors. In the following, we list some requirements of exemplar applications:

- Augmented reality overlays information to the user and requires processing with bounded E2E low latency to be useful. Otherwise, any information would be out-of-sync with the user’s point of view.

- IoT sensors generate massive amounts of data and demand intelligent computation placement to avoid overburdening the network infrastructure.

- Video streams from camera deployments generate sensitive information and must be pre-processed near the camera for privacy reasons and due to bandwidth limitations, as one 4K camera can generate up to 20 Mbps of data when encoded using HEVC [4].

- The nearby objects detected by autonomous cars in an intersection need to be processed by the same application instance such that the information can be merged to improve the overall cars detection accuracy and avoid unnecessary accidents.

Situation-awareness applications compute actionable insights from sensors and user data to improve people’s lives. This application category has the most to gain from the two trends presented before, novel sensor technologies and geo-distributed datacenters. New sensor technologies will allow more detailed information to be gathered (i.e., cameras) and more satisfying feedback to the user (i.e., augmented reality). On the other hand, geo-distributed resources allow lower latency and higher throughput access to computational resources, allowing tighter control loops and faster interactions with the world.
Despite the benefits for situation-awareness applications, managing densely geo-distributed datacenters introduces various technical problems that could hinder their use for this type of application. In a data center environment, available computational resources are managed by an entity known as the control plane. State-of-the-art control plane implementations work well within a traditional datacenter since their design has evolved around applications running in the Cloud. Cloud environments use network topologies, like Clos [5], that are homogeneous with multiple paths between the same endpoints, all with similar and low communication latencies. In turn, these networks connect 50 thousand or more servers [6]. However, geo-distributed datacenters (i.e., micro-datacenter) differ in two main aspects. First, each of these micro-datacenters would have a smaller footprint [7] than regular data centers due to cost. For example, in current China edge deployments [8], each micro-datacenter has between 2 to 43 servers, with up to seven such micro-datacenters in a city. Resource management of geo-distributed infrastructures is challenging due to this relative per-site scarcity of computational resources and the inherent properties of situation awareness applications (e.g., workload surges and high mobility of clients). Second, the geo-distributed micro-datacenters will not have such homogenous connectivity between each other. State-of-the-art architectures were created with a different trade-off in the design space, given the different underlying hardware being controlled. The infrastructure properties coupled with the new requirements of situation-awareness applications cause state-of-the-art to lack some performance and functional requirements.

Situation-awareness applications have stringent requirements due to their inherent interaction with the physical world. For example, these requirements involve both the need for low latency access to computational resources and for geospatially colocated clients to be aggregated and processed together. Situation-awareness applications have upper bounds on the E2E latency of the processing of each measurement (see the previous augmented reality example). If the results come after an acceptable time window, they cannot be used to take action in the physical world. Similarly, many situation-awareness applications need to aggregate information from multiple clients in the same geographical locality (as the autonomous car example), which requires the control plane to have global knowledge (i.e., across all µDCs) to correctly select the application instance to handle a specific client (e.g., sensor). These requirements highlight that scheduling tasks in appropriate locations and with the right partitioning of clients is critical for applications to maintain correct functionality.

The selection of geo-distributed resources and mapping application instances to clients
are key aspects of control planes for situation-awareness applications. Additionally, situation-awareness applications are highly dynamic (i.e., workload spikes) and mobile, leading to the current application instance associated with a client becoming functionally unsuitable. These requirements highlight the need for a control plane that is agile and can quickly react to changes (e.g., user mobility). The clients’ context changes, like mobility, can affect both the E2E latency and the instance that should be processing the client. The control plane should, for example, update the mapping of clients to application instances to maintain the quality-of-service (QoS). Unfortunately, a traditional datacenter-oriented design cannot achieve these requirements as it does not collect the right metrics, does not understand geographical information, and is bound to communicate through slow wide-area network (WAN) networks.

These limitations raise the main question that guides this dissertation, which can be stated as: 

**How do we design an efficient control plane architecture for managing situation-awareness applications running on both geo-distributed micro and cloud datacenters?**

### 1.1 Problem Statement

Current processing control planes were not designed to handle hundreds of small geo-distributed datacenters, which we call μDC due to their relatively reduced size. State-of-the-art control planes have two assumptions on the computational infrastructure being used that degrades their performance under a geo-distributed μDC scenario: (i) a small number of big data centers and (ii) a low-latency interconnect between most resources. For geo-distributed resource and situation-awareness applications, these assumptions negatively impact the efficiency of the overall control plane architecture.

**Centralized architectures are unsuitable for geo-distributed resources and situation awareness applications.** The architectural challenge arises from the centralized control plane design on most current data processing frameworks, unsuitable for densely geo-distributed μDC [9]. A centralized design causes a potential high and non-deterministic latency between the control plane and the resources it manages and makes the control plane slow to respond to requests and react to changes. Situation-awareness requires agile responses to changes because applications are continuously evolving, given that the users are moving (e.g., augmented reality) and working with time-varying workloads, like rush-hour traffic captured on camera deployments. Propagating monitoring information to a centralized location and sending reconfiguration requests to each micro-datacenter incurs unnecessary latency that can be addressed with a better and more decentralized architec-
The control plane needs access to better definitions of situation-awareness SLOs. For example, as previously mentioned, situation-awareness applications need to have bounded low E2E latency processing and the capabilities to correctly group applications’ clients together based on the geographical location for processing. Unfortunately, state-of-the-art control planes like Kubernetes [10] and KubeEdge [11] do not have mechanisms to expose E2E latency requirements that take communication latencies into account. Similarly, there is no notion of pairing groups of clients to instances based on geographical locations in load balancing frameworks like NGINX or processing frameworks like OpenWhisk [12] or Spark [13] that are used to extend the capabilities of control planes to support routing to multiple instances.

Scheduling requirements are different than in the Cloud. The scheduler for geo-distributed micro-datacenters requires optimizing for more parameters than in a cloud datacenter. First, selecting a micro-datacenter over another significantly affects the response latency of the applications, which means the location of both the µDC and the client needs to be considered during scheduling; the complexity is exacerbated due to the bigger number of micro-datacenters than regular cloud regions, as well as the heterogeneous network connectivity. The second parameter to consider is the limited size of the micro-datacenters; state-of-the-art control planes are not designed to manage limited resources at multiple micro-datacenters (e.g., reservation and load-balancing) and do not have the right abstractions to migrate services to maintain the quality of service required by situation-awareness applications. Finally, monitoring and scheduling need to be done continuously, given the dynamic property of both workload and mobility of clients, but state-of-the-art control planes do not monitor the metrics required (e.g., E2E latency and clients’ mobility) by situation-awareness applications.

State management becomes a bottleneck for non-centralized architectures. Once we start considering a non-centralized design (partially or fully decentralized) for the control plane, the infrastructure state management (i.e., resource allocation state) becomes a bottleneck for efficient execution. Once decisions are not centrally taken, data will be distributed across multiple locations and involve round-trips to coordinate between components; each extra message will impact the control plane’s performance. Therefore, the state management mechanisms need to be designed to reduce the number of messages complexity in the system.

These technical complexities make current control planes unsuitable for efficiently
managing hundreds of micro-datacenters to process situation-awareness stream processing applications. To fully leverage all these new technologies, it is necessary to incorporate the geo-distribution notion and the micro-datacenter nuances into the control plane, as well as the specific requirements of situation-awareness applications.

1.2 Thesis Statement

We can provide an efficient control plane by combining decentralized and centralized components into a hybrid control plane architecture to provide both the low-latency benefit of decentralization and the global knowledge of centralized architectures. Furthermore, an efficient hybrid design can be accomplished by leveraging the infrastructure topology and application semantics to better map the functional components to the geo-distributed infrastructure. Finally, the hybrid control plane design will need two main building blocks. First, efficient state management and coordination mechanisms will be needed to combine the decentralized and centralized components. Second, a programming model capable of exposing the application nuances to the control plane to fully cater to the requirements of situation-awareness applications.

1.3 Contributions

This thesis makes the following contributions:

A programming model capable of expressing situation-awareness application and its requirements. First, we present a taxonomy of situation-awareness applications and use it to characterize the requirements of such applications. Then, we propose an extension to the dataflow graph (DFG) model to support the definition of application requirements. The programming model exposes intuitive interfaces to the application developer to facilitate latency- and location-sensitive application deployments. Additionally, the proposed programming model provides communication APIs for components and event handlers that facilitate the programming of the applications abstracting away both the geo-distributed nature of the infrastructure and the multiple instances of the application that will be deployed. Finally, the programming model permits decomposing applications into multiple components and independent logical partitions, letting the control plane better utilize the available resources, as it gives flexibility for the placement, partitioning, and replication of the application across the geo-distributed infrastructure. The programming model as the interface between the developer and the control plane defines the foundation on top, guiding
the definition of the control plane architecture.

A description of the requirements and components needed to support geo-distributed resources running situation-awareness applications. Based on a solid understanding of the application needs and the properties of the geo-distributed infrastructure, we describe the requirements that a control plane needs to fulfill. These requirements then guide the design of an architecture and the logical components that any such control plane needs to implement. Then, we perform an in-depth analysis of the role of each component and its interactions, as well as a description of the effects on the distribution of the components across the infrastructure. Defining the logical components of the architecture facilitates understanding of possible implementations of the components and their limitations.

An efficient control plane architecture and implementation of mechanisms to support the requirements. As a first step, we built and evaluated two control plane architectures for geo-distributed resources, centralized and decentralized, including the trade-offs in implementing the control plane’s components. Our analysis focused on multi-tenant designs that can handle multiple applications collocated in the same µDC resources. Then, we progressively build the control plane components required for supporting all the needed requirements in a decentralized architecture. Accordingly, we propose decentralized mechanisms to discover µDC resources automatically and deploy application components onto the infrastructure commensurate with the application’s latency requirements. Then, to continuously support the latency requirement and efficient use of resources, we present decentralized mechanisms for latency- and workload-driven resource allocation updates and migration of applications over space (i.e., geographic) and time to deal with the dynamism in situation-awareness applications. Finally, we show the efficacy of the mechanisms with evaluations against situation-awareness mock applications.

Based on the learning and limitations of these two architectures, we build a hybrid control plane that combines the best of centralized and decentralized mechanisms into a hybrid control plane. The hybrid control plane combines autonomous decision-making at each µDC to minimize deployment latency for applications with tight-latency requirements, and centralized decision-making for scheduling applications that need efficient geospatial grouping. Furthermore, the hybrid architecture allows for better handling of high inter-component communication latency with an agile response to changes that could cause violation of quality-of-service requirements. It achieves this by reducing the impact of performing geo-distributed coordination with our proposed efficient optimistic concurrency control—the coordination is needed because geospatial grouping can cause the application
to span multiple µDCs. The concurrency control algorithm uses an enhanced 2PC protocol that leverages application semantics and infrastructure knowledge to reduce the common-case response time to one round-trip time (RTT) instead of the usual two RTT required by common coordination protocols for scheduling decisions that need global knowledge. Additionally, we implement a monitoring layer that ensures that each application’s E2E latency and geospatial SLOs are met, triggering a client’s migration (e.g., a mobile vehicle) to an appropriate application instance that aligns well with the client’s latency requirements, as well as for changes in the geospatial group to which the client needs to be associated.

1.4 Roadmap

The remainder of this document is structured as follows, starting with chapter 2, which presents the core concepts required to understand this dissertation. Next, chapters 3 and 4 focus on laying out the foundations for building a control plane. First, we describe a taxonomy for situation-awareness applications and then use it to design a programming model tailored to those situation-awareness applications running on geo-distributed resources. Then, we focus on the requirements and challenges for a control plane in the context of this work and present the logical components required to implement it.

In the following chapters, the dissertation progressively builds the components of the control plane:

1. Chapter 5 describes a current state-of-the-art centralized architecture and describes quantitatively and qualitatively why it is unfit to manage situation-awareness applications in a geo-distributed setting.

2. To overcome some of the limitations of a centralized architecture, chapter 6 presents a fully decentralized architecture capable of providing E2E latency requirements and low latency decision-making.

3. Building on both the decentralized and centralized architecture, chapter 7 explains a hybrid architecture that allows overall better performance and provides all the SLOs required by situation-awareness applications, which was not possible with the other two architectures.

In the last part of this dissertation, chapter 8 presents the related work and describes its connection with this thesis. Chapter 9 broadly discusses the ideas and lessons learned in this dissertation. Finally, chapter 10 concludes this work and illustrates future directions of research.
CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND

This chapter provides an overview of some terms and definitions required to understand this dissertation.

2.1 Geo-distributed Resources

Cloud is continuously evolving to provide better capabilities to the applications running on it. One of these trends is the creation of multiple datacenter (DC) regions, like Microsoft Azure [2] and Amazon AWS [14] regions. Multiple regions allow improving access latency, fault tolerance, and regulatory compliance. It allows having closer compute resources to the users and reduces the size of the network size to be traversed. Infrastructure users can deploy an application across multiple regions, reducing the likelihood of correlated failures.

The next step in this evolution is the deployment of computational resources colocated with 5G wireless infrastructure, such that the latency is cut considerably, with much higher bandwidth access to the resources. An example of this colocation is AT&T+Microsoft Edge Zones [15, 16] and startups like VaporIO[17], which are currently being deployed in multiple metropolitan areas.

We envision this trend to continue such that we obtain densely geo-distributed resources (i.e., resources locally available in populated areas close to users). Each of these sites would have a smaller footprint [7] than regular data centers. We dub them µDCs due to this reduced size. We expect them to be at least two racks of server-grade hardware from our discussion with the industry [8], but their size would vary depending on the expected demand in the area. For the remainder of this dissertation, when referring to geo-distributed resources, we refer to the combination of regular DCs and densely geo-distributed µDCs.

2.2 Situation-awareness applications

Situation awareness involves recognizing objects/entities in the environment and the relationship between them. A situation-awareness application derives actionable knowledge from sensors and client data. It involves three main steps: perceiving the environment, understanding its components and relationships, and sometimes also predicting the future.
Finally, the knowledge generated can be used to react and perform changes to the environment. Examples of sensors used as inputs are IoT sensors, cameras, and AR headsets. Due to its interaction with the environment, it requires low-latency processing to be useful. An example of a situation-awareness application is a police officer trying to find a missing child using an AR headset (e.g., Google Glass), as shown in Figure 2.1. The Google Glass captures images of the surrounding of the police officer, and the application detects all the children in the frame and tries to recognize the missing children. If a child is found, it sends a visual alert back to the police officer to react appropriately.

2.3 Programming models for situation-awareness applications

Situation-awareness applications continuously process streams of data coming from sensors (e.g., Google Glass). This type of processing matches the design of stream-processing frameworks [18, 19]. One of the primary interfaces for programming stream-processing frameworks is a DFG [20, 21]. A DFG is a graph where the nodes represent processing components, and the edges indicate data flowing between the different processing components, as shown in Figure 2.1. DFGs are a suitable programming model for this context due to their capacity of semantically splitting the computation and allowing each node to be placed independently. Additionally, DFGs are specially fit in our context because they can be augmented to contain application requirements at different stages/nodes in the graph (e.g., latency requirements). An example of a DFG is in Figure 2.1, and the template ap-
plies to many domains. First, the application filters the incoming data. The following stage
detects any event of interest. The third stage recognizes the objects found using the in-
teresting events. Finally, the application creates connections and inferences between the
detected objects and takes any required actions.
CHAPTER 3
PROGRAMMING MODEL

This chapter describes a general programming model for situation-awareness applications running on a geo-distributed infrastructure. First, it introduces a two-class taxonomy for situation-awareness applications and describes the requirements of such applications. Afterward, it formalizes a programming model that can express these applications and requirements and facilitate the work of developers implementing geo-distributed applications. Finally, it explains the interaction between the programming model and the control plane, including a discussion of the importance of the programming model in the efficient use of resources. This chapter has contents previously presented in OneEdge [22] and Foglets [23].

3.1 Situation-awareness applications

Situation awareness applications use a sensor fabric to convert information to intelligence. Sensed data comes from both mobile and static sensors, and the generated knowledge is used to act in the physical world (e.g., activating actuators) at computational perception speeds. Examples of situation awareness applications include emergency response, disaster recovery, and traffic congestion management. The application’s objective is achieved by refining the input data and potentially aggregating information from multiple clients.

One of the critical enablers for situation-awareness applications is the recent ubiquity of connected hardware devices, often referred to as the IoT. The connected hardware, including robots and smartphones, is becoming more capable in every subsequent generation, getting us closer to the connected world imagined by the work of Satyanarayanan [24] and the ubiquitous computing vision imagined by Weiser [25]. Given the capacity of this new hardware, now we can derive more interesting insights from the sensors. However, to fully leverage these newer hardware capabilities, we need more complex applications that now will be geo-distributed, latency-sensitive, data-intensive, involve heavy-duty processing, run 24/7, and result in actuation over the physical world and possible re-targeting of sensors (e.g., tilting a camera) at computational perception speeds.
3.1.1 Types of applications

We categorize situation-awareness applications into two classes: standalone and coordinated. This taxonomy makes understanding the requirements of these applications easier, in turn aiding in the creation of a control plane to meet their unique needs.

The most straightforward class of situation-awareness applications involves processing the information stream from one client and using the knowledge obtained to perform an action affecting the surroundings of that client. Usually, this sense-process-actuate loop would have stringent latency requirements such that the resultant action is still beneficial upon completion (e.g., moving a camera to point to an object of interest before that object leaves the area). This kind of application is also common when implementing control loops, such as those found in robot control (e.g., drone navigation).

The second most common class of situation-awareness applications involves aggregating information from multiple clients/sensors to enhance the overall view of the environment and improve the decision-making of each client. An exemplar member of this class is an application that enhances the view of autonomous cars within the same intersection. More specifically, when a set of autonomous cars reaches the intersection from multiple directions, the application will aggregate all the object detections performed by each car and return a complete global view to all the vehicles, allowing the detection of objects that could be occluded from the view of certain cars.

Since these two types of applications are representative of many situation-awareness applications, we classify situation-awareness applications into two categories: standalone and coordinated. Standalone is a generalization of the first single client exemplar application, and coordinated extends the multi-client scenario. Additionally, we can compose more complex applications with multiple building blocks of each of these types of applications.

Coordinated applications

Coordinated applications process information from multiple clients that are in close geographical proximity and aggregate their sensed data to either improve the accuracy of decisions or to coordinate across them. Examples of coordinated applications include collaborative assisted driving and geo-distributed multiplayer games (e.g., Pokemon Go [26]).

To fully understand the coordinated category, we will describe the overall flow of the collaborative assisted driving application in Figure 3.1. In this application, each vehicle (i.e., client) uses a lidar sensor and onboard processing to detect objects and generate a
Figure 3.1: An exemplar of situation awareness applications – Connected Vehicles, a coordinated application. Cars in the same spatial locale have their individual views fused by the sub-regional view; the regional view fuses sub-regional views of adjacent spatial locales. The sub-regional view also sends feedback to the cars in a latency-sensitive manner.
list of all objects located in its immediate field of view. Then, the application aggregates
individual views from multiple vehicles in close spatial proximity to one another to create
a composite view (sub-regional view), which helps reveal objects missed by the individual
views due to occlusions.

The fused list is used by two application subcomponents with different latency require-
ments. First, the fused object list is made available to the vehicles in the same spatial
proximity so that each vehicle can make better decisions for lane control and collision
avoidance; both of them are only useful with a bounded latency from each other. Second,
fused object lists from disjoint regional areas can then be aggregated at the next pipeline
stage to create a global view to improve vehicular safety and traffic pattern analyses.

This exemplar application shows how a situation-awareness application can have both
latency-sensitive and latency-tolerant components. The latency-sensitive component re-
quires co-location and proximity of computation (network latency wise) to the users to
avoid network bottlenecks and provide the required latency requirements.

Another type of association required is concerning the locality of the clients (i.e., cars).
Each sub-regional manager is in charge of processing the information for a specific spatial
region, and all vehicles in that region should send their local object detections to that same
instance. Then, the mobility of the vehicles necessitates dynamic, constantly evolving
associations of vehicles with spatial regions.

**Standalone applications**

In contrast to coordinated applications, standalone applications are limited to single-clients
instances. Examples include augmented/virtual reality and single-drone control. In addi-
tion, latency requirements tend to be much tighter than coordinated applications as they
can involve tight control loops instead of augmenting client data streams.

There are many reasons for offloading the computation from devices and sensors to the
edge. The most common ones are energy, hardware capacity, and improving computational
efficiency. For example, drones can be made smaller and with fewer hardware capabilities
(or can reduce power consumption) by offloading the heavy detection and planning tasks
to the edge micro-datacenters. Similarly, the data from small sensors (with cheap micro-
controllers) can now be processed by much more accurate and complex machine learning
models to obtain insights from the environment.

A good representative of standalone applications is the navigation control of a single
autonomous drone [27, 28] in Figure 3.2. First, the drone streams its sensor data (i.e.,
camera and inertial measurement unit) to the application. Then, on receiving the sensor data, the application can detect the drone’s location and indicate the following location to which it should move and the close-by potential obstacles. In this scenario, after sending the sensor data to the close-by application, it would be waiting for the message before taking the subsequent action; if the latency is too high, then the drone would not be able to make progress, and the control loop for navigation may become unstable.

3.2 Towards a programming model

The design of programming models (both languages and libraries) is both an art and a science. Indeed the history of programming languages/libraries (sequential, parallel, and distributed) is as old as computer science itself. Examples of successful programming languages include C/C++/Java/Python, and programming libraries include pthreads and MPI. The “art” attributes for success are simplicity and ease of use for the developer (i.e., the domain expert). Needless to say, some elements of “luck” and “timeliness” play a part in the art attribute as well, which would explain why some elegant languages (e.g., Modula/Algol/Pascal) did not survive the test of time. The “science” attribute is the efficiency of execution of the model commensurate with the application domain’s needs.

The development of a programming model for situation-awareness application undertaken as part of this dissertation research builds on the rich history of prior art. The taxonomy of situation-awareness applications presented in section 3.1 can be used as a guide
for designing such a programming model. We hasten to add that the intent in this dissertation is not to strive for syntactic or semantic elegance of the programming model as would be the focus of a programming language dissertation. It is merely to serve as a good starting point for translating the requirements of situation-awareness applications to an intuitive and actionable application programming interface (API) for the domain expert. Such an API would serve as a prescription for the design of the control plane for mapping situation-awareness applications to the edge-cloud continuum of computational resources.

Drawing from the application needs in section 3.1, we identify three main attributes of the programming model:

1. It should be tailored for continuous data streams, given that sensors are constantly generating data.

2. It should allow the definition of E2E latency requirements, as standalone applications require bounded latency of the control loop that manages the clients’ behavior.

3. It should support the description of how clients are functionally grouped in coordinated applications. The grouping of clients is application-specific as it depends on the speed of mobile clients and the relative importance of different geographical areas. For example, in the connected cars application, a busy intersection is more meaningful than a segment of a long lone street.

The programming model should impose minimal burden on the developer (i.e., ease of use) while providing enough expressiveness to represent a diverse set of situation-awareness applications.

At the same time, the disaggregated nature of the infrastructure suggests that the model should enable the control plane to make scheduling decisions respecting the scarcity of resources in any given edge site. To facilitate such decision-making, the programming model should provide sufficient information via SLOs.

A streaming programming model that captures the continuous processing endemic in situation-awareness applications is the starting point for the exploration of the design space. The next observation regarding the SLOs of such applications is that not all the application components have stringent latency requirements and, therefore, could be provisioned in the cloud to reduce the resource pressures on the micro-data centers.

In order to allow the partitioning of applications, the simplest model would be a pipeline of components, where different components could be assigned different requirements, and
the control plane would be able to deploy them judiciously on the right resources. However, it is hard to enforce separation of concerns in a multi-stage pipeline, as our target applications possess multiple sensor streams, and they would need to be processed by the same pipeline stage. For example, the drone application will send information about both the camera and the inertial measurement unit. This limitation creates harder-to-understand code as logic for different sensor types must be handled in the same component. A better approach is to use a general dataflow graph, where each node in the graph can be assigned a unique task and only need to output a well-defined output stream to be consumed by downstream nodes. Such a design allows for separation of concerns [29] and facilitates differentiated requirements to use the available resources judiciously.

The definition of E2E latency bounds for situation-awareness applications is different than for datacenter applications. Situation-awareness applications require that E2E latency be bounded, including the communication back and forth from the µDCs/DCs. An initial approach would be to let the developer define the execution latency for each application component, but such an approach would be too fine-grained and, most importantly, may not match the application’s needs. For example, a typical situation-awareness application needs to bound the time between generating a data item from a sensor to its consumption by a given app component, rather than specifying the per-component execution latency. Application developers’ burden can be significantly reduced by letting the control plane be responsible for determining the appropriate execution/processing and communication latencies such that the application’s needs can be satisfied. Therefore, a better abstraction of this need would be the staleness of the input data at a component, calculated from when the initial sensed data was generated. The abstraction should also allow specifying data staleness constraints for the information being fed back to the client from the application components. The staleness then describes how long it took to generate and communicate an event at an input to a given stage of the dataflow graph. This metric matches the expectation from the developer and allows for defining it only for those stages that are sensitive to E2E data staleness.

Coordinated applications require a way to specify the functional grouping of clients to aggregate their sensed data. A starting point to satisfying this need is to let the control plane be fully in charge of performing the grouping by spatial proximity. For example, the control plane could perform clustering of the clients and assign them to different instances. However, this design fails to provide the application-specific semantics of different geographical areas, as in the example before, with the difference between a busy intersection
and a long lone street. The developer should be able to specify the regions of interest in a programmatic manner. One possibility is to explicitly split the physical world map into non-overlapping polygons defined as a configuration file. However, such an approach requires an explicit description of each region, and it is hard for the developer to make changes later. To improve the ergonomics of the interface, a better option is to let the control plane use a developer-provided mapping function that converts a GPS location to a unique identifier. This function facilitates evolution from a developer’s perspective and does not require an exhaustive description of all regions in the world while still giving the developer the flexibility to express the semantics better.

In the following sections, we formalize these ideas into a programming model based on a dataflow graph construction and support the application requirements of (a) E2E latency and (b) spatial grouping, via data staleness and a programmatic location mapping, respectively.

3.3 Programming model

Situation-awareness applications generally process data streams coming from sensors and users. These streams are processed to generate actionable insights for the clients. A DFG can naturally model this flow of information. Each node in the DFG is an application component. Similarly, the directed edges represent the flow of information from one component to the next. A special case of the DFG is a pipeline of components, which also is common for situation-awareness applications. For example, the connected car application presented previously can be modeled as a pipeline of application components, as shown in Figure 3.1.

In the connected car application (Figure 3.1), the client (i.e., car) feeds input data into the DFG. Each component (node in the DFG) processes data generated by the upstream component (or the client) and generates output data to be consumed by the downstream one; in Figure 3.1, the first component receives input from the cars, filters out unimportant detections, and streams down to the next component (sub-regional view). Finally, any component can send actionable data back to the client directly. For example, in Figure 3.1, messages can be sent back to the client from both the sub-regional and the regional view.

More formally, each DFG’s node is a logically independent actor (similar to Orleans’ agents [30]). A node reacts to events from connected nodes (section 3.5). For example, the first node (i.e., filter) will react to either an incoming message from the client or a new client’s appearance.

Additionally, the DFG partitions the application logically into different functional com-
ponents. This partitioning helps separate the service-level objectives required by each component, as not all components have stringent requirements; we discuss these requirements in section 3.4.

3.4 Application requirements

From the application taxonomy, we can notice three primary requirements for situation-awareness applications: E2E latency, bandwidth, and spatial (geographical) affinity. First, the E2Es latency of the application execution needs to be bounded to be helpful to the client (e.g., the latency to detect objects for collision avoidance in the connected car application). Second, both types of applications have stringent bandwidth requirements given that they are continuously streaming potentially raw sensor data (e.g., video frames) and, for example, could potentially be restricted by the available wireless spectrum. Finally, coordinated applications require that clients in the same geographical area be aggregated together in a timely manner. In this section, we analyze in more detail these application requirements and how they can be formally expressed as part of the programming model to define the QoS required by the application.

3.4.1 End-to-end latency SLO

End-to-end latency SLOs represent the maximum allowable latency for the full execution of the application. Specifically, situation-awareness applications have a time window for which a result is useful after the original data is generated. If the response comes after the given window, no meaningful action can be taken. For example, in the connected car application, if the bounding boxes are returned after the car was at the location of the bounding boxes, they are no longer useful for improving decisions. On the other hand, if the drone does not timely receive the navigation control decisions, the control loop can become unstable, and the drone may not reach its final destination—or worse, crash [31]. It is for this reason that E2E latency SLOs are better defined in terms of tolerable staleness of data, i.e., how stale is the input data that was used to generate this specific output.

In section 3.3, we proposed modeling situation-awareness applications as DFGs. Then, to leverage the topology structure of the DFG, the latency requirements should be specified per application component. An example of how E2E latency SLOs can be defined is shown in Figure 3.3. In this example, the Sub-Regional View stage has a tighter latency requirement than the Regional View stage, given that one is used to take real-time decisions while the other is used for longer-term optimizations. This example also illustrates how latency
Figure 3.3: The connected car application is annotated with three different types of service-level objectives. The sub-regional views have two colors associated with different areas of interest, where two cars are in the yellow region and one car is in the blue region; corresponding instances manage each of the spatial regions. The $S_{i,j}$ presents the end-to-end latency requirements of the corresponding $j$ stage coming from node $i$. The $D_{i,j}$ presents the bandwidth requirements for the link going from node $i$ to node $j$. 
Figure 3.4: A generic pipeline that explains the different components of the tolerable latency staleness. \( S_{(i-1,i)} \) is the acceptable latency starting at the output of the client to the input of the node \( i \). It is composed of both computational latency \( C_j \) and transmission latency \( T_{j-1,j} \).

requirement depends on the application domain and needs to be defined by the application developer.

More formally, Figure 3.4 shows the tolerable latency staleness for the application component \( i \) using the notation \( S_{j,i} \). \( S_{j,i} \) denotes the worst-case acceptable composite latency at the input of application component \( i \) coming from the output of node \( j \). \( S_{j,i} \) accounts for all the upstream processing and communication times from generating a message at the client until stage \( i \)'s input going through node \( j \). Concretely, the E2E latency SLO of an application modeled as a pipeline is equal to:

\[
S_{(i-1,i)} = \sum_{n=1}^{i-1} C_n + \sum_{n=0}^{i-1} T_{(n,n+1)},
\]

where \( i \) is the stage id of the node for which the latency staleness is being calculated (with \( i \geq 1 \)), with id 0 being the client. Additionally, \( C_i \) is the computational latency of stage \( i \), and \( T_{(i,j)} \) is the communication latency between stages \( i \) and \( j \). Equation (3.1) assumes no queuing; if required, an extra summation is needed to account for it. In the general DFG case, the latency is calculated for all paths from the client to that specific application component id \( i \), which goes through the link between \( j \) and \( i \), and the maximum across all the latency calculations to check if it is providing the required bound.

Two properties may seem counter-intuitive from this metric definition. The first one is that it is calculated up to the input of an application component and not the component’s output. This decision was taken to make the last communication latency part of the stale-
ness calculation. So, for example, the messaging back to the client from the sub-regional view should be incorporated as part of the staleness of the calculation. The second one is why the staleness $S_{(j,i)}$ is tied to a specific edge in the DFG and not just node $i$. The reasoning is that multiple feedback loops could go back to the client, and each one may have different latency requirements. For example, in the connected car application, the sub-regional view requires low latency, but if we add a higher level geo-routing node to the application, that could have looser latency requirements. A DFG does not allow multiple edges between nodes, so this is a unique way to specify the E2E latency.

3.4.2 Bandwidth

The bandwidth requirement can vary drastically at the input of the different application components of an application. For example, in Figure 3.3, the Filter component receives the raw data stream from the onboard sensors and needs a high-bandwidth connection, while the Regional View stage, which aggregates summaries from sub-regions, has a considerably smaller bandwidth requirement.

Similarly to the E2E latency requirement, we can define the bandwidth requirement per application component as the output rate of data production. $D_{i-j}$ indicates the production rate of data items communicated between the application components $i$ and $j$. For example, the data rate between the filter and sub-regional view application components $D_{1-2}$ is related to the objects detected per unit of time (bytes/second).

Based on their domain expertise, the developer can define the expected bandwidth requirement between a pair of applications components in the DFG. The bandwidth requirement is the minimum required for correct functionality. For example, if the developer knows that the application will handle 4K video continuously 24/7, then they can specify the requirement of the edge between the camera input stream and the first level of processing to be the minimum bandwidth that the camera is going to use (e.g., 10 Mbps [4]). This requirement forces the control plane to choose a resource allocation that can provide that bandwidth, reducing the likelihood of other types of violations.

3.4.3 Spatial Affinity

Coordinated applications also require defining spatial affinity across clients as an objective of interest. We defined spatial affinity in OneEdge as the application’s intent to share state among a subset of clients based on geographical proximity, i.e., area of interest (AoI) [22]. Different applications will have a diverse way of establishing the AoI for their clients. For
example, in the connected vehicle application, the developer will probably separate each
busy intersection as a different AoI. On the other hand, a geo-distributed multiplayer game
would split the world concerning geographical features, like a shop or a skateboard park.

In order to specify the spatial affinity requirement of an application, the developer de-
defines a function that maps a GPS location to an AoI, where each distinct AoI would have a
distinct identifier (integer). This function can then be used to map a current client’s location
to the AoI to which it is supposed to be associated at a given moment in time. More
formally, the developer defines a mapping function $M$, such that:

$$M : X \times Y \to \mathbb{Z}$$

$$X = \{ x \in \mathbb{R} \mid -\frac{\pi}{2} < x < \frac{\pi}{2} \}$$

$$Y = \{ y \in \mathbb{R} \mid -\pi < x < \pi \}$$

where $X$ is the set that contains all possible latitude values, and $Y$ is the set of all possible
longitude values. In other words, $M$ is a two-variable function that maps a given (latitude,
longitude) pair to an integer that represents an AoI. Spatial affinity does not disallow co-
locating multiple AoIs in the same instance (e.g., sub-regional manager) but enforces that
certain clients are collocated in the same application instance. The control plane then needs
to guarantee the uniqueness of AoI deployments, as there should not be more than one
instance of the application for a specific AoI identifier.

In contrast to the well-known bandwidth and latency requirement metrics, we had to
define a new type of metric in Equation (3.5), which would guide the control plane to op-
timize deployments for the locality of clients. There may be periods when spatial affinity
may be temporarily violated in real application deployments. For example, a car discon-
ected momentarily from the network and reappeared in a different AoI, but the client is
still connected to the previous AoI. To quantitatively compare two potential mappings at a
given moment in time, we define the spatial alignment $[22]$. The spatial alignment for an
AoI can be defined as follows:

$$\text{spatial alignment} = \frac{\# \text{ of clients in AoI sharing the app pipeline}}{\# \text{ of clients in AoI}}.$$  (3.5)
A perfect spatial alignment would obtain a numerical value of 1, and all the clients with
the same spatial affinity would be connected together. The metric value would decrease for
each client assigned to a different AoI than the one prescribed by the function $M$.

Spatial misalignment can heavily impact the behavior of applications. Coordinated ap-
plications intend to improve the accuracy of the perception and understanding of the world
for each client connected to a given AoI. For example, in the coordinated application shown
in Figure 3.1, the views of multiple cars are fused such that occlusions and any limitation
in each car’s view can be improved to have a complete 360 view of its surroundings. When
a car gets assigned to a wrong AoI, it is receiving updates for the information that is not
relevant to it, but more importantly, its worldview is not being enhanced, which can cause
unnecessary difficulties. For example, in the connected car application, these difficulties
can range from reducing traffic flow efficiency to avoidable collateral damage due to occlu-
sion. Another example is a collaborative augmented reality application, where the wrong
AoI can break the illusion of the application, resulting in two clients looking at the same ob-
jects and receiving different updates. In general, wrong AoI matching degrades the quality
of the application with potentially unnecessary harmful effects.

3.5 API and runtime handlers

For the application developer to implement the programming model, we propose using two
main constructs: a low-level API and a set of event handlers. The low-level API exposes
both the communication and persistent data management to the developer. For example, an
application component (e.g., filter in Figure 3.1) would call the “send” function with the
Corresponding serialized object to communicate to the downstream application component
(e.g., sub-region view in Figure 3.1). This communication event would trigger an event
handler on the downstream application component, a handler also implemented by the
developer. The control plane runtime invokes the event handlers upon certain events.

The application code consists of a set of event handlers that the application must imple-
ment and a set of functions that applications can call (API). The use of these two constructs
facilitates the developer’s work (section 3.7) and improves the efficiency of the control
plane (section 3.8). Additionally to the programmable low-level API and handlers, the user
also needs to declare the topology of the DFG of the application and the application re-
quirements (section 3.4) as configuration files. The use of handlers and APIs is a natural
representation of a DFG, as they represent the flow of information similar to how DFGs are
logically constructed, where nodes send data to downstream nodes, and the downstream
nodes process those messages. Additionally, it adds a layer of abstraction (e.g., when to process the events and how to send the data) that the control plane can leverage.

In the remaining parts of this section, we first present the logical partition of applications based on the application types (section 3.1.1), and then we present the core APIs used by the developers to implement situation-awareness applications. Finally, we split the discussion into two logical components: communication (section 3.5.2) and data access (section 3.5.3).

3.5.1 Logical partition of applications

Given the geo-distributed aspect of situation-awareness applications and their clients, the programming model should provide hints to the control plane to partition the applications to be more efficiently executed in the available geo-distributed infrastructure. Both the application types and the topology of the DFG provide a good guide to partition the applications’ clients logically.

In standalone applications, each client is independent of other clients. This property allows for partitioning each client as an independent logical instance. On the other hand, the granularity of partition in the coordinated applications is the AoI. Coordinated applications group clients together based on the AoI defined by the developer and provide a clear division across multiple clients. Additionally, since each application component in the DFG is an independent agent, it also allows the splitting of each component in the DFG to be run independently. The control plane will need to deploy multiple independent instances of an application DFG to support the application requirements (section 3.4); the logical partitions will guide the deployment of the multiple instances.

The two axes for partitioning (application type and topology) affect both the control plane’s actions and the abstraction used to define the state management; we discuss the state management (section 3.5.3) and how the mapping from partitions to actual physical executions (section 3.8) in subsequent sections. The logical partitions also help with the migration of application components between µDCs, given that it gives a clear definition of which clients need to be moved together, which is discussed in later chapters of this dissertation (chapter 4).

3.5.2 Inter-component communication

Each of the logical application components in a DFG can communicate with each other using a hierarchical communication API, namely, send up and send down, as well as a
point-to-point communication API. All the communication APIs and associated triggered events on the receiving end are shown in Table 3.1.

The hierarchical communication is used to directly represent the DFG of the application. For example, *sending down()* is invoked on an application node when a message arrives from an upstream node. Similarly, a node can reply to the upstream node by using *send up()*.

Given that a DFG can contain multiple incoming edges, the hierarchical send also needs to specify the name of the logical edge in the DFG. However, given the already known topology of the DFG, it can avoid explicitly contacting a specific application component instance.

On the other hand, the point-to-point API allows any application component node to potentially connect to a different instance of any application component node. The main complexity of point-to-point communication is that identifying specific nodes for point-to-point communication should be disseminated through hierarchical communication.

The number of instances for each logical application component is defined at runtime, and it is not possible to predefined the name of a given instance in a given location, as the control plane will handle this.

The main reasoning behind the explicit division between the hierarchical primitives and the point-to-point primitives is to expose the differential cost between the two primitives. We provide the hierarchical communication API to encourage application developers to perform more efficient in-network processing. The control plane will consider the application requirements, resource infrastructure, topology, and the application DFG to deploy it.

The control plane will optimize the hierarchical communication for frequent inter-node communication, while the point-to-point communication will not be optimized. However, the point-to-point API is provided to the developer to have a consistent and simple out-of-band communication, which also leverages the runtime’s asynchronous event handlers.
Table 3.2: Programming model API: manipulating the local object store.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interface</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>set&lt;object&gt; get(key k, partitionId pId, time t)</td>
<td>Get the application data that matches a type, partition id, and time range.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>void put_object(object o, key k, partitionId pId, time t)</td>
<td>Put application data associated with a key, partition id, and time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5.3 Data Management

We propose a best-effort data storage API to facilitate the implementation of situation-awareness applications with soft-state. An application component stores its application-specific data in a local object store called the spatio–temporal object store. More specifically, it provides a key-value interface, where the application component stores its key-value pairs tagged by key, time, and partition identifier, using `put object()` and `get object()`, as shown in Table 3.2. For example, a traffic monitoring application may store detected license plate numbers, tagged by the detection time and `LicensePlateNumber` key.

In general, the spatio-temporal object store allows the application to store the relevant spatio-temporal information such that it is available to the application even when the control plane takes actions (e.g., a logical partition migration). An important aspect is that the object store guarantees are best-effort—and not guaranteed—as the application state can be recomputed from newer incoming data (i.e., the state is soft). For example, when processing static camera streams, the application will normally generate a model of the background. If the state of that model is lost, it can be easily regenerated (with a time penalty) from new video frames. The soft-state is not functionally required, but its existence allows to avoid unnecessary recomputations when the data is still available in the geo-distributed runtime. If the data is not found in the object store, the application component will recompute it.

The partition identifier is associated with the logical partitions in section 3.5.1, which is passed as part of the callback for event handlings for each application component (Table 3.3). As a reminder, for standalone applications, the logical partition is associated with a specific client, and for coordinated applications, the logical partitions would be associated with a specific AoI. The partition identifier allows the control plane to manage the data concerning the logical partitions, with more details of implementation in section 3.8.
Table 3.3: Programming model handlers: invoked by the runtime on message arrival.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Handler</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>void on_send_up (msg m, partitionId pId)</td>
<td>Called when a new message arrives from an upstream node.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>void on_send_down (msg m)</td>
<td>Called when a new message arrives from a downstream node.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>void on_receive_from (msg m, nodeId source)</td>
<td>Called when a new message arrives from a peer node.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>void on_migration_start (partitionId pId)</td>
<td>Called before a migration process starts. Application code running at the original instance should perform any required final operations before returning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>void on_migration_end (partitionId pId)</td>
<td>Called after a migration process ends. Application code running at a new instance can recover from the spatio-temporal store.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.5: Connected cars dataflow graph. The dataflow graph has three stages: dbscan, prune, and concatenation. The first two stages are part of the sub-region map fusion, and the last one is part of the region map component. The last sub-region map fusion component also sends data back to the client. This application has two service-level objectives: a latency staleness bound $S_{(2,0)}$ of 100 ms and spatial affinity constraints for all three nodes, with different areas-of-interest for the third node than the first two nodes.
3.6 Example of an application implementation

This section presents the implementation of the coordinated car application in Figure 3.5. This figure decomposes the connected car application from previous sections into a DFG. The DFG has three main stages: DBScan, prune, and concat. The first stage (i.e., object detection) is not counted as it is processed internally by the autonomous car. DBScan [32] is a well-known algorithm for clustering objects, in this application is used to find which objects overlap in the view of multiple cars. The pruning node then aggregates these groups of overlapping objects to obtain the final list of objects. Pruning defines which objects are independent, and for equivalent objects, it uses information from multiple observations to define the most likely orientation. Finally, concat takes the local sub-regional views and concatenates them to form a full region map.

3.6.1 Configuration file

The first step that the developer takes is to create the JSON configuration file. The configuration file comprises three parts: container configuration, the topology of the DFG, and application requirements. An example of this JSON file can be found in Figure A.1. Each node in the DFG is labeled with a unique name (within the application) to describe the topology. These labels are reused in the code implementing the components. Using these names, the developer describes the edges as a list of tuples, and each tuple is composed of three elements: source node, destination node, and label. The edge label is used in case a node has multiple output edges. For example, in the connected car DFG, there would be two internal edges: (“dbscan”, “prune”, “objects”) and (“prune”, “concat”, “objects”), the label of the edge only has to be unique for each given source node. Additionally, to simplify the naming convention, we split the edges into two groups: one for communication between application components and another for communication between components to the clients. The final topology configuration is the node’s name that receives the messages from the client. In the aforementioned example, it would be the DBScan node.

The container configuration is simple, as it only needs to include the library’s location within the container image that hosts the application components. Then, the location is used by the runtime library process to load the library for executing the application component.

Finally, the application requirements include both latency and spatial affinity descriptions. The latency is defined as a pair formed by an edge tuple and the latency requirement in milliseconds, and we use the special keyword “client” to represent that destination node
for latency in edges facing toward clients. For example, in the connected car application, this requirement would be added as (((“prune”, “client”)), 100), indicating that there is a 100 ms latency requirement for the data staleness at the client’s input coming from the prune node. Client input edges do not have a tag name, as they use a different communication API. The spatial affinity description is a mapping between a node name and an identifier that the code will use to call the appropriate affinity function. For the exemplar application, both DBScan and prune nodes would be mapped to the “sub-region” function, while the concat node is mapped to the “region” function. This setup will become clearer when we explain the implementation of the code.

### 3.6.2 Code representation

Three different entities form the code that implements an application: the bootstrap function, the application components, and the spatial-affinity function. The bootstrap function initializes the required object to execute a specific application component. The application components are each an object that encapsulates the functionality of each node in the DFG (e.g., the DBScan node). Finally, the spatial-affinity function takes as inputs the client’s location and the mapping identifier (i.e., the one defined in the configuration file) and returns the AoI’s identifier.

The bootstrap function receives as input the name of the application component (from the configuration file). The function then registers the corresponding object instance that will handle all the requests for that application component. The bootstrap function can also initialize any other global variable or configuration of the object instance from documents available inside the container. For example, The bootstrap function for the connected car application will have two potential name inputs: DBScan, prune, and concat. Then, each of these inputs would create a different type of object. The pseudo-code for the bootstrapping process for the coordinated car application is available in the appendices (Figure A.2).

Each application component is implemented by extending a base “ApplicationComponent” class, which is available as part of the library that includes the communication and storage API. The developer implements all of the corresponding handlers (Table 3.3), using the programming model API (Table 3.1) and any other domain-specific libraries required by the node. For example, to implement the Prune node, the developer will need to implement the “on_send_up” to handle the messages coming from the DBScan node. Then, the handler will deserialize the incoming message, perform the application-specific logic to refine the list of objects, serialize the filtered list, and send it to both the client and
the region *concat* components. Finally, the handler uses the “send_to_partition_id_clients” function to send it to the clients and the “send_up” function to send it to the *concat* node. The pseudo-code for this application component is presented in Figure A.3.

All the other components of the application will be implemented similarly. The components usually have the following steps: deserialization, processing, saving state, serialization, and communication. However, some application components may have more complex implementations. For example, the *DBScan* node has two additional operations beyond the basics: state and migration.

The *DBScan* node needs to keep track of the cars being merged. Not all the cars send their results simultaneously to the *DBScan* node, so the node needs to perform temporal alignment on the input streams, and it should wait for all the cars’ detections before aggregating them. To perform the alignment, it needs to know what cars it has seen in that AoI in the last few data cycles to wait for them. The car membership is stored in the spatio-temporal object store after each iteration. This data is important when a *DBScan* instance is migrated.

On the migration of an AoI to a new instance, the car membership data will be fetched such that when the cars start communicating with the new instance, the node knows for which of them to wait. The time input to the spatio-temporal request will be the maximum time the component can wait for a car before the latency bound is reached. The use of the spatio-temporal store and the implementation of the migration handler is shown in Figures A.4 to A.7.

The last component that the developer needs to implement is the spatial affinity function (with pseudo-code in Figure A.8). The function will receive the client’s location and either “sub-region” or “region” as input for the connected cars application. A region will be composed of a group of neighbor sub-regions (*i.e.*, a region fully subsumes a group of subregions). The developer then selects the right way to partition the areas of interest into sub-regions and regions. For example, an intersection may be a sub-region, and downtown is a region.

This section exemplified how the configuration, handlers, and APIs help developers implement the applications and specify the requirements. In the next section, we discuss the effects of the programming model on the implementation of applications in more detail.
3.7 Effect on application implementation

A DFG allows separating the core application code from the mechanisms provided by the software infrastructure. Additionally, a DFG simplifies large-scale application development since a developer does not need to write different programs for heterogeneous devices with different connectivity. For example, the runtime will run the same application code on various devices, including clients and the computing nodes in the edge and the cloud.

The main drawback is that because each application component in the DFG is independent, sometimes additional information will need to be sent between them. However, the DFG provides greater flexibility to the control plane to efficiently place the components and handle the automatic scaling and replication of running instances, while still providing the application requirements.

The developer needs to provide three inputs to the control plane to submit an application for future use:

1. The representation of the DFG presented in the previous section.
2. The handler’s code for each of the application components in the DFG compiled into a container image using the programming model library.
3. The application requirements for the corresponding application components. For each relevant component, the developer will provide any or all of the requirements presented in section 3.4. We designed the requirements to be easily defined per application component, as explained previously.

After submitting these three inputs to the control plane, the runtime will return an associated unique identifier called an app-key that will be used to identify this version of the application submitted. When a client connects to the infrastructure (either first time or after a disconnection), the client will provide the app-key, and the control plane will connect it to a corresponding instance of the application (and deploy it if required).

The combination of the API and the event handlers abstracts away all the complexities of geo-distributed systems from the developer. For example, the developer does not need to worry about where (i.e., which of all the nodes in the infrastructure) the code is running; the control plane handles both the data and the communication between components. Given the tight latency and spatial requirements of situation awareness applications, the application components may be migrated to a closer computational node. After a migration, from the application’s perspective, there is no change, the data is accessible (through the API), and
the corresponding blocks of code will be called via the event handlers. Similarly, running connected application components on different geo-distributed nodes is invisible to the application code, given that the message is also sent through the API, and the corresponding event handler is called in the other locality.

3.8 Effect of programming model on the control plane

Geo-distributed resources form a continuum fabric composed of the clients, the micro-datacenters, and the cloud datacenters. Therefore, there is a need for the right primitives to allow the control plane to place the application components (generated from the streaming programming model), move data among the components, and migrate computation and state commensurate with the sensor’s mobility pattern (e.g., autonomous cars) along this continuum.

Abstracting the application into a DFG allows the control plane to perform certain optimizations that can improve the usage of resources. For example, the discovery and selection of computation for clients are hidden by a thin layer running in the clients. As a result, the control plane would automatically select the appropriate geo-distributed computing node to host an application component for processing the incoming stream data. The abstraction also allows per-client SLO-driven decisions. Presenting the SLOs in terms of data staleness and rates give flexibility to the control plane in placement decisions, taking into account the μDCs’ resource capacities to accommodate each stage’s CPU and memory needs and the bandwidth required for inter-stage communication. This use of objective-based resource allocation instead of explicit capacity selection also allows merging DFGs from different clients, discussed in more detail in the following subsections.

The DFG programming model also allows an additional level of indirection for the control plane to define when to perform the resource allocation. The first trade-off that the programming model allows is late-bind vs. early-bind. As in Sparrow [33], late-binding allows delaying the assignment of a specific resource for a client until they are needed. For example, coordinated applications would benefit from early-bind, such that the coordinated deployment of a specific application component instance for an AoI is done once, and it is accessible by other clients that arrive in the same area. On the other hand, the control plane has more control over when to allocate the resources in standalone applications. For standalone applications, there is another level of flexibility in the decision; the control plane can make allocation decisions per message (similar to what current serverless engines do [34, 35]) or allocate the whole pipeline for continuous execution until the client exits.
This flexibility in “when” and “where” to perform the allocation can improve the resource utilization efficiency for the potentially limited resources at the µDC.

3.8.1 Multiple data-flow graph instances per application and sharing

Objective-based resource allocation also forces the control plane to deploy multiple instances of the same application in different geographical regions for different subsets of clients. For example, there could be multiple autonomous cars driving around different AoIs in far apart locations. Additionally, the collaborative autonomous driving application has a tight latency requirement. Thus, each separate AoI could require an independent instance of the application deployed close by (network-wise) to the corresponding cars in the AoI. Similarly, standalone applications also require multiple instances deployed across the geo-distributed infrastructure. The tight latency staleness requirements of standalone applications restrict the processing of clients to a small subset of possible close by µDCs. The geo-distribution of the clients worldwide will cause multiple application instances to be deployed across spatially diverse µDCs.

One potential pitfall of this kind of design (where the control plane is deploying multiple DFG instances) is the unnecessary deployment of multiple application instances in the same µDC. In order to ameliorate the negative effect of multiple instances, the control plane can decide to share a certain application component instance in the DFG for a given application. Sharing components allows reusing the shared base memory footprint of applications across multiple clients hosted in the same set of µDCs. For example, if an application component uses a machine learning model to do inference, multiple clients can share the same application instance, and only one such model would need to be present in the memory of a server in the µDC, reducing the memory pressure overall.

Sharing application components across multiple clients and AoI reduces unnecessary waste of resources by reusing shared elements (like application binaries) and improving the utilization efficiency of resources (e.g., cores) by multiplexing the same component across clients. The main complexity that arises is that the objective-based resource allocation needs to be aware that increasing the number of clients associated with a given instance could also require a different allocation of resources (e.g., CPUs, memory). To solve this complexity, we later propose the use of offline profiling to calculate the required resources for a given number of clients in section 7.4.2.
3.8.2 Migration API

The use of objective-based resource allocation also requires that the control plane migrate application components due to either QoS or load-balancing considerations. The migration could potentially involve two main aspects: computation and state migration.

Computation Migration

Computation migration is related to migrating an application component instance from one μDC to another. To facilitate computation migration, the programming model provides the application with two handlers (Table 3.3), one to be executed at the current application component instance and the other at the new instance.

The first handler, `on migration start(child)`, allows the current application instance to package the volatile state of the computation of the parent node concerning the specific identifier (either of the AoI or client). The second handler, `on migration end(s)`, allows the new application component instance to initialize its local state using the transferred state for the corresponding identifier. The control plane will call the first handler on the current application component instance and ship the state to the new instance. Once the transfer is complete, it is safe to switch the logical partition to the new parent. The new parent node will start processing event calls from this transferred logical partition as soon as the initialization of its local state is complete. Finally, we discuss further optimizations to the data transfers in chapter 4.

State Migration

State migration relates to the soft persistent data generated by an application component (in the object store mentioned in section 3.5.3), which must be made available if the application component is migrated to a new μDC. The state migration can be performed lazily in parallel with execution in the new instance.

3.9 Limitations

As mentioned previously, the programming model presented in this chapter is a starting point for translating the requirements of situation-awareness applications into an intuitive interface that can be leveraged by the control plane. As such, it is not the final interface for all types of situation-awareness applications. This section discusses some of the main limitations that future iterations would require to address.
The first limitation is the composition and support for heterogeneous types of clients within one application. We assume that incoming sensor streams are logically presented for only one type of client—for example, drones for the standalone exemplar application and autonomous cars for the coordinated application. The dataflow graphs cannot easily represent the aggregation of different types of clients as the mechanisms for grouping clients of different types and their corresponding requirements are beyond this dissertation scope. Therefore, future extensions will be needed to group multiple independent standalone and coordinated applications for disparate types of clients, such that the dependency between different types of clients is easy to specify. This interface is discussed further in section 10.2.2.

The second limitation is that the current incarnation of the programming model does not include feedback loops that would facilitate multi-iteration processing. If the programming model is to be extended to domains beyond situation-awareness, wherein such facilities are needed then it would require additional features. For example, some stream-processing engines, such as Naiad [36], support using feedback edges to perform iterative computations, like those used for training machine learning models. The expectation is that the feedback loop data is treated differently than a request coming through the forward edges. The loopback messages should not trigger computations that generate an output tuple in the node and should only be used for updating models and/or affecting the real world via actuations.

The third limitation is that spatial affinity cannot change at runtime, as it is defined as a static mapping function. In the future, some applications may require reconfiguring the AoI based on new knowledge, like, for example, the change in the importance of an area during the day or to support interactive augmented reality games where the gathering areas change with time. Such applications will require the programming model to represent how and when to trigger these reconfigurations.

Finally, the programming model does not provide any data-delivery guarantees. This design is intentional as situation-awareness applications mainly focus on quickly reacting to the physical world, where the data and reactions are only relevant for a limited time. Supporting delivery guarantees, such as at-least-once, would add to the latency overhead and hurt the application-level E2E latency SLOs. Therefore, we did not consider providing such guarantees in the current iteration of the programming model. However, including such guarantees would increase the versatility for future iterations of the programming model.
3.10 Conclusion

In this chapter, we first analyzed the structure and requirements of situation-awareness applications, and defined a taxonomy of those applications. Then, based on the insights obtained from this categorization, we proposed a programming model capable of defining geospatial requirements and providing guides to the control plane to better distributed and scale the application across the geo-distributed infrastructure. Additionally, we showed (via examples) how expressive this programming model can be for implementing situation-awareness applications. In the following chapters, we will build on the requirements presented before to define the required logical components in the control plane and define implementations and distributions of those components on the geo-distributed infrastructure.
CHAPTER 4
ARCHITECTURE FOR A CONTROL PLANE FOR GEO-DISTRIBUTED RESOURCES

The control plane is in charge of managing all the geo-distributed resources and the life cycle of the applications. It handles the scheduling of applications, monitors both resources and applications (including failures), and manages data related to the resources. This chapter discusses the requirements and challenges of a control plane that manages geo-distributed resources, and we describe an architecture that fulfills those needs. The chapter’s main focus is on the functional and performance properties of the control plane—fault tolerance and reliability are outside of the scope of this dissertation.

4.1 Application life cycle overview

The life cycle of an application demonstrates the interactions between the runtime handlers and the control plane. There are three main groups of actions involving the control plane: registration, resource assignment, and reconfiguration via monitoring. Next, we present an enumeration of workflows for each of them.

Registration. The developer needs to register applications with the control plane as follows:

1. Each application is uploaded as a DFG by the application developer to the control plane, as previously explained in section 3.7.

2. Once registered, the client (e.g., devices, sensors) will use the associated’s application identifier to contact the control plane.

Resource assignment. The control plane defines a set of application components for a client (and potentially allocates them), with a common life cycle being as follows:

1. The client makes a request to the control plane with the associated application’s identifier.

2. The control plane examines the state of the geo-distributed resources and selects a subset of those resources to schedule the application components, and deploys the required application components.
3. Once the application DFG is deployed in the corresponding μDCs/DCs, the client connects to the corresponding application component and keeps using it until it is no longer required or the control plane reconfigures the application.

**Reconfiguration.** The control plane may need to reconfigure certain already running application components and clients to maintain the required SLOs. A subset of these operations is shown next:

1. The control plane monitors the application components and resources to anticipate / detect any service-level agreement (SLA) violation or failure and react accordingly by reconfiguring (e.g., migrating or restarting) some (or all) of the application components.

2. The control plane also periodically load balance applications across equivalent μDCs / DCs

The control plane automatically manages the discovery as part of resource assignment and migration of application components as part of reconfigurations. An example of a reconfiguration may happen when a client is mobile. The deployment for the client’s application instance may need to be changed from one μDC to another as the location of the client changes.

### 4.2 Requirements

The properties of situation-awareness applications and those of geo-distributed resources (i.e., μDCs and DCs) impose a set of requirements on the control plane that manages them. For example, situation-awareness applications are bursty in resource requirements across time (e.g., rush hour traffic vs. early-morning traffic) and space (e.g., cameras near busy intersections and those in secluded areas). Additionally, the resources in μDCs are potentially limited. Thus, the control plane will need to dynamically and continuously adapt the applications’ resource allocations to efficiently use the available resource as they can not be defined statically.

Situation-awareness applications have distinctive requirements, beyond latency and bandwidth constraints, in contrast to well-known Cloud-native applications. These requirements are:

**R1 Autonomous control:** Each μDC/DC should be able to perform operations autonomously. Given the geo-distribution of μDC, partial disconnections would be more
common than for resources within a cloud datacenter. In order to improve availability, each μDC should be capable of managing the local resources, responding to any requests that are sent directly to it, and reconfiguring applications that are locally deployed. This requirement is especially important for standalone applications that tend to have tight latency bounds.

**R2 Coordinated control:** Multiple control plane actions will require a coordinated operation across multiple μDCs/DCs. Examples of such operations are migration of components across two μDC, load balancing across equivalent μDCs/DCs, and guaranteeing uniqueness of deployments for coordinated applications. These operations require that the control plane support decisions spanning multiple geo-distributed resources.

**R3 Spatial knowledge:** the control plane should understand the semantics of geographical location and the application’s requirements to provide the correct functionality of applications. The control plane should consider each client’s geographical location when making decisions, especially for coordinated applications. For example, some types of situation-awareness applications require sharing state among subgroups of clients based on their geographical location, as described in section 3.4.3.

**R4 E2E latency support:** the programming model in chapter 3 uses a DFG to model the topology and communication patterns of the application. In order to properly support E2E latency constraints, the control plane will need to be able to aggregate information across each application component (potentially deployed in different μDCs/DCs) and understand the application topology to support the necessary end-to-end latency SLO guarantees and their corresponding management. Additionally, the control plane will also need to have an approximation of inter-μDC latencies to calculate expected E2E latencies when deploying.

**R5 Dynamic resource allocation:** given the potentially limited resources in μDCs, and the continuously changing applications (i.e., execution, latency, and location), the control plane will be required to perform dynamic resource allocation needed for the redeployment of an application due to mobility or failures/resource scarcity at an μDC, as well as dynamically modifying application component’s resource allocation to better match is current load.

This set of functional requirements will guide the architecture of the control plane in the following sections of this dissertation. Additionally to the specific requirements specific to
the context of this dissertation, the control plane also has similar requirements to regular cloud control plane architectures, shown next:

**Scalability:** it should be capable of handling an increasing number of both devices and applications when more resources and µDCs are assigned to the control plane. This requirement also involves having simple operational management, such that scaling up/down is an easy operation.

**Reliable/available:** it should gracefully handle failures in its components and the network.

**Agility:** the control plane should respond to changes and requests quickly. Situation-awareness application workload and environment are continuously evolving; the control plane should reconfigure the application allocation and placement to provide the expected quality of service.

**Maximize utilization:** resources are limited; the control plane should maximize the utilization of the available resources. This requirement also involves minimizing any unnecessary resource (over-)allocation.

This second set of requirements extends the functional requirements of the first set to define performance requirements of the control plane for it to be practical to deploy situation-awareness applications in geo-distributed computational resources.

### 4.3 Challenges

New challenges arise in the design of control planes due to the geographical distribution of µDCs/DCs. The geo-distribution of resources will cause each µDC to be smaller than regular datacenters, as we can see from the Azure + AT&T project [15], as well as newer startups like VaporIO [17]. Smaller capacity means that fragmentation and over-allocation have a more significant impact on the QoS. Geo-distribution also means a higher likelihood of traversing the WAN when different control plane components are communicating over non-homogeneous and potentially high latency links.

Additionally, the requirements of situation-awareness applications can be quite stringent, more than current applications such as video streaming. For example, the missing child application (from section 2.2) requires both low-latency processing and a high-bandwidth network. The input device (*i.e.*, Google Glass) continuously generates data, and many IoT devices similarly generate data 24/7. Besides the applications generating a
significant amount of data, their context and workload are also constantly changing; the de-
vices are moving around, and the number of elements that the sensors measure also varies
with time.

Both the properties of geo-distributed resources and those of the situation-awareness
applications increase the complexity of the control plane compared to those in cloud dat-
acenters. In the following sections, we first explain why the current state of the art is not
sufficient (section 4.4) to provide the requirements from section 4.2, and then in the re-
maining of this chapter, we propose a logical architecture that can provide each of these
requirements.

4.4 Related Work

This section describes the current state of the art of control planes and resource managers
and analyzes why they are unfit for geo-distributed resources. The two main deficiencies
of state-of-the-art control planes when managing geo-distributed resources for situation-
awareness applications are:

- They have a centralized architecture with WAN traversal needed for every action
taken.

- Schedulers and policies are not cognizant (or not in the right granularity) of infras-
structure topology, spatial affinity, and E2E latency.

Next, we analyze specific related work against the requirements of a control plane for
this dissertation’s domain.

**Cloud control plane.** Managing densely geo-distributed resources differs from con-
ventional cluster scheduling. Cloud resource managers (*e.g.*, Borg [37], Omega [38], Hy-
dra [6]) are designed for the features of a datacenter environment: mostly homogeneous
computational resources interconnected by a low-latency network, which implies that the
decision-making entity is colocated with the resources it manages. This coupling also man-
ifests in how the allocation state is maintained in a centralized shared manner.

There is a large body of work in schedulers designed for Cloud datacenters, with the
main difference across them being the structure of the data store and the schedulers’ paral-
lelism. This taxonomy separates the schedulers in monolithic [39, 10, 37], partitioned [6,
40, 41], hierarchical [42], and shared-state [38, 43, 44, 45] architectures. They mostly rely
on a central authoritative state (which may be replicated for redundancy and fault tolerance)
to coordinate resource scheduling, updated by one or more schedulers.
A shared authoritative state works in a datacenter environment for control plane decisions, but this approach is not scalable for edge-centric schedulers even when the schedulers are distributed, as in Omega [38], as they need to reach the centralized shared state over a high-latency and unreliable network for every control decision, which violates the requirements $R1$ and $R5$. A naive extension of such schedulers to manage densely geo-distributed resources will not suffice to achieve all the requirements and is discussed in chapter 5.

**Control planes for geo-distributed resources.** Newer schedulers tailored for geo-distributed resources like KubeEdge [46] allow the μDC to work under network disconnection, but it does not allow new requests to be served directly at the μDC; requests are still processed in a centralized controller. These architectures suffer the same limitation as a cloud resource manager concerning requirement $R1$.

Additionally, neither cloud nor geo-distributed control planes are designed for the application requirements of situation-awareness applications. For example, they do not natively support location data (requirement $R3$), nor do they have the right monitoring capabilities to aggregate latency data across multiple application components and geo-distributed locations for providing requirement $R4$, as they rely on a centralized gathering of metrics. Additionally, they do not have the right interface to define how to trace latency across multiple application components in a DFG.

In summary, no current control plane architecture provides all the requirements.

### 4.5 Overview of the components in the control plane

The control plane is in charge of managing all the stages of an application life-cycle. The main operations performed by the control plane are:

**Scheduling:** it will choose the right subset of μDCs/DC that can provide the application requirements and have enough resources to host all the application components.

**Managing application instances:** it will be in charge of running each of the application components (e.g., hosting the containers) and setting up all required communication channels between application components matching the topology of the DFG.

**Managing application state:** it implements the corresponding state API (section 3.5.3) and provides the best-effort access to the data independently of the location of the μDC/DC hosting a given application component.
Figure 4.1: The control plane is composed of four main components: managers, scheduler, monitoring and policy, and state manager. The managers are further split into three main components: control plane manager, local manager, and runtime library. These logical components perform all the operations required by the control plane for managing geo-distributed resources and situation-awareness applications.

**Monitoring applications and resources:** it has to monitor the health of both applications and computational resources, such that it can redeploy any application component that has failed (either because of software or because of hardware). Additionally, the control plane needs to monitor each metric associated with the application requirements (section 3.4).

**Policy execution:** the control plane will use the output of the monitoring component and check (or predict) for potential violations of the application requirements. The policy will then trigger a rescheduling of some or all of the application components with additional restrictions to avoid using already known bad placements.

Each of these operations is performed by the independent components of the architecture shown in Figure 4.1, described in the following sections. This chapter focuses on the logical components required to implement a functional control plane for geo-distributed resources running situation-awareness applications. Later chapters will describe how these components are implemented, how and where they are hosted, and how these functionalities are further partitioned and replicated.
4.6 Scheduler

The scheduler is the entity in charge of selecting a subset of geo-distributed resources to host all the applications components for a given client (potentially reusing already running ones), and defining how many resources to allocate for each application component (i.e., cores, memory). The scheduling functionality can be formalized as an optimization problem, which we will describe next.

The input to the scheduling optimization problem can be enumerated as follows:

1. Information about the client(s) to be scheduled: it includes the identifier of the application to be scheduled and the location of each of the clients.

2. The DFG that describes the application.

3. The application requirements (e.g., E2E latency, spatial affinity) for each necessary application component.

4. The state of the geo-distributed infrastructure: the state includes the location of each of the µDCs/DCs, the current application components and allocations of each of them, and the total number of resources in each of those geo-distributed computational resources. Furthermore, for certain application requests (e.g., with E2E latency requirements), the control plane will need the inter-site latency between µDCs.

The optimization will return for each application component either an already running instance or a specific µDC/DC to run the application and the number of resources to allocate to that application instance.

The optimization problem objective is to maximize/minimize the platform provider’s metrics with the constraint of satisfying application requirements. It also provides a template for the provider to model the requirements of the infrastructure together with the needs of the application. The scheduling optimization can be optimally solved by an ILP solver (e.g., Google OR-Tools [47]) or with a heuristic approach when the problem is too big or complex for an ILP to solve. We will discuss different heuristics in chapter 6 and chapter 7.

The platform provider defines the specific optimization metric to be used, so the metric definition needs to be extendable by the control plane manager for the control plane to be usable in a real deployment. All optimizations will still provide the application requirements, but from multiple potential solutions, it will choose the one that optimizes the
corresponding metric. Some examples of metrics that are relevant for a geo-distributed infrastructure are the following:

**Cost:** the optimization function will minimize the cost of the deployment while still providing the application’s requirements.

**Utilization:** the optimizer will minimize the maximum utilization of the computational resources; this is a type of load balancing algorithm.

**Imbalance:** similar to utilization, it tries to improve the load balance of the infrastructure, but this metric will try to force the deviation between total allocation across different geo-distributed resources to be smaller.

**Total applications:** this metric optimizes for maximizing the number of applications that can be run in the infrastructure at the potential cost of increasing future violations (by reducing the margin of error to pack more applications).

**Total clients:** similar to the total applications, but at the granularity of the clients, this can affect the fairness across different applications.

**Future violations:** this metric would select the solution with the least likelihood of violations due to clients’ mobility at the expense of more resource fragmentation or over-allocation of resources.

**Statistical guarantees:** in contrast to future violations, this metric allows a certain number of expected violations in the future to reduce the negative effects of over-allocation.

**Fairness:** a metric that balances the number of resources allocated to each application, such that each application receives roughly the same total number of resources.

Equation (4.1) exemplifies the optimization of the cost metric for an application with two application components in a pipeline with a data staleness latency constraint of 10 ms for the edge between the two application components.

\[
\text{minimize} \quad \text{cost}(X) \\
\text{subject to} \quad net(client, X_0) + \text{computation}(X_0) + net(X_0, X_1) \leq 10 \\
\quad placement(X_0) \neq \emptyset \\
\quad placement(X_1) \neq \emptyset
\]  

(4.1)
The optimization in Equation (4.1) minimizes the placement cost, where the cost is calculated as the sum of renting the servers for both application components \( X_0 \) and \( X_1 \). Next, the net and computation functions calculate the expected latency when placing the two application components in \( X_0 \) and \( X_1 \) for the first and second components, respectively. Then, the constraint is to sum the three latency approximations and bound them to the limit of 10 (ms). Finally, the two last constraints define that both components should be placed in a valid µDC. The optimization metrics will generally vary considerably, but the base set of requirements will be similar across the different applications.

Many other potential metrics can be used to optimize the problem, and the definition of those metrics is outside the scope of this dissertation. Here, we presented a subset of the metrics to exemplify how a control plane can consider the metrics depending on a given infrastructure’s specific context. The selection of a specific metric will heavily affect both the resource efficiency and the application’s behavior. For example, fairness across applications may reduce the number of potential clients using the available resources at a time, given that some applications may require more resources. Moreover, it depends on whether the fairness is defined per µDC or overall resource in the platform, further exacerbating the problem. On the other hand, minimizing the number of potential violations could incur higher resource over-allocation, and reduce the overall resource efficiency, because it is allocating based on worse-case scenarios of both burstiness and potential mobility of users. Therefore, the infrastructure provider would ponder what metrics are more important for their business.

Another possibility for the optimization is to define a metric per application, but this would make proving efficiency much harder, given that different metrics could be at odds with each other, but that flexibility may be required to allow additional applications (similar to how the Linux scheduler has multiple schedulers for different applications).

The main aspects that affect how the scheduler optimizer will solve the problems that are different from cloud schedulers are:

- Geo-distribution and scarcity.
- Split across geo-distributed µDC and cloud DC.
- DFG semantics and reuse of components.

The geo-distribution and scarcity of resources reduce the equivalence between different computational resources making the search space bigger. For example, TetriSched \[48\], a cloud scheduler, uses equivalence sets to reduce the search space, given that many machines
can execute the same tasks and are deemed equivalent in the datacenter context. However, these types of optimizations are not as useful in the context of geo-distributed resources. Scarcity similarly forces the scheduler to consider partitioning the DFG across the cloud and edge to overcome the inherent limitations, as well as reusing components instances across different clients’ DFGs.

Although outside of the scope of this dissertation, plenty of research is being done in improving the optimization of similar problems, which is discussed further in chapter 8.

4.7 Monitoring and Policy Definition

The monitoring component is the heartbeat of the control plane. It monitors several metrics associated with each application component. These metrics are then aggregated and used to detect whether that application instance needs to be reconfigured. The monitoring activity is not part of the application logic, but it is a necessary element of the control plane architecture (Figure 4.1) to ensure that the application’s SLAs are met.

The monitoring component continuously gathers information pertaining to the SLOs of the application components and about each μDC/DC’s resource usage. More specifically:

- Processing Latency.
- Network latency between connected components.
- Resource usage (i.e., CPU and memory).
- Client’s locations.

Since an application’s DFG could span multiple μDCs, the measured data may have to be aggregated across μDCs and may need to be measured in different runtime components. Additionally, these measurements need to be further aggregated into metrics to be useful for decision-making.

To better understand the metrics being monitored, we categorize the type of metrics into local-domain and global-domain. For a given metric, if we need values from multiple components of an application DFG to decide whether a reconfiguration is required, we consider that metric as having a global-domain scope. For example, processing and network latencies have global-domain scope since values from multiple components of an application instance are required to determine if E2E latency constraints are violated. On the other hand, if the values for a particular metric need to be monitored only for a specific
application component to detect a need for reconfiguration, such a metric is categorized as having local-domain scope (e.g., CPU usage). We use this categorization as a guide for improving the scalability of the monitoring layer in chapter 7.

The monitoring layer is also in charge of processing the metrics stream and applying application-specific policies. There are two main types of policies: proactive and reactive, depending on when actions are taken. Proactive policies involve taking actions either with periodic checks or by extrapolating the current system’s state and predicting a violation. In contrast, reactive policies take action after a violation is detected. This taxonomy will allow us to explain the control plane implementations more easily in the following chapters.

There are at least three policies that are needed natively based on the control-plane requirements (section 4.2):

1. **Latency staleness**: The main policy is meeting the latency staleness SLA, with the associated latency metric being a global-domain metric. For example, if the measured E2E latency for a given application instance changes from its predicted value during runtime, it might trigger a proactive migration to avoid E2E latency constraint violation. Then, the policy will be fed back a reconfiguration request to the scheduler. The reconfiguration will request a replacement and could potentially indicate µDCs to avoid.

2. **Spatial affinity**: this policy is in charge of the spatial affinity that continuously analyzes each client’s location and triggers corresponding migrations when moving to a different AoI.

3. **Load balancing**: the third policy load balances across equivalent µDC/DC resources. The monitoring layer periodically scans the entire infrastructure for significant load imbalances. The scheduler will be called to perform reallocation or migration decisions to ameliorate the problem when such incidents are detected.

In summary, the monitoring component supports an agile control plane through continuous measurements of the health of the µDC/DC combined with application-specified attributes.

### 4.8 Control Plane Managers and Runtime Library

The control plane manager is the entity in charge of executing actions decided by other components. For example, the control plane manager deploys the application components
in the locations defined by the scheduler and receives requests from clients. More specifically, the control manager performs the following actions:

- Receives and manages requests from clients and other components.
- Communicates messages between the different control plane components.
- Coordinates across components and between µDCs/DCs.
- Deploys the application components (e.g., as containers) in the corresponding serving within a µDCs/DCs
- Interacts and monitors the physical hardware running the application components.
- Bootstraps all control plane components and monitors their health.

In order to fulfill all these tasks, the control plane manager requires hosting a software agent in one of the physical servers in each µDC in the infrastructure. The control plane will initially forward the initial requests to those machines, set up connections, and check those components’ health. Additionally, these local managers also help collect metrics from the applications for the monitoring layer (e.g., resource utilization of an application component).

In addition to the control plane managers and local managers, an additional component runs together with the application components: the runtime library. The runtime library implements the APIs used by the application components (section 3.5). In addition, it manages all communication requests and interacts closely with the control plane manager.

The runtime library is in charge of directly contacting the control plane for any scheduling request. In addition, once the application components are deployed, the runtime library is in charge of communicating between the client and the first application component, as well as between connected application components. The runtime library hides away all the complexity of geo-distribution from the developer and all coordination required across different application components in the system.

The runtime library will be included as a library of the binary that will execute the applications (either in the client or inside the containers hosting the application components). Additionally, since it runs as part of the same binary and schedules the execution of the event handlers presented in section 3.5, the runtime library also measures certain metrics of interest for the monitoring layer, like processing latency and network bandwidth utilization. The runtime library has full visibility of the execution of each event handler, as well
as all the communication between elements in the DFG. More details about its implementation are discussed in later sections.

In summary, both the control plane manager and runtime library are in charge of executing the actual actions specified by the other components of both the application and the control plane.

### 4.9 State Manager

The control plane is also in charge of managing, storing, and giving access to the state. More specifically, the state manager handles the state related to the infrastructure and each instance of the application components. The infrastructure state refers to the information related to the geo-distributed resources—for example, allocation, application components running, distribution, and application profiles. The scheduler and the policy executor (part of the monitoring component) need access to the infrastructure state to make decisions about applications in the system and deploy and reconfigure applications. On the other hand, the application state relates to all the data stored for a given application.

The application state is split into two parts: static and dynamic. The static application state is associated with the application component binaries and associated configurations and all the inputs submitted to the control plane by the application developer (section 3.7). The static application information can initially be stored in the cloud and replicated on-demand (or proactively) to the different required geo-distributed computational resources when they need to deploy the applications. The dynamic application state is associated with the dynamic state generated through the data management API (section 3.5.3). An implementation of the dynamic data management is presented in section 6.4.2.

One key aspect that the state manager of the control plane handles is the migration of data between two different application component instances for the same node in the DFG. Previously, we described that application components might be migrated (section 3.8.2) due to failure or potential violations of SLOs. The control plane is in charge of giving access to that data in a best-effort approach. This requirement may involve migrating data from a previous application component instance running in a different μDC/DC. Implementing this control plane architecture will need to define mechanisms to fetch the data and make it accessible to the corresponding application component and delete old data when it is not required. As part of the programming model, we do not expect the dynamic state management to be resilient to failures. The trade-off in this architectural design is to provide fast access to data, but all state is expected to be recomputed if the data is not found (either
Figure 4.2: Relationship between functional requirements and logical components of the control plane architecture. The components highlighted in gray (left) focus on both control requirements R1 and R2. The components highlighted in blue (right) are the main drivers behind providing dynamicity and supporting the situation-awareness application’s special requirements.

because of failure or because it did not previously exist).

The state manager will also require additional logic in the runtime library presented in the previous section. The runtime library will implement the state management API section 3.5.3 in order for the state manager to decide where and how to save the data. The application state API avoids unnecessary recomputation and provides a helpful interface to query spatio-temporal data generated from the clients’ inputs. In chapter 6, we present efficient mechanisms implementing this key-value interface.

4.10 Discussion of the architecture and requirements

Figure 4.2 shows the relationship between the functional requirements (section 4.2) and the control plane components in the architecture (section 4.5). Each component is involved in providing many of the functional requirements.

For both control requirements R1 and R2, most of the functionality falls on the control plane manager; this is highlighted in gray (left) in Figure 4.2. Requirement R1 is mostly
provided by the local managers in each of the µDCs/DCs. This design is due to the need for each µDC to be independent, which can only be achieved by having local entities in each µDC. On the other hand, requirement R2 is achieved through the control plane manager, given that it is in charge of coordinating actions across different µDCs/DCs.

The other three requirements R3 to R5, are centered around the monitoring component, as shown in blue in Figure 4.2. The monitoring and policy components continuously ingest the metric streams from different runtime and infrastructure components. This information is combined with the state of the infrastructure for the policy to detect potential violations or failures and then trigger new scheduling with the corresponding restrictions based on the root of the violation/failure. This stream processing is required given that the three requirements need verification at each moment in time. After a reconfiguration is deemed needed by the policy, the scheduler and the control plane manager will be required to decide and configure the infrastructure.

The performance requirements are discussed in the following chapters of this dissertation.

4.11 Distribution of control plane components

Given the described logical architecture, this dissertation’s main research contribution determines how to partition each control plane component. This partitioning specifies where in the geo-distributed infrastructure to execute each component and what mechanisms are required for components to perform efficiently in a geo-distributed infrastructure when running situation-awareness applications.

The simplest (and less efficient) approach would be to perform most of these operations in a centralized location. On the other hand, in a geo-distributed architecture, the control plane can distribute the components among the distributed infrastructure. For example, we can implement a fully decentralized architecture, where each µDC/DC performs local scheduling independently and coordinates across nearby µDCs to handle operations like monitoring and migrations. In the decentralized design, the dynamic state management is handled independently by each µDC, and when a client is migrated to a different µDC, the state migration needs to be coordinated between the two locations. We analyze the decentralized architecture further in chapter 6.

There are additional strategies in the design continuum between fully centralized and fully decentralized for each of the components described in this section (i.e., scheduling, monitoring, state management). An example is a hybrid design in which part of the oper-
ations are performed decentralized and others in a centralized fashion (within each of the control plane components). In this dissertation, we analyze in detail the effect of the distribution of components on how the control plane can cater to the requirements explained in section 4.2

4.11.1 Preview of following chapters

We will progressively implement a control plane in the following chapters that can provide all the requirements described in section 4.2. First, we analyze a fully-centralized design, where most of the logical components are deployed in a centralized manner, and show why it is not a good fit for the context of geo-distributed resources and situation-awareness applications. Next, we describe a decentralized design that can cater to E2E latency requirements. Finally, we propose a hybrid design that can satisfy all the requirements presented in section 4.2.

The main differences we focus on across the different designs are:

• The distribution of the control plane components, as previously mentioned in section 4.11.

• The implementation of the different mechanisms considering the distribution of components, including coordination, scheduling, and monitoring.
CHAPTER 5
ANALYSIS OF A CENTRALIZED ARCHITECTURE AND ITS LIMITATIONS

This chapter presents the limitations of extending a centralized cloud control plane to support the requirements in section 4.2. We use Kubernetes [49], a well-known open-source centralized control plane, as our starting point. First, we describe Kubernetes, focusing on its architectural design, state management, and how it handles scheduling decisions. Next, we show that extending Kubernetes to handle the requirements is inefficient through an architectural analysis and latency evaluations on a prototype. Finally, we also include an analysis of newer Kubernetes extensions for geo-distributed resources, which also suffer from similar limitations. Parts of this chapter’s contents were previously presented in OneEdge [22].

5.1 Background: Kubernetes—a centralized control plane

Kubernetes [49] is an “open-source system for automating deployment, scaling, and management of containerized applications” [50]. It is based on the architecture of Google’s internal orchestrator Borg [37], but re-implemented for broader adoption by the general technology community. Next, we present a general overview of its architecture and functionalities relevant to implementing a geo-distributed control plane.

5.1.1 Control plane architecture

A Kubernetes system is composed of two main elements [51]:

**Worker nodes:** A set of servers that directly run the application components (*i.e.*, containers). Each server has an associated local manager.

**Control plane:** A manager of worker nodes and the associated containers running in them that is in charge of making decisions for the overall infrastructure.

The main role of Kubernetes is to handle and run containerized applications. The smallest unit of computation managed by Kubernetes is a *pod*. A *pod* comprises one or more tightly coupled containers (application components) that share resources in the same host. In other words, a *pod* represents a logical host for an application [52]. A *pod* can share storage and network resources, and all are described with one specification (*i.e.*, a Yaml file)
Figure 5.1: Architecture of Kubernetes. It comprises two main components: the Control Plane and the Worker Nodes. There is one logical control plane for the overall Kubernetes system and one instance of Worker Nodes for each server.
that indicates how they should be deployed. Pods resemble the DFG explained previously (section 3.3), but with the restrictions that all containers within a pod are co-located [52] within one server.

These high-level elements of the architecture are shown in Figure 5.1. Next, we describe each of these elements separately and compare them against the previously described architecture in section 4.5.

Worker nodes

Figure 5.1 shows the structure of a Kubernetes’ worker node. Each worker node is composed of three main components:

Kubelet: it manages pods (and their constituent containers) and verifies that they are healthy.

Kube-proxy: it handles the networking rules associated with each pod. The rules allow communication between Pods in the cluster and external connections.

Container runtime: it is in charge of running the containers on top of the hardware.

In summary, these three components are run in each server and allow communication to the Kubernetes control plane, deploy the containers, and allow communication across components. Together they are functionally similar to the local manager in section 4.5.

Kubernetes control plane

As a clarification, in the context of this dissertation, we use a different definition of control plane than in Kubernetes. In other chapters, the terminology control plane would involve both what Kubernetes names worker nodes and control planes.

Four main components implement the control plane in Kubernetes:

Kube-scheduler: it processes any pod that is not assigned to a worker node and chooses a suitable node to execute.

Etcd: it is a key-value store used to store all infrastructure (cluster) and static application data.

Kube-apiserver: it is the front-end used by the clients of Kubernetes to send requests, including the deployment of Pods.
**Kube-controller-manager:** it runs all the controllers that manage the infrastructure (cluster) and pods. Kubernetes uses independent controllers for different types of components in the system. For example, it has separate controllers dedicated to managing and checking the health of worker nodes and workloads (*i.e.*, pods).

We can map these components to the control plane components presented in section 4.5:

- The *kube-scheduler* is directly associated with the *scheduler* and fulfills the same objective.

- *Etcd* implements the role of the infrastructure state manager and application state data, but it does not handle the dynamic application data. Application data is expected to be handled by other services running on top of Kubernetes.

- The *kube-apiserver* and the *kube-controller-manager* perform a similar role to the control plane manager, as they are in charge of coordinating operations, managing resources, and receiving requests from the other systems.

In addition to the core components of Kubernetes described before, there is one add-on to Kubernetes that is relevant for our discussion: the *container resource monitor* that maintains a time-series database with metrics related to containers and implements a subset of the functionality of the monitoring component in section 4.5. However, it does not apply policies on top of the metrics collected. Most of the metrics in this Kubernetes component are for after-the-fact analysis and not for real-time processing.

### 5.1.2 State in etcd

*Etcd* holds all the state of the control plane related to the cluster and the static data of the application. The state is persistently stored as objects called *Kubernetes objects* [53]. Each *Kubernetes object* describes the desired state of the associated object, or what in the Kubernetes documentation is called a "record of intent" [53]. Once a given object is created, Kubernetes will try to keep that object in the desired state (including its creation). In other words, the creation of an object in *etcd* indicates to Kubernetes the need to keep that object in a specific state forever (or until the object is deleted or modified).

Most Kubernetes objects are composed of two fields that describe the object’s configuration: the spec and its status. The spec describes its *desired state*, including the characteristic that the resource should have; the spec is not the same for all object types. On the
other hand, the status shows the real state of the object (continuously updated by Kubernetes’ components).

The Kubernetes control plane continuously checks that every object’s current state matches the desired state defined by the spec. For Kubernetes to implement this check, it leverages the `watch` feature from `etcd` [54]. An `etcd watch` provides an interface to monitor changes to specific keys. `Etcd` notifies asynchronously when a key is changed, similar to an event-based architecture. Kubernetes depends on these notifications to trigger an object’s modification to match its spec.

The main information stored in `etcd` is:

- Information related to the containers (application components) running, including on which nodes and with what allocated resources.
- The resources that are available in each worker node.
- The spec that defines how each application behaves (spec). For example, restart and fault-tolerance policies and the number of resources required by the containers.

More specifically, two types of Kubernetes objects are important for this chapter discussion: workload and cluster [55]. Workloads are the objects used to handle the execution of Pods (and the associated containers) in the infrastructure. Cluster objects are associated with the nodes themselves and how they are configured.

5.1.3 Kubernetes API and workflow

The Kubernetes’ clients (including other Kubernetes components) use the Kubernetes API to interact with objects (i.e., creation, modification, or deletion). For example, the client submits a new spec of the desired object (e.g., workload) or the corresponding change to a specific object. The Kubernetes API then validates the request and persists the associated information on `etcd`, which is only accessible through the Kubernetes API.

To better understand the behavior of Kubernetes, we enumerate the steps taken by the different components when a client sends an application deploy request, which is also depicted in Figure 5.2:

1. The client sends a request to the API server.

2. The API server validates the request and stores the associated state to `etcd` (with a corresponding acknowledgment by `etcd`).
Figure 5.2: Three stages of the lifecycle of a *pod* creation in Kubernetes. First, the client submits the request to the API server, and the request is written to etcd. Then, in the second stage, a *watch* is triggered, the scheduler finds a suitable worker to run the pod, and the selection is saved to etcd. Next, in the third stage, the API server triggers the corresponding Kubelet, which deploys the application locally in the server using the container runtime. Finally, the result is saved to etcd when completed successfully (brown arrow).
3. The scheduler has a \textit{watch} installed for changes on the pods. Then, the API Server notifies the scheduler about the new pod, which has no node assigned to it.

4. The scheduler decides which node to run the pod on and returns it to the API Server (if it exists).

5. The API server persists the decision to etcd (with the corresponding acknowledgment back from etcd).

6. Each Kubelet is watching for nodes assigned to them (through etcd), so the API Server notifies the corresponding Kubelet about the new pod.

7. The Kubelet requests the container runtime to start the corresponding containers.

8. Kubelet updates the pod status to the API Server.

9. API Server persists the new state in etcd.

After the initial deployment, the controller monitors the pod status (through the Kubernetes API), and when the pod status does not match the spec, the controller takes the required actions to move it towards the \textit{desired} state. For certain types of faults, even the Kubelet can restart the container.

One key aspect to notice is that Pods are considered ephemeral and are scheduled only once. Once a Pod fails, in general, it will not be restarted, and the corresponding object is deleted from etcd. In order to provide fault tolerance, applications use higher-level object constructs, like \textit{deployments}. The deployment object can represent the logical application running on the cluster. The spec of a deployment specifies the application’s requirements, such as the number of replicas and the required hardware capabilities. The \textit{workload} controller transforms a deployment spec into one or more pods. If a pod dies, the manager creates a new pod to substitute it. The corresponding controller will fix any other deviation of the pod state from the expected spec. Etcd maintains the current known state of a pod.

\subsection{5.1.4 Scheduling}

In the workflow presented in section 5.1.3, the Kubernetes scheduler is the entity assigning pods to worker nodes [56]. The scheduling process for a pod (also called the scheduling context [57]) is composed of two parts: the scheduling cycle and the binding cycle. First, the scheduling cycle chooses a node for the pod. Then, the binding cycle performs the actual deployment of the pod in the selected node. An important characteristic is that
the scheduling cycles are performed sequentially, while multiple binding cycles can be performed concurrently.

More specifically, the scheduling cycle steps [57] are as follows:

1. When a pod is added through the Kubernetes API, the scheduler is notified and adds the pod to its internal scheduling queue.

2. The scheduler picks a pod from the scheduling queue. The scheduling queue can be sorted before the next pod is chosen.

3. The scheduler filters the available worker nodes (and their resources) to match the pod’s requirements.

4. The scheduler scores the remaining filtered resources, normalize those scores, and ranks them.

5. The scheduler picks a node with the highest score and reserves resources in it.

The scheduler determines which nodes can support the pod according to its constraints and available resources in the filter stage. If none of the nodes are suitable, the pod remains unscheduled until the scheduler can place it. Next, the scheduler ranks each feasible node in the scoring stage, and it picks a node with the highest score among the feasible ones. Then, it reserves the required resource in the node for the corresponding pod; it does this by saving the new state to etcd (through the Kubernetes API server). If an application is composed of multiple pods, each pod is independently scheduled and added separately to the scheduling queue.

For every newly created pod (or other unscheduled pods), the scheduler selects an optimal worker node for them to be executed. Every container in pods can have different requirements for resources, and every pod may also have different requirements. Therefore, existing worker nodes are filtered according to specific scheduling requirements. As part of this filtering, the main factors that are taken into account are:

**Resource requirements:** Currently, the only resource types supported in Kubernetes are CPU, memory, and hugepages [58]. These requirements are defined as the minimum number or size needed in the worker node to run the container.

**Limits on worker nodes:** For example, the maximum number of containers/pods that can be run in the node.
**Labels:** Constraints on a pod restricting it to run on a particular set of node(s). First, labels are assigned to nodes (e.g., a location or a descriptive name). Then, labels selectors are added as part of the spec of the workload/pod. The scheduler can only choose nodes with the associated label.

**Affinity/anti-affinity:** An extension of labels, used in a more granular way via matching rules (besides exact matching) that can be created with logical operations. [59]. For example, we can use a rule to select any node that does not match a label. Soft-preferences are also allowed, such as ignoring a particular rule if no feasible nodes are available.

**Inter-pod affinity/anti-affinity:** Constraints on which nodes a pod can be scheduled based on labels of pods already present on the node. These constraints allow collocating certain pods together in the same set of nodes. For example, collocation can be used to improve data locality. Similarly, we can avoid interference between pods with anti-affinity labels.

**Taints (applied to nodes):** Allow repelling a set of pods from running in certain nodes.

**Topology Spread Constraint:** Defines how to allocate replicas across the cluster topology. It is a load balancing mechanism that allocates the same number of replicates across the different available labels for a given workload/application.

The scheduler treats all resources in the infrastructure as fungible and equivalent, except for the labels constraints and the available resources in the µDCs/DCs.

### 5.2 Designing a geo-distributed control plane with Kubernetes for situation-awareness applications

State-of-the-art control planes like Kubernetes do not meet the requirements (section 4.2) of geo-distributed resources and situation-awareness applications because they were designed for throughput-oriented micro-services running in the Cloud. As mentioned earlier, the requirements for such applications, except for requirement **R5** (dynamic resource allocation), are either not pertinent or easily met in a cloud environment. Support for fine-grained latency-sensitive or location-sensitive application placement needs to be built on top of Kubernetes as additional components. Furthermore, as we see in the following sections, they have a penalty on architectural complexity and performance.
5.2.1 Enhancing Kubernetes to support spatial and end-to-end deployments

Now, we analyze a potential design that could implement the latency-sensitive and location-sensitive requirements on top of Kubernetes. First, an additional application controller must be added in the Cloud (Figure 5.3) to act as a layer above Kubernetes to instruct the scheduler on its desired placement decisions. The external application controller is required because Kubernetes has no notion of E2E latency or the geographical location of neither computational resources nor clients. The closest to supporting these requirements is labels, but the Kubernetes scheduler does not have the right abstraction to transform those labels to E2E latency and calculate latency across multiple pods (i.e., application components) inside the kube-scheduler. Additionally, the deployment of a DFG needs to be atomic to provide all its functionalities (i.e., all application components need to be deployed simultaneously), and the Kubernetes’ per-pod deployment interface makes ensuring E2E end-to-end latency harder.

As a prototype, to provide both requirements \( R3 \) and \( R4 \) (latency and spatial-affinity), we add the following functionalities on top of Kubernetes:

- We add additional metadata and labels to each of the worker nodes in the system. The label associates a worker node to a \( \mu DC \) where it is located. The new metadata includes the geographical location of the \( \mu DC \).
• All requests from clients are forwarded to the application controller instead of the Kubernetes API.

• The application controller has an eventually consistent local replica of the object in etcd, updated via watches. The replicated data involves mostly the deployed application components and the available resources in the different worker nodes. The replicated data is stored in a database that supports geo-spatial queries [60].

On a deployment request, the application controller selects the most viable µDC for each of the application components in the DFG, by reading the data in the replicated database and filtering resources based on all the application requirements (i.e., resources, E2E latency, spatial affinity). Then, it requests Kubernetes to schedule each component in the DFG sequentially from the selected µDC. If any of those fail, the application controller must delete the previously associated pods/workloads from the Kubernetes API and restart the scheduling from scratch. The main functionality still used from Kubernetes is that the application controller does not need to choose which cores or servers in a µDC to use; we use the µDC-identifying label.

Additionally, since Kubernetes cannot implement a spatial and latency-aware controller, all monitoring data measured by the runtime library in the application components must be forwarded to the application controller to support all the required reconfigurations (e.g., due to mobility).

These additional components provide the functionality of spatial and latency-aware deployments and reconfiguration on top of Kubernetes.

5.2.2 Distribution of components in a centralized architecture and workflow

The scheduling, monitoring, policy execution, coordination, and data management would be hosted in the Cloud as part of both Kubernetes and the application controller. The servers in each µDC/DC only have the Kubelet that is in charge of executing the commands defined from the central control plane. The Kubelet is unchanged with respect to Kubernetes and still connects through the Kubernetes API server. Additionally, all monitored data is forwarded to the central application manager.

Figure 5.4 shows the workflow of requests in this specific control plane implementation, similar to section 4.1.

①: The application’s client sends an application deployment request to the dedicated application controller in the Cloud.
Micro-datacenter

Figure 5.4: Workflow for application deployment in a micro-datacenter using Kubernetes.
Figure 5.5: Experimental evaluation of an extended Kubernetes to support spatial and E2E latency requirements. The latency breakdown includes container cold start.

2: The application controller decides on a µDC/DC for each of the application components. The application controller sends sequentially scheduling requests for each application component to Kube-sched.

3: Once Kube-sched decides the specific resource for each application component, it enters the selection into the etcd.

4 to 6: The µDC/DC picks up the scheduling request, launches the needed application containers, and informs Kubernetes.

7 and 8: The application controller is informed that the application is ready to be used and notifies the client, which can now start interacting with the deployed application on the µDC/DC.

5.3 Limitations of a centralized design for situation-awareness applications and geographically distributed infrastructure

To understand the current state-of-the-art deployment overhead for situation-awareness applications, we conduct the following experiment with the extended Kubernetes prototype. In Figure 5.4, we describe the experimental setup used: a client of a situation-awareness application, the desired µDC for launching the application for the client, and the Kubernetes
Figure 5.6: Experimental evaluation of extended Kubernetes to support spatial and E2E latency requirements. Latency breakdown when using a warm container.

scheduler and the application controller in the Cloud. The color of the arrows highlights the difference in latencies for each of the control plane operations. The control plane operations for deploying the application in a µDC are the same as in section 5.2.2. We focus on an application that only has one application component in the DFG (a best-case scenario).

We emulate all the entities (Client, Cloud, and µDC) involved in the control flow shown in Figure 5.4 as individual virtual machines (VMs) inside an Azure region [2]. This latency emulation and separation help showcase the best-case deployment latency (i.e., no queuing effects due to other requests pending at the scheduler) for the extended Kubernetes prototype and different controlled settings of WAN latency. Every WAN hop shown in Figure 5.4 incurs a set latency controlled through the Linux `tc` [61] utility.

Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 show the average E2E deployment latency for two WAN latency configurations. Figure 5.5 depicts the latency when deploying containers anew (i.e., cold-start), while Figure 5.6 is for pre-warmed containers. Each bar graph exhibits the latency breakdown into its components. The container startup time dominates the E2E application deployment latency for cold-start deployments, as shown in Figure 5.5. However, significant ongoing research efforts are tackling the high cost of cold start, like keeping pools of pre-warmed containers [62] to avoid this overhead. Then, once the cold start effect is reduced, Figure 5.6 underscores that by using pre-warmed containers, the overhead
of WAN traversal becomes the primary deployment latency component. For example, with pre-warmed containers and an 80ms round-trip WAN latency, the WAN overhead is about 49% of the deployment latency.

Ensuring low-latency control plane actions is essential for situation awareness applications both to get the application started initially and for reconfiguration decisions in response to client mobility or resource scarcity. Low latency is even more important when the control plane performs allocation decisions per message for a given application (ala serverless). If not executed quickly, control plane actions can result in E2E SLO violations for the applications, given that executions can be in the same order of magnitude as WAN latencies.

5.3.1 Geo-distributed Kubernetes extensions

This section presents two extensions made to Kubernetes to support geo-distributed computational resources better: KubeEdge and KubeFed.

*KubeEdge*

KubeEdge [46] is tailored towards geo-distributed edge computing devices. The main difference between Kubernetes and KubeEdge is the separation of the Kubernetes control plane into two domains: *CloudCore* and *EdgeCore*. The *CloudCore* domain contains the components of the control plane that run in a centralized cloud, while the *EdgeCore* domain runs in each µDC. Some components, like the infrastructure state and certain controllers in Kubernetes, are replicated across the two domains. For example, instead of the Kubelet in each server connecting directly to the Cloud through the *Kubernetes API server*, the data (associated with that worker node) from etcd is replicated in an eventually consistent manner to a local database in the EdgeCore domain. Additionally, KubeEdge also supports edge-centric features such as event buses connecting to well-known protocols used by edge devices and handling those sensors and devices.

This split between Edge and Cloud allows the worker node to keep functioning even when there is a disconnection from the Cloud: all the data is local, and the controller in charge of those objects is also local to the *EdgeCore*. Similarly, this split allows the controller of nodes (the replica in the Cloud) to avoid redeploying an application in a different worker node when there is a network disconnection. Instead, this controller waits until there is connectivity to learn about the current status of that object. In other words, the EdgeCore is now in charge of verifying the health of pods/workloads instead of the CloudCore in the
remote Cloud.

Even with these changes, KubeEdge still does not support autonomous control operations (requirement R1), but at least reduces the effect of disconnection. Furthermore, all limitations concerning placement requirements R3 and R4 persist in KubeEdge, as well as a lack of monitoring of spatial and E2E latency metrics. Finally, the latency for executing control plane operations (i.e., deployments) still involves at least two WAN roundtrips. To verify the response time, we evaluated KubeEdge in the same setting as Figure 5.4 by using KubeEdge instead of Kubernetes. In this evaluation, we found that KubeEdge has a similar latency overhead to our extended Kubernetes evaluation (shown in Figure 5.6) but exhibits higher overall latency and variance due to additional book-keeping and state replication. Although KubeEdge uses a deployment workflow similar to Kubernetes, it suffers from worse performance due to these two additional operations.

**KubeFed**

The second project of interest is KubeFed [63]. KubeFed is focused on managing multiple clusters from the same interface. For example, we could consider each µDC/DC a Kubernetes cluster. KubeFed allows managing all of them from one unique interface instead of having to reach the control plane of each independent µDC/DC.

KubeFed uses a *host cluster* [64] (one of the clusters being managed) that exposes the multi-cluster *Kubernetes API* and hosts the control plane for KubeFed. The application configuration that will run across multiple clusters can be applied directly through the host cluster, which propagates the required specs and objects to all the corresponding clusters. The *host cluster* also allows a global view of all the clusters, which means that the state of the other *member clusters* needs to be replicated to the *host cluster* when there are queries to the *KubeFed Kubernetes API* (i.e., it fetches the status of resources assigned by KubeFed across the member clusters).

KubeFed reuses the same type of objects as Kubernetes but creates a wrapper around them with *custom resource definitions*. In addition, the wrapper includes two additional multi-cluster variables [63]:

- **Placement:** Selects the clusters where the application will be executed.
- **Overrides:** Allows modifying the spec template specifically for a given cluster (µDC/DC).

For example, overriding the replication to deploy in a specific server.

KubeFed suffers from the same limitations as KubeEdge and Kubernetes. Federated
deployments need to go through the *host cluster*, increasing the latency of federated operations, similar to section 5.3. KubeFed does allow local operations in each cluster autonomously, but for those resources created locally in a cluster, they are not propagated, and actions taken for those resources are only performed within that cluster. This limitation hinders its use when migrations are required due to E2E latency requirements as an additional coordination mechanism would be needed across clusters (µDCs/DCs).

Still, neither of them support neither spatial affinity nor E2E latency requirements, and additional components are needed to support the designs. The *placement* variable in the spec slightly simplifies the use of labels presented in section 5.2.1, but the limitations are still the same, and an external controller and replication of data are still needed.

### 5.3.2 Discussion of Kubernetes limitations

Besides the concern of placing multiple WAN traversals on the critical path of application deployments, there are three main limitations of Kubernetes from the mechanisms and architecture design perspective: the abstraction used to specify requirements, the scheduler architecture and assumptions, and the centralization of decision-making.

Kubernetes (and other state-of-the-art) schedulers do not natively cater to the requirements of situation awareness applications (section 4.2) in terms of meeting their E2E latency SLOs and respecting spatial affinity considerations. With the design in section 5.2.1, we provide a partial solution for the two requirements R3 and R4 (latency and spatial-affinity). However, it becomes a burden on the developer to build an application controller for each situation awareness application, given that there is no framework to manage this in Kubernetes across independent applications natively. Additionally, this incurs the overhead of completely replicating the state from etcd into an external database that supports geo-spatial queries. Also, its design does not handle dynamic application data or its migration. In order to support dynamic application data, the control plane needs to be aware of geo-spatial data of both the application component and the clients, and Kubernetes does not have support for this type of metrics and monitoring.

Another Kubernetes limitation that heavily impacts the support of situation-awareness applications is the design and assumptions of the scheduling algorithm. The Kubernetes scheduler lack support for scheduling multiple pods simultaneously (*i.e.*, gang scheduling). A multi-pod application will be deployed sequentially, which forces end-to-end constraints to be complex to deploy, a problem that grows worse as the bigger the DFG is. The sequential deployment also causes a higher likelihood of deployment’s failure due to divergences.
from the eventually consistent data in the geo-spatial database and etcd, and the interaction across potentially multiple application controllers. The Kubernetes scheduler also assumes that many of the computational resources are fungible and equivalent, given that there will be many similar servers distributed among the datacenter. This assumption breaks in a geo-distributed setting with limited servers in each µDC; only servers in the same µDC are equivalent, and without good spatial support, the filtering and sorting algorithm are not efficient in selecting the right resources. Similarly, a problematic assumption is that pods are ephemeral; this limits the way soft-data can be handled by the control plane, given that at any moment, a container could be killed and restarted as a way to implement scale-up changes instead of adding resources in place (currently supported by the container runtimes), which causes the in-memory data to be lost.

Finally, the components’ centralization (application controller and Kubernetes’ components) forces all requests to be forwarded to the Cloud, violating the requirement R1 (i.e., autonomous control). Likewise, the reliance on a not-partitionable centralized state in etcd, and how the watches are all created from a central manager for nodes, is a big architectural limitation of this design that makes the support of requirement R1 hard. This limitation is not yet solved even in geo-distributed versions of Kubernetes (i.e., KubeEdge and KubeFed). The centralization of the components also forces a huge amount of monitoring data to be forwarded. Availability is affected because all Kubelets are dependent on the centralized Kubernetes control plane layer and cannot make autonomous decisions under a disconnection (which has a higher probability in WAN settings). Similarly, the Kubelet cannot handle most types of application component reconfigurations. Even with a design like KubeFed, all federated decisions need to be performed in a centralized manner.

5.4 Chapter summary

Kubernetes is an open-source centralized control plane for managing containerized applications. Even though it can handle the high-level operations of scheduling containers in a geo-distributed setting, it has serious performance and functional limitations, and, as noted above, its existing mechanisms do not inherently cater to the requirements (section 4.2) of a geo-distributed control plane running situation-awareness applications.

Its centralized design is a major limitation when the geo-distributed infrastructure is connected through WAN, as it does not allow autonomous control and forces all data and requests to be sent to the Cloud with a higher response time and bandwidth overhead. More importantly, the lack of native support for spatial and E2E latency metrics and scheduling
causes both functional and performance issues that limit the dynamic and fast response to application allocation needs, as any solution either depends on major duplication of efforts or big architectural changes that do not match Kubernetes original goal. Therefore, we take a clean-slate approach to systematically address all of the requirements in the remaining parts of this dissertation while leveraging some of the concepts presented in this chapter.
CHAPTER 6
DECENTRALIZED ARCHITECTURE

The previous chapter analyzed a centralized control plane architecture and how it was unfit for geo-distributed resources and situation-awareness applications. One of the main limitations is that the µDCs are not close to the entities that manage them and make the scheduling decisions. This chapter presents Foglets, a fully decentralized control plane architecture. This architecture tackles the requirements R1, R2, R4 and R5 (i.e., autonomous and coordinated control, dynamic resource allocation, and E2E latency support) of geo-distributed resources and situation-awareness applications. We present the implementation of the components in section 4.5 and how they are distributed in a geo-distributed infrastructure. This chapter focuses on the mechanisms and algorithms required by the control plane to implement the required functionalities in a decentralized fashion. The content of this chapter is extracted from our previous work, Foglets. [23].

6.1 Architecture overview and distribution

The main components of Foglets are shown in Figure 6.1. All components of Foglets are geo-distributed at different geographical scales. The main control plane actions (scheduling, management of both application instances and state, monitoring, and policy execution) are performed in a fully decentralized manner by the local manager running in each µDC, with some coordination across nearby µDCs/DCs. The local manager service runs in one of the servers in the µDC/DC and awaits requests from the application clients. The local manager also manages the servers in a specific µDC/DC. It implements the admission policy and the deployment of applications. Additionally, it provides other functionalities discussed in further sections of this chapter.

The discovery service is a partitioned name server that lists all µDCs available for hosting application components for a given geographical area. Each local manager periodically pings the discovery service as a health check and keeps the list of available resources up-to-date. The µDCs that are most useful to a client are the ones that are in geographical or network proximity. Foglets leverages this intuition to geographically partition the discovery service with an eventually replicated copy of other further away µDCs/DCs (from other discovery service instances). Additionally, the client to the dynamic service can also
Figure 6.1: Foglets architecture. Foglets comprises four components: the registry service, the discovery service, the local manager, and the worker process. The registry service and discovery service have geo-distributed instances. There is one local manager per μDC. Each server can run multiple worker processes, one per application component of potentially different applications.
provide hints of the identifier for their network access point, such that better responses can be given, as network location is a better approximation than a geographical coordinate.

The registry service contains the binaries and configurations for the applications that will be launched on the Foglets infrastructure. There are replicas of the registry service in different geographical areas. As mentioned in a previous section (section 3.7), each application has a unique appkey. The registry service maintains the binary images of all the application components in the DFG, with the images indexed by both the application and a node identifier for the DFG. The discovery and registry services may be collocated on the same physical server.

Additionally, the worker process carries out the functionality contained in a particular application component assigned to it. The worker process combines the runtime library (explained in section 4.5) and the application component executable. In Foglets, the worker process is run inside a container, and there is an instance for each application component instance running in the system.

6.2 Workflow

To better understand the execution of applications in a decentralized context, let us discuss the simple missing child application presented in section 2.3. The missing child recognition has four main stages: video filtering, person detection, face recognition, and alerts. The workflow for developing and installing the application using Foglets is a 2-step process as follows:

1. The developer writes the application logic for each of the stages: filter, detector, face recognizer, and alert, as well as the handlers for each of the four levels.

2. The developer creates the binary container images for each of the application components (filter, detector, face, and alert), and then they use a system-wide unique appkey to register the container images (with the associated configurations) with the registry service, and optionally define a set of geographical locations.

The Foglets runtime will ensure that the application images and configurations are available in the corresponding registries for the hinted geographical locations (if given). Note that neither the resources nor the worker processes for the application components are provisioned at the installation time. Instead, such provisioning will occur incrementally based on the application dynamism, which is the crux of the dynamic discovery and deployment protocol to be discussed in the following sections.
Once a client appears, it will send a tuple containing both the appkey and its location, which trigger the actual deployment. Foglets will ensure that the computational resources are running in the required geographical region based on the application’s latency requirements (if there is a μDC with enough capacity in the required areas).

6.3 Local deployments and peer-to-peer coordination

In this section, we present the two decentralized mechanisms used by Foglets to discover and deploy application components, as well as to join already running applications components.

6.3.1 Discovery and deployment protocol

Discovery involves finding the μDC/DC (matching the application constraints) at the right geographical/network location for hosting an application component. On the other hand, deployment has to do with starting a Docker container in a μDC/DC to run the Worker process. The worker process will carry out the work of the application component.

The local manager maintains the status of each application for the given μDC/DC. The status is modeled as a state machine, with the potential states being: READY - DEPLOYED (RD), READY (R), and BUSY (B). Both R and RD indicate that the μDC/DC can host the application component. Additionally, RD indicates that the required application component is already running at this location (i.e., a container with that application component is already present there), which can be advantageous in reducing the latency for the container provisioning. On the other hand, the B state marks that the μDC/DC does not have the resource capacity to accommodate any new deployment requests.

Resource discovery and provisioning occur incrementally in Foglets. For example, the first time an application component or a client attempts a send_up, the runtime library contacts the discovery service to obtain a list of μDCs/DCs in proximity that can provide the required E2E latency and resource constraints for the next downstream node of the DFG. Then, the runtime library executes a 2-phase join protocol to choose the next location to run the downstream application component from the list (Figure 6.4). The pseudo-code for the discovery and deployment algorithm is shown in Figure 6.2.

Upon getting the list of possible candidate μDCs/DCs, the runtime library sends a ping message to each of them. Each candidate responds with their node-id (n) and state (s). Depending on the response, there are three possible scenarios:
1: candidates ← from Discovery Service
2: Send Discovery ping to each candidate
3: The candidate responds back its Id n and state s,
4: $s \in \{\text{READY-DEPLOYED,READY,BUSY}\}$
5: Let $R$ be the set of responses $(n, s) \forall$ candidates with $n$ the Id and $s$ the state.
6: Let $S = \{s | s = \text{state}(r), \forall r \in R\}$, be the set of all the received states.
7: if READY-DEPLOYED $\in S$ then
8: \hspace{1em} run the Join Protocol in Figure 6.3
9: \hspace{1em} return
10: else $\triangleright$ Application is not deployed in area
11: \hspace{1em} if READY $\in S$ then
12: \hspace{2em} $R_{\text{READY}} \leftarrow \{c | c \in \text{candidates}, \text{state}(c) = \text{READY}\}$
13: \hspace{2em} Obtain the best candidate $c_{\text{closest}}$ from $R_{\text{READY}}$
14: \hspace{2em} Send a DEPLOY container message to $c_{\text{closest}}$
15: \hspace{1em} else $\triangleright$ No available resources in area
16: \hspace{2em} Restart the Discovery and Deployment algorithm, increasing the geographical
17: area to be queried from the Discovery Service.
18: \hspace{1em} end if
19: end if
20: $r \leftarrow$ response from join to $bc$.
21: if $r =$ Accept then
22: \hspace{1em} Select $bc$ as the next location to host the application component
23: \hspace{1em} return
24: else \hspace{1em} $R_{\text{READY}} \leftarrow R_{\text{READY}} \setminus \{c_{\text{closest}}\}$
25: \hspace{2em} if $R_{\text{READY}}$ is not empty then
26: \hspace{3em} go to Figure 13
27: \hspace{2em} else $\triangleright$ No location with available resources
28: \hspace{3em} Restart the Discovery and Deployment algorithm, increasing the geographical
29: area to be queried from the Discovery Service.
30: \hspace{2em} end if
31: end if

Figure 6.2: Discovery and Deployment Protocol
1. The set of potential µDCs/DCs that have the application component already deployed (s = READY-DEPLOYED) in a container is non-empty (Line 8 of Figure 6.2). So, in this case, the Join protocol is directly called (Figure 6.3).

2. There are no µDCs/DCs with the application component already running. However, some locations are ready (s = READY) to accept a deployment (Line 12 of Figure 6.2). For this scenario, the runtime library chooses the best candidate location from the set of READY locations to deploy the application component as follows:

\[ R_{READY} = \{ c \mid c \in R, \text{response}(c) = \text{READY} \}. \]  

(6.1)

Then, choose the closest location (either based on the current location or with a projection to the future), \( c_{\text{closest}} \), using Equation (6.2),

\[ \min_{\forall e \in R_{READY}} \text{distance}(e, \text{client}), \]  

(6.2)

and initiate the second phase of the Deployment protocol (Line 14 of Figure 6.2), wherein the runtime library sends a DEPLOY message to \( c_{\text{closest}} \) and waits for the response, which is either an ACCEPT or REJECT. If the response is ACCEPT, the runtime library has successfully joined the downstream application component. If the response is REJECT, then the runtime library chooses the next closest candidate location in the set \( R_{READY} \setminus \{ c_{\text{closest}} \} \) and sends a DEPLOY message to it. If all the candidates send REJECT responses, the Discovery algorithm is reinitialized with a bigger geographical area (currently, we double the radius on each iteration).

3. All the candidate µDC are fully committed (s = BUSY) and cannot accept any more requests. In this case, the Discovery algorithm is restarted with a bigger geographical search area.

### 6.3.2 Join protocol

The join protocol is depicted in Figure 6.4, and Figure 6.3 gives the corresponding pseudo-code. First, the runtime library chooses the best candidate \( b_c \), the geographically closest, to send a join message as described in Equation (6.3), with the assumption that closer datacenters are more likely to provide the required latency.

\[ \min_{\forall e \in W_{READY-D}} \text{distance}(e, \text{client}) \]  

(6.3)
1: function JOIN PROTOCOL($W_{\text{READY} - D}$)
2: Obtain best candidate $bc$ from the set $W_{\text{READY} - D} = \{ c | c \in R, \text{state}(c) = \text{READY} - \text{DEPLOYED} \}$
3: Send a Join message to $bc$
4: Wait for response $w$
5: if $w$ is ACCEPT then
6: select $bc$ as the parent and start connection
7: else
8: $W_{\text{READY} - D} \leftarrow W_{\text{READY} - D} \setminus \{ bc \}$ → Set is not empty
9: if $|W_{\text{READY} - D}| > 0$ then
10: Choose the next best candidate $bc$ in $W_{\text{READY} - D}$
11: go to Figure 3
12: else
13: Restart the Discovery and Deployment Algorithm
14: end if
15: end if
16: end function

Figure 6.3: Join Protocol

If there are many candidates with equivalent distances, their current load conditions could be considered in the choice. When the candidate local manager receives the join request for an application component already running, it queries the worker process associated with that application component. If the Worker process is ready to accept this new connection, an ACCEPT response is sent to the requesting application component. On the other hand, if the load conditions have changed since the first phase of the Discovery protocol, the Worker process may decline the join request. Then, the candidate node would reply with a REJECT response to the application component. In this scenario, the runtime library will try the next best candidate (Lines 8-11 of Figure 6.3). Additionally, it is conceivable that the network state may have changed during the execution of the join protocol, in which case the Discovery and Deployment protocol is started all over again (Line 13 of Figure 6.3) if the result is not satisfactory concerning the application constraints, such that even if Equation (6.3) is not a good proxy, it would eventually find a suitable µDC candidate.

The design of this incremental application deployment algorithm ensures highly adaptive and elastic resource utilization driven by application dynamics and QoS needs. Application components are deployed at a µDC/DC, only if an upstream application component executes a send_up message. Using this dynamic resource discovery protocol, the decentralized design incrementally maps the DFG of an application onto the physically geo-
Figure 6.4: Join Protocol: the Discovery service gives a list of µDCs to the requesting client node. The protocol pictorially shown above results in the client choosing a parent to join from the list.

distributed computational infrastructure. Then, the local manager in a µDC/DC deploys an application component by launching a Docker container with the Worker process to carry out the functionality for that node in the DFG.

### 6.4 Migrations

In Foglets, migration of an application component from one µDC to another may be needed due to two main reasons:

**Meeting QoS expectations:** many situation-awareness applications involve mobile clients (e.g., autonomous cars). In those scenarios, the µDCs hosting the application components for processing the client cannot be statically predefined. Instead, the selection of a µDC should be performed dynamically to adjust to the client’s mobility patterns. Thus, mobility patterns that modify the E2E processing latency (requirement R4) could trigger the migration of application components.
**Load balancing:** in Foglets, a given µDC could be hosting application components from multiple situation awareness applications. Depending on the situation (e.g., traffic incident), a particular µDC could experience resource pressure. Thus, resource pressure at a µDC could trigger the migration of application components.

Additionally, there are two inter-related aspects concerning migration in Foglets:

**Computation Migration:** it is related to changing the µDC handling a client or an application component, either due to QoS or load-balancing considerations. To facilitate computation migration, Foglets expects the application to provide the two migration handlers described in section 3.8.2, which are executed when migration starts at the current application component instance, and when the migration is completed in the application component instance in the new µDC. The pre-migration handler saves any remaining soft state, and the post-migration handler initializes the application component instance for the corresponding client(s). Once the computation transfer is complete, switching the downstream node (or client) to the new application component instance is safe. The new application component instance will start processing `send_up` calls from this transferred upstream node when the initialization is complete.

**State Migration:** this relates to the persistent data generated by an application component (in the object store mentioned in section 3.5.3), which must be made available in case the client is migrated to a new µDC/DC for that node in the DFG. The state migration is done in parallel with execution in the new node.

6.4.1 QoS-driven migration

Mobility is one of the main drivers in the development of new technologies. A good example of this trend is autonomous cars and the massive amount of computations required. That is why autonomous cars can benefit from situation awareness applications to perform more intelligent routing and improve the quality of decisions (e.g., detection accuracy). Mobility carries additional complexities, in which clients could drift away from the hosting µDC’s location, which can adversely impact the communication latency. Furthermore, given that the µDCs are geo-distributed, it is also likely that clients become closer to a different µDC, requiring the system mechanisms for migrating the state and the computation to the new closer µDC. Equivalent to section 3.4.1, in Foglets, QoS is specified as an upper bound $T$ on the E2E latency from the client to a given application component.
Figure 6.5: Quality-of-Service migration. Foglets migration moves latency-sensitive components to a more suitable micro-datacenter if the latency exceeds the threshold (i.e., $\alpha \cdot T$ for proactive migration). Initially, in step 1, the blue car appears, and it is deployed across micro-datacenter A and B. At around the same time, in step 2, the brown car appears and gets assigned to micro-datacenter C and B, sharing some of the components. Finally, in step 3, the blue car moves away, causing the latency to increase. Consequently, Foglets proactively migrates the first component in micro-datacenter A to the already deployed one in B.

in the DFG (i.e., the latency staleness $S(i, j)$ in chapter 3). We discuss two mechanisms implemented in Foglets that allow QoS-driven migration: proactive and reactive.

**Proactive migration**

Proactive migration is a mechanism that tries to avoid E2E latency violations before they happen. There are two parameters associated with proactive migrations in the Foglets system: $\alpha$ and $\beta$ (both between 0 and 1), with $\alpha < \beta$. The $\alpha$ and $\beta$ values are chosen commensurate with the QoS needs. The runtime system uses default values for these parameters if an application does not explicitly specify them. Additionally, the Worker process in Foglets has a one-to-one relationship with an application component in the DFG. Therefore, it is aware of the QoS requirements (E2E latency bound $T$) of the application component bound to it.

The Worker process continually monitors the actual E2E latency experienced on a *send-up* and from health-check ping messages from its upstream nodes (and aggregated from all
the downstream nodes). When the E2E latency from a given upstream node goes above a threshold, $\alpha \cdot T$, proactive migration starts. The Worker process at the current application component will find a suitable candidate substitute for an instance of its type from the list of available neighbors obtained from the Discovery service. An example and its description of migration can be seen in Figure 6.5. The choice is facilitated by the fact that each Worker periodically exchanges ping times (i.e., round-trip network latency) and resource utilization information with its neighbors running the same node of the DFG.

First, only the object store state associated with this client will be migrated gradually in anticipation of the computation migration. We call this state replication. If and when the actual E2E latency goes above the second threshold, $\beta \cdot T$, then a decision is made to migrate the computation itself. In either case, the choice of the µDC to migrate to is based on several factors, including the geo-location of the µDC hosting the upstream node instance relative to the future µDC, the measured ping latencies, and the capacity constraints of the future µDC (measured by available uncommitted resources such as CPU and memory, which can be obtained from statistics maintained by the local manager of the current µDC).

Upon a decision to migrate the client to a new application component, the Worker process sends a Start Migration message to the candidate’s new application component instance. Upon receiving an ACCEPT message from this future application component instance, migration will proceed in parallel to move the computation and the object store state. On the other hand, if a REJECT message is received for the migration request, the Worker process will initiate Start Migration with the next best candidate in the list of potential µDCs/DCs. Once a new application component instance has been identified to migrate, the migration proceeds, as we described before, with the invocation of the application-specific handlers on the old and new instances to transfer the upstream client node to the new application component instance.

In parallel with moving the computation, Foglets also initiates moving the object store state of the client from the old to the new application component instance. Some of the state may have already been replicated proactively before the instances were switched. Now that the new application component instance is ready, the state can be moved fully to the new instance instead of being replicated.

There are several opportunities for optimization. First, not all state needs to be moved to the new instance. Since situation awareness applications tend to work mostly with recent data, moving the most recent historical data to the new application component instance may be sufficient. If needed, the new instance can demand-load older historical data as
described in section 6.4.2.

Reactive migration

It is possible that due to the overall system dynamics, the proactive migration described above does not happen promptly enough to adhere to the E2E latency requirements of the application. It could even be that an upstream application component has become unresponsive due to overload. In this case, reactive migration may be triggered by the downstream application component. The upstream application component instance will decide to find a new downstream instance by going through the Discovery protocol (Figure 6.2). Once a new upstream instance has been found, transferring the computation and object store state from the old instance to the new one will proceed exactly as in proactive migration. The only difference is that the new instance will contact the old instance to initiate the migration.

Due to the dynamic loads and mobility patterns of geo-distributed situation awareness applications, Foglets may not react fast enough to these changes to maintain the latency requirements for all the clients. If this situation arises and the latency increases over an acceptable threshold, or if there is intermittent coverage and a client appears in a completely new location, the client would restart the discovery and deploy control. Once an accept message is received, it would send a message to the old downstream instance indicating the endpoint for contacting the previous downstream node instance, and the same state replication algorithm is applied to migrate the state.

6.4.2 Application state management

The state replication is performed in data chunks of size $m$, from the most recent to the oldest. This heuristic is chosen under the assumption that situation-awareness applications are real-time and are more likely to use recent data. In addition, the size of the chunks $m$ should be optimized to the characteristics of the network to improve efficiency. After each chunk is migrated, the new application component sends a message requesting the next chunk; the message also includes the oldest received element. This design allows synchronizing the two application components without a state machine for the migration process on the previous application component.

Not all the data chunks have to be available in the local storage of the current application component $w_1$. For example, when a client moves fast and frequently across μDCs, it could result in the object-store state being fragmented in multiple previous application component
Figure 6.6: State Migration. The migration happens from the newest data towards the oldest data. Each step migrates a chunk of size $M$. Once the data is migrated, the data range is updated to show that the new instance in $\mu$DC C is the current owner of the data. If data for the old range $[T_0, T_n]$ is requested, the data would need to be fetched from the old instance in $\mu$DC B.
instances. Foglets does all the book-keeping to ensure that it has the trail of previous instances to retrieve historical items in any object-store in the presence of such migration. To keep track of the known data, we implement a data structure, the *data ranges*.

The *data ranges* structure contains information about non-overlapping ranges. Each range represents information generated at a certain time period and holds a pointer to the endpoint (*i.e.*, the application component URI) where the data is currently stored (*i.e.*, last stored). The *data ranges* are sorted decreasingly by time. By partitioning the data into ranges and holding a pointer to its current owner, Foglets can migrate an application component without migrating the whole application state to the new application component instance before performing the handoff to the new instance. Foglets perform both operations computation and state migration concurrently, which reduces the downtime of the handoff.

Given that the data of an application is not always locally available, the runtime library then needs to perform two different types of operations:

1. When an application component requests a specific key (and time), the runtime library will provide the value if it is already locally available. Otherwise, if the data is not yet available, it blocks the function call from the application component, it does an on-demand migration of that chunk of data (similar to a page fault in post-copy migration [65]), and it finally returns the requested data.

2. In the background, the old instance gradually migrates its chunks to the new instance.

Once a migration of a given chunk is completed, the *data range* is updated such that the owner is the current application component. The *data range* data structure needs to be synchronously migrated as part of the computation migration before a handoff can occur. Periodically during the state replication, the *data range* data structure is compacted such that consecutive data ranges that belong to the same owner are merged into one range. Furthermore, each application component keeps the metadata of data ranges that were previously proactively migrated. If a complete migration happens in the future, it may need to request for small gaps created between consecutive proactive state replications and merge them into the data structure. Once a full migration is initiated, we should stop all the proactive state replications until the new application component instance is fully updated, and then the corresponding neighbors of the new instance can be updated with the missing data ranges that are not yet owned by the current instance, from newer to older. Older owners of data can garbage collect the remaining state after a time threshold to reduce memory pressure, as this is expected to be soft state that is only meaningful for a short time.
6.4.3 Peer-to-peer coordination

The system requires storing information about other possible µDC as potential candidates for future migrations to correctly implement the first two types of latency-driven procedures (i.e., state migration and proactive migration). Foglets leverages the geo-distributed characteristics of the network to implement the dissemination of information, which shows that with high probability, a given client would only move to a µDC that is a physical neighbor of the current hosting µDC. The only condition on which this is violated is if the client is turned off or has intermittent activity and jumps to a completely different area afterward. However, this condition is not an issue given that it would fall into the third type of migration (i.e., reactive migration), and any of the prediction algorithms would not behave correctly under these circumstances, with the final objective of the first two types of migration being invalid.

In order to improve the knowledge of the neighbors, each runtime library in an application component will periodically, with a period \( t_d \), send a message to the Discovery service to obtain all the other µDCs/DCs that are physically close to it. Then using this list, the runtime library would ping their µDC’s local manager neighbors with a period \( t_n \), where \( t_n < t_d \). The ping contains information about the current average processing time and average latency in the application component. The local manager will then forward the message to the local instances of that application component (i.e., Worker processes running the same node of the DFG). This forwarding is required, given that is no central database containing all the deployed application components, only information about µDCs. The neighbors’ information is used, together with the locations of the hosting µDCs, and the current clients’ location and velocity, to find a suitable new location to migrate it if required.

6.5 Dynamic resource reallocation: workload-driven migration

Multiple applications may be collocated in the same µDC/DC. Bursty resource requirements of one application could detrimentally affect the performance of other applications in meeting their respective QoS constraints. Foglets provides a mechanism for workload-driven migration to ameliorate these pressures. The local manager in each µDC keeps statistics on resource usage by all the containers deployed at the location to support workload-driven migration. In addition, the runtime library associated with these containers periodically reports their respective resource usages (CPU, memory, missed deadlines)—if
any) and geospatial information of the upstream clients they are in charge of. Foglets runtime uses the stats provided by the local manager to make migration decisions if it finds that a server is overloaded.

While the QoS-conscious migration techniques deal with individual (upstream) client migrations, workload-driven migration does entire container migration when possible. The system sorts the containers by the number of clients each container handles. It chooses the top $\gamma$ containers from this sorted list as candidates for migration. Using the geographical location information of the upstream clients catered to by the containers, Foglets chooses to migrate containers with upstream clients farther away from the location of the hosting $\mu$DC. The intuition is that such upstream clients are drifting away and likely moving to a different instance in the short future. Like proactive migration, an overloaded $\mu$DC pings its neighbors in different geo-locations to find a home for the containers it wants to migrate. Migrating whole containers will help reduce the load on the depressed $\mu$DC.

The Foglets runtime allows collocating applications component instances in the same computational resources in a $\mu$DC/DC. If there is an increase in the popularity of a given application, it could have repercussions on the performance of the other residing applications. An example would be an application that performs real-time video processing from smart-glasses video feeds. During a social gathering, such as a concert, there could be a peak in the consumption of resources by other applications. There is a need for a mechanism for either obtaining new resources or reallocating some or all of the other collocated application instances, which Foglets provides as part of its workload-driven adaptation. For workload-driven adaptation, the local manager monitors the workload at each container (i.e., application component) running in the local servers. Foglets triggers a migration procedure when the pressure on the local resources (CPU, memory, and storage) is too big and affects the application’s performance.

To be able to accomplish workload-driven migration, the worker runtime (i.e., the runtime library) needs to constantly send monitoring information to the local manager that deployed them, with up-to-date information such as:

- Total percentage of memory and CPU used.
- Total missed deadlines.
- The number of clients.
- Average location of the clients.
The current mechanism used by Foglets is to select the container with the least number of clients that have the farthest average distance. The system first sorts by the number of clients, select the top $\gamma$ containers, and then selects the one farthest away. There are two main reasons for using such an algorithm. First, clients drifting farther away from the original geo-location of the application component are more likely to be migrated by latency-drive migration and less likely to move closer to the µDC. Second, selecting the container with the least amount of clients helps to improve locality. By grouping clients of the same application, Foglets can improve hardware utilization (i.e., because of fewer containers running the same application). If the µDC selected as a migration target does not have enough capacity to support all clients, the system tries to contact an alternate µDC by following a list of candidates sorted by Euclidean distance. Once a new µDC/DC is selected, the same algorithm for proactive migration (described in the previous section) is used to migrate each client.

The hardware requirements for the local manager in a µDC are small, given that it does not do any complex computation. Its main job is to forward messages and deploy and migrate containers. The algorithm for migrating the containers is a lot simpler than the one for managing the migration of clients.

### 6.6 Implementation

The Foglets system was implemented using C++ with the operating system Ubuntu 14.04. The communication layer is implemented using the ZMQ [66] framework for message transmission between components and the Protobuf library from Google [67] for data serialization. In addition, the Foglets implementation uses the Docker container runtime [68] and RocksDB [69]. The local manager manages the Docker runtime on each server in a µDC. The base image used to develop the container images with the Foglets library and the Worker process runtime is Ubuntu (version 14.04).

Instantiating and creating a new instance of a container is fast, given that the images created by a developer will layer their binaries on top of the base Foglets image. This design decision allows a developer to test the different characteristics of the system locally in their development system, without the need to deploy their application on top of the real hardware. Further, if the Foglets container images are pre-installed in a µDC local registry, then to start an application component on that node, only the delta (the specific application) must be pulled from the registry service, reducing the overhead.

RocksDB has two main features that help efficiently implement the object store: prefix
iterator, and read-only access mode. The prefix iterator allows fast access to the object store (using the time of the write as the prefix in our implementation), and the read-only access mode eliminates the need for locks during migration of the object store state.

Finally, Foglets geographically replicates the Discovery service for scalability since it only maintains connection endpoints that are updated infrequently, namely the µDC/DC (and not the client devices themselves nor the application components).

6.7 Evaluations

In this section, we evaluate the performance and functionalities of Foglets. First, we measure the costs, in time, associated with launching a container in the Foglets runtime system. Then, using a workload generated with the SUMO traffic simulator [70] to drive our system, we conduct experiments to measure the time for the incremental deployment operations of Foglets (i.e., Discovery-Join and Discovery-Deployment) for launching application components in the geo-distributed infrastructure.

Next, we conduct experiments on the migration component of the Foglets system. The first experiment measures the basic cost of switching from one application component instance to another. We then conduct experiments to show the efficacy of the migration operations of Foglets under two conditions: (a) dynamic workload-driven reactive migration and (b) proactive migration when E2E latency constraints are not met.

6.7.1 Platform

Our experimental platform is a cluster of four Penguin Relion 1752 nodes interconnected by a 10 Gbps Ethernet switch. Each Penguin server contains a 2-socket, 6-core, 2.66GHz Intel X5650 hyper-threaded processor with a memory of 48GB RAM. These four hardware platforms are used to emulate 16 µDCs. We run Ubuntu 14.04 on all the nodes as the base OS, and the containers are running directly on top of this OS. We also emulate the discovery server and registry service on these machines. Finally, we use an auxiliary machine that serves as the workload generator for our emulated geo-distributed infrastructure. This auxiliary node sends messages to the µDCs emulating the client inputs (i.e., position information and video streams) from vehicles moving in the city of Atlanta.

1The prefix iterator is no longer supported in newer versions of RocksDB. Therefore, version 4.8 was used in these evaluations.
Table 6.1: Startup times for different configurations of Docker images

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Docker Image</th>
<th>Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Debian</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubuntu</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foglets base</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foglets application w/base</td>
<td>18.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foglets application already deployed</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.7.2 Starting the Foglets system and application components

The Foglets system implementation uses the Docker container runtime as one of its main building blocks. This section measures the times of “booting up” the Foglets runtime and a breakdown of each of its main components. The Foglets base Docker image (containing the runtime for the API calls, the communication libraries, and the Worker process to run the application) is built on top of the Ubuntu official docker image. The developers use the Foglets base image to implement their application components and as the image to be deployed at each location in the geo-distributed µDCs. We measured the times to start up each layer of this software stack needed at each µDC’s server. As a baseline value, we use the time taken to download and execute two images from the official Docker container (i.e., Ubuntu and Debian). We select these two images, given that the Ubuntu image is constructed on top of the Debian image as a delta, and we highlight the importance of leveraging the union filesystem [71] used by the Docker container runtime.

The numbers shown in Table 6.1 are the average of 100 runs. In the remaining of this subsection, we present the base costs of “booting up” the Foglets runtime:

1. Pulling the full Debian image from the repository and starting its execution takes 8.6 seconds on average. Then, with the Debian image already in the system, the docker runtime only needs to download the additional layers to form the Ubuntu image with an average cost to download and start of 1.07 seconds.

2. The Foglets system base image is developed on top of the Ubuntu image. It contains all the required libraries and the runtime system for implementing the Foglets primitives. If the Ubuntu image is already present in the host system, pulling the image and booting up the system takes, on average, 1.1 seconds.

3. The reference application we use in our evaluation is the vehicular traffic simulation on Atlanta streets. The application consists of vehicles sending their positional information and video to their respective µDC. The application uses OpenCV for
processing the video feeds. Consequently, the library needed for the application is large and serves as a good reference application for our experimental studies to show the efficacy of our system for dealing with large application images to be launched on the µDCs. The application with all the libraries and the Foglets handlers is 2.1 GB. Due to its size, downloading and starting the image, even with the Foglets base image present, takes 18.36 seconds. However, downloading the application image needs to happen only once when the application is started or during the bootstrap of the Foglets system.

4. If the application image is already locally available, launching it takes only 0.42 seconds. To bootup Foglets, we first distribute the binaries of *local managers* to all µDC. On average, starting the *local managers* in a µDC has a latency of 4.17 ms.

5. The clients do not need to use a container to run their application, as they can be run bare metal in the available OS in the client; starting the Worker process bare metal has a latency of 40 ms.

6. The Worker process binary size is 45 MB, and the *local manager* binary size is 43.4 MB. We measured a raw throughput of 50 MB/s between the nodes of our experimental platform. Thus, it would take approximately 1 second to send the binaries to their corresponding nodes. Our measured times for bootup are in agreement with the raw throughput measurement. It takes about 30 seconds for the *local manager* binary and the container image to be downloaded (which is a summation of all the numbers in Table 6.1), both of which can be done in parallel.

This section showed how fast we could deploy the runtime, add new µDCs, and deploy the application components containers.

### 6.7.3 Microbenchmarks

This subsection evaluates the cost of the main operations in the Foglet system by simulating the movement of vehicles as clients.

**Workload**

As we mentioned in the previous subsection, we use a vehicular simulation as the driver application for our experimental study. We simulate the movement of the cars using the SUMO traffic simulator [70], which can model realistic traffic patterns of vehicles on an
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of Discovery-Join and Discovery-Deployment Operations. Error bars represent the 25% and 75% percentiles.

Atlanta OpenStreetMap graph [72]. Our simulation is a snapshot of the traffic in a rectangular grid of the Atlanta city (7.7 km x 5.7 km) for 10 minutes using the road network graph and 600 vehicles for each simulation run (on average). We observed approximately 110,000 events for each simulation run, meaning that each vehicle sends 184 events on average, including both locations and images to be processed. At any instance of time in the simulation, there are, on average, one hundred cars in the area covered by the simulation. Using a grid structure, we divide the parts of the city covered by the simulation into 16 geographic regions and assign a µDC to cover the client inputs for each region. As we noted earlier, we emulate the 16 µDCs on the 4 Penguin machines. The distance of the car to the µDC’s location is included as part of the latency calculation to emulate the movement of the cars into the execution of the Foglets system, as shown in equation (Equation 6.4).

\[
\text{latency} = \text{measured latency} + \epsilon \cdot \text{distance},
\]  

where epsilon is chosen such that if a car moves out of the grid section that it is currently in, it is most likely violating the QoS requirement (expressed as an E2E latency constraint). Similarly, Foglets depends on having a function that roughly maps the network/geographical location of the clients with the expected latency to the µDCs to decide better when and to whom to migrate a component.
Discovery, deployment, and join operations

Figure 6.7 compares the cost of the protocols for creating and using an application by the client: discovery-join and discovery-deployment. We limit the number of candidates to four each time we try to either deploy or join the system. If unsuccessful, the runtime library tries the next best candidate in the list or increases the geographical area to be queried. As a reference, the total latency for performing a null RPC is around 4 ms (a send_up followed by a send_down, shown in Figure 6.8).

As shown in Figure 6.7, there is considerable variance in the discovery and deployment measurements, where the lower 25% of the deployment operation takes less than 636 ms, and the higher 25% of the deployment operation has a latency of more than 1097 ms. Similarly, the lowest observed delay is close to the minimum possible of 42 ms, the time required to start a container, as shown in Table 6.1. The huge variance is due to the state machine used for implementing the discovery protocol, in which it waits for responses from all the local managers. A faster response can be obtained from the agents involved if the system is not loaded. The long tail that could happen in the deployment algorithm is upper-bounded by the timeout mentioned in Figure 6.2.

The Discovery-Join protocol (wherein the application is already running in the container) is much faster. The median for this is 72 ms, with the 75% percentile at 240 ms, mainly depending on how fast the local manager can respond to the new request in the first phase of the algorithm. The measurements include situations in which a JOIN request is returned with a rejection.

Migration operations

Figure 6.8 shows the average cost in milliseconds for selecting and changing to a new downstream application component instance for a client in proactive migration. The measurement is taken when there is no application state to be packaged and sent to the new application component instance (i.e., the on_migration_start handler is a null handler), and the application is already deployed in the new µDC. As shown in Figure 6.8, this operation takes roughly three times compared to a round-trip message. The time required for reactive migration is the same as the discovery protocol measurements shown in Figure 6.7 since it is initiated by the client (or upstream application component).
Figure 6.8: Proactive Migration Operation. As a point of comparison, we show the network round-trip time. Error bars represent the 25% and 75% percentiles.

Figure 6.9: Workload Driven Migration. Over time $\mu DC 2$ accepts more clients to offload the work from $\mu DC 1$. 
6.7.4 Dynamic workload-driven migration

In this experiment, we demonstrate qualitatively and quantitatively the ability of Foglets to do workload-driven migration. The experiment uses two µDCs geographically close to each other. A client could, in principle, choose either of them as the location to host the application’s DFG. We allow a new car to enter the geographical area every 0.5 seconds and stay put (i.e., it is stationary). The first car to appear would join one of the two µDCs (µDC 1 in Figure 6.9). Since µDC 1 has a container already launched with the application, the subsequent cars entering the same geographical area will prefer to join the same µDC, as shown in Figure 6.9 at the 20 seconds mark. The capacity limit for µDC 1 is reached when 39 cars have joined it. Subsequent join requests will be rejected, resulting in the next car joining µDC 2. At this point, we stop introducing new cars into the experiment. µDC 1 and 2 exchange latency times and capacity information. Due to the resource pressure, µDC 1 starts transferring some of its clients to µDC 2. Since the cars are not moving, the transfer is gradual, but in the steady-state, it can be seen that both µDC have roughly an equal number of clients. The migration is incremental to avoid oscillations between the µDCs and to have a stable migration control loop.
6.7.5 Proactive migration

In this experiment, we want to demonstrate qualitatively and quantitatively how Foglets does QoS-sensitive, proactive migration. The context is a traffic jam. Several vehicles are selecting the same µDC initially. However, as the traffic jam alleviates, the vehicles drive toward their respective destinations in different directions. We simulate this situation by first spawning some cars close to µDC 1 and letting them stay put (i.e., they are not moving). This behavior can be seen in the results shown in Figure 6.10 for the first several tens of seconds. Then, we make the cars move away in three different directions, starting around 70 seconds into the simulation. Due to the increasing distance from µDC 1, some of the clients start experiencing increasing latencies triggering proactive migration of the clients to the µDCs corresponding to the areas the cars are moving towards. As shown in Figure 6.10, Foglets can quickly migrate the application component instances, responding to an upsurge in the latency experienced by the clients. Similarly, it is observable that the number of vehicles stays constant in the graph, which is an indication that the application misses no messages and all the clients are successfully transferred from µDC 1 to other close-by µDCs.

6.8 Chapter summary and limitations

This chapter proposed a control plane and runtime for the computational continuum extending from the sensors to the cloud called Foglets. It implemented the APIs presented in section 3.3 for application development and for placing the corresponding computation in the different µDCs/DCs commensurate with their latency properties. Foglets facilitates the primitives for communication between the application components and the algorithms for discovering and incremental deployment of resources commensurate with the application needs. It also provides mechanisms for QoS-sensitive and workload-sensitive migration of application components due to client mobility and application dynamism. Additionally, we introduced a complete implementation of Foglets that uses the Docker container runtime as the base substrate, and we presented performance results to showcase its effectiveness for situation awareness applications and geo-distributed computational resources.

The main limitation of Foglets is when operations require coordination across multiple µDCs. The two main operations that require coordination are load balancing and providing the spatial affinity requirement presented in section 3.4.3. For example, the instance uniqueness for each AoI cannot be efficiently provided in a fully decentralized
fashion without adding additional components or mechanisms. Furthermore, the peer-to-peer mechanisms used in this chapter do not guarantee strong consistency, which can cause the deployment of multiple instances for handling one AoI; the effects of decentralized management of AoI are compared in section 7.10.3. Similarly, load balancing in Foglets is performed in a greedy fashion, where each µDC tries to offload some application components when its local quota grows higher, with the restriction that migrations should not be performed frequently to avoid inefficient oscillations of application instances between µDCs given the stale information available in each µDC about other µDCs. A more optimal load balancing can be achieved with a global view of the available resources, which is important given the scarce available resources at µDCs. Therefore, chapter 7 presents additional components and mechanisms to efficiently support requirement R3 (i.e., spatial affinity) without losing support for the other requirements, as well as to maintain a global view to perform better long-term resource management.
In the previous chapter, we presented a fully decentralized control plane architecture. It focused on allowing autonomous decision-making for each µDC/DC (requirement R1). However, it only took a best-effort approach in providing the two semantic requirements of situation-awareness applications, namely spatial-affinity and E2E latency bounds (requirements R3 and R4), given that it only had a myopic view of the available resources in the overall infrastructure.

Supporting both standalone and coordinated applications have conflicting needs that are tightly related to the latency and spatial affinity requirements, respectively. First, autonomous deployment necessitates decentralized state and autonomous decision-making based on locally available state. Second, coordinated applications need multi-µDC deployment and coordination that necessitate an orchestrating entity with a global knowledge of the system. Finally, an important additional problem is that µDC-specific performance monitoring alone is insufficient to provide E2E latency guarantees, as application DFG (Figure 3.3) may span multiple µDCs. This chapter addresses these conflicting requirements.

This chapter presents OneEdge, an agile control plane designed to meet all the requirements (section 4.2) of situation awareness applications and geo-distributed infrastructure. Specifically, it allows µDCs to take autonomous scheduling decisions without central coordination for standalone applications. Additionally, to cater to the needs of coordinated applications that rely on global knowledge for correct scheduling, OneEdge has a centralized component. The main focus of this chapter is the mechanisms required to provide hybrid control plane architecture for geo-distributed infrastructures that can efficiently combine autonomous decision-making at µDCs to minimize deployment latency for standalone applications, with centralized decision-making for scheduling coordinated applications. Most of the contents of this chapter were previously presented in OneEdge [22].

7.1 Insights and benefits of hybrid

The main contribution of OneEdge is a hybrid control plane with an efficient interaction between the logically global control plane manager and the independent per-µDC local
managers. The design tries to reach a balance between µDC autonomy and the use of
global knowledge for optimization decisions when required. To achieve a good balance,
we designed OneEdge’s architecture based on three key principles:

**Design principle 1:** OneEdge exposes client location and application latency needs as
*first-class citizens* to the control plane components. Each client’s application de-
ployment request contains the required information (*i.e.*, the client’s geographical
location). On the other hand, all the bookkeeping performed to the control plane’s
infrastructure state is geospatially organized. Further, SLA monitoring becomes an
integral part of the control plane, taking placement and migration decisions based on
the application’s geographical context. This principle addresses the semantic limita-
tions of current state-of-the-art architectures exposed in chapter 5.

**Design principle 2:** A two-level hybrid architecture can reconcile the opposing need for
both decentralized and global decisions. This hybrid control plane architecture is
composed of an autonomous manager per µDC and an overarching *global man-
ager* performing complementary actions to meet the demands of both standalone
and coordinated applications. Autonomous per-µDC *local managers* maintain the
µDC’s authoritative state and allow instant deployment of standalone applications
without coordination with the *global manager*. On the other hand, the *global man-
ager* maintains an *eventually-consistent* view of all the µDCs’ states, which is used
to improve semantically required adaptations (*i.e.*, latency and spatially driven mi-
grations), cross-µDC application DFG deployments, and off-the-critical-path load
balancing.

**Design principle 3:** Application deployment decisions should be primarily objective-dri-
ven rather than fully resource-driven. Managing and enforcing application E2E lat-
ency and spatial guarantees should be the control plane’s duty. Thus, the control
plane should not only schedule DFGs based on application objectives but also con-
tinuously maintain them via hierarchical monitoring. Per-application latency metrics
must not only be collected locally at each µDC’s *local manager* but also periodically
processed at the *global manager* to assess SLO compliance. The control plane re-
assesses previous allocation decisions upon SLO violation detection and potentially
migrates application components depending on the SLO violation’s source (*e.g.*, re-
source scarcity or client mobility).
Figure 7.1: OneEdge’s System Architecture. The global domain manager (left) coordinates with all the local domain managers in each µDC (right blow-up). Additionally, there are three more components in the local domain: monitoring subsystem, runtime library, and container runtime.

We now present the architecture of OneEdge, a hybrid control plane that leverages these design principles—and the mechanisms of previous architectures, centralized (chapter 5) and decentralized (chapter 6)—to meet the requirements outlined in section 4.2.

7.2 Architecture overview

Figure 7.1 highlights OneEdge’s high-level architecture, composed of two top-level domains: local and global. The local domain is an autonomously managed instance of a geo-distributed infrastructure (e.g., µDC, Cloud datacenter) that contains computational resources and cooperates with the global domain in control-plane decision making. On the other hand, the global domain is a logically centralized entity that makes system-wide deployment decisions for applications’ DFGs spanning more than a single local domain or to adjust deployment decisions that were autonomously made at individual µDCs, for load balancing reasons.

The global manager monitors and orchestrates the aggregated infrastructure’s state. Additionally, it performs actions both on (proactive) and off (reactive) an application de-
ployment’s critical path. For example, for coordinated applications, the *global manager* selects each client matching to application instances and the placement of those application components to specific µDCs/DCs. Similarly, in the background, the *global manager* also monitors each µDC’s resource usage and each application’s measured performance compared to its SLO to drive resource reconfigurations and application migration decisions.

The system architecture of OneEdge consists of five components, shown in Figure 7.1, split into the global and local domains. In the global domain, there is only a logically global *manager* for the entire edge-cloud continuum infrastructure, which makes deployment decisions in coordination with the elements of the architecture within each µDC shown in Figure 7.1. In the local domain, within each µDC (which could be a micro-datacenter in a central office or a cloud datacenter), there are four elements:

**Local manager:** The resource manager for a given µDC that acts as the coordination point between the *global manager* and the individual µDC.

**Monitoring subsystem:** The key driver of the responsiveness of the overall architecture. It continually collects metrics about the resource usage at the µDC and the health of each application component hosted in this location (e.g., SLA violations).

**Runtime library:** Each µDC can host multiple applications (*i.e.*, it is multi-tenant), and there is a runtime library associated with each application component. It also collects statistics on the associated application component (e.g., resource usage, SLA violations) and passes it on to the monitoring subsystem.

**Container runtime:** The container runtime is generic and uses an open-source platform (Docker [68]) for spawning and managing containers in each µDC/DC.

For responsive, autonomous control plane decisions without central coordination, the authoritative state is kept locally at each µDC. In addition, the *global manager* keeps an *eventually consistent* [73] aggregate state of the overall infrastructure to make scheduling decisions for multi-µDCs coordinated applications. The control plane takes decisions optimistically, given the eventually consistent construction of the aggregate state. Then, the decisions have to be ratified by the affected µDC’s *local manager*. The mechanism for the ratification and coordination is presented in section 7.6. Finally, the application dynamic state management is handled in the same way as section 6.4.2.

The design partition aligns directly with the components presented previously in section 4.5. The components in section 4.5 were designed to provide the functionalities re-
quired without considering either the physical constraints or how they could be implemented in a performant manner. The following sections present efficient mechanisms for the interaction between the components presented in this section, as well as to cater to the requirements (section 4.2) of a geo-distributed infrastructure and situation-awareness applications.

7.3 Workflow

The client’s requests to access an application on the geo-distributed infrastructure are always directed to the client’s geographically proximal µDC by leveraging standard discovery services [74]. The developer labels each application as either “standalone” or “coordinated”. The µDC’s local manager handles deployment requests for standalone applications locally, avoiding WAN traversals and global coordination unless resource constraints prevent the local deployment. On the hand, deployment requests for coordinated applications are forwarded to the global manager. Figure 7.2 shows the global manager’s workflow for handling deployment requests received from local managers. The monitoring subsystem can also push reconfiguration requests into the request queue to avoid potential or current SLO violations detected through the monitoring statistics.

7.3.1 Local-domain overview

The right section of Figure 7.1 shows the components of the local domain. The local manager runs in one of the servers in the µDC. It receives deployment requests from the clients within the µDC’s geographical range and from the global domain. The container runtime deploys each application component, each of which is deployed with a collocated runtime library. Each component’s runtime library handles inter-µDC communication between application DFG stages spanning multiple µDCs. Finally, the monitoring subsystem continuously gathers metrics about the µDC’s resource usage and metrics related to the SLOs of the application components hosted on that µDC. In this respect, it is similar to the monitoring component in chapter 6. The monitoring subsystem is further discussed in section 7.5.1.

7.3.2 Global-domain overview

OneEdge’s global manager (Figure 7.2) plays two crucial roles. First, it determines the placement of cross-µDC application DFGs, a need typically associated with coordinated
Figure 7.2: The global manager comprises five components: monitoring manager, request queue, resource scheduler, aggregate state, and transaction manager. Requests are added to the request queue by the local domains, monitoring, and transaction managers. The resource scheduler then processes the requests, and the transaction manager finally executes them.
applications. Second, it continuously monitors the entire infrastructure for significant load imbalances and E2E application SLO violations. When such incidents are detected, the controller will make reallocation and potentially migration decisions to ameliorate the problem. Different components of the architecture fulfill the two roles in Figure 7.2. The scheduler (section 7.4.2) and the transaction manager (section 7.6) handle the first role jointly with the two mechanisms presented in sections 7.4.1 and 7.6. The second role is mostly handled by the monitoring component (section 7.5.1) and the dynamic resource allocation mechanism (section 7.5.2).

### 7.4 Multi micro-datacenter mechanisms

Spatial affinity involves the need to coordinate across µDCs, given the need to share specific instances of pipelines across multiple clients. Additionally, given the limited set of resources available in each µDC, better load balancing mechanisms are needed to use the resources more efficiently. This section presents a mechanism to improve the load balance across µDCs by leveraging the global knowledge available in the global domain and the scheduling component that allows deploying application components across multiple µDCs.

#### 7.4.1 Deflection

A local manager generally forwards new deployment requests for coordinated applications to the global manager and autonomously handles the local deployment of standalone application requests. However, when a µDC has high utilization of resources, even standalone application requests cannot be locally served and must be deflected to the global manager. We extend this deflection to create a new mechanism that improves the overall load balance of the geo-distributed infrastructure.

The fundamental intuition is to probabilistically upgrade requests to be processed like a coordinated application to improve utilization. The autonomous deployment of standalone applications improves deployment speed. However, it may lead to utilization skew and overloading of individual µDCs (e.g., spectators with AR/VR devices at a ballgame connecting to the same proximal µDC). To address such skew, we introduce logical federations of µDCs by geographical area, called cells, and allow standalone requests to be deployed on any of the µDCs within the same cell. However, periodic load balancing by the global manager via redistribution among cell members is not enough for handling such workload skews. For example, suppose the scheduling decisions are performed per message,
which is possible for many standalone applications. In that case, long-term load balancing cannot perform efficient job-stealing between different μDCs, given that each operation is potentially short [75]. So, we allow the local domain to take proactive measurements to reduce the likelihood of overload and have more headroom for future actions by deflecting standalone requests before the resources are saturated.

To improve the load balance of regions with enough density of μDCs with short network proximity to each other, we propose a mechanism that deflects requests that would usually be served locally to be handled by the global manager. The μDCs of a cell use a deflection mechanism to leverage this flexibility and alleviate the effects of load skew. The global manager knows cell memberships. Therefore, when deflection conditions at a given μDC are met, the local manager forwards new standalone requests to the global manager instead of deploying them locally. In turn, the global manager determines which of the corresponding cell’s μDCs to deploy the request that can meet the application SLO and provides better load balance across the cell.

There are two parameters dictating a μDC’s deflection policy: threshold and percentage. The threshold specifies a low watermark, defined as the percentage of local resource utilization (i.e., how full is the μDC), after which deflections will start happening. The deflection percentage represents the ratio of requests after the threshold that are upgraded to be handled as coordinated applications. All requests are deflected when the resource utilization goes above a high watermark (by default being full capacity of a μDC). OneEdge’s deflection is inspired by a similar dynamic load shedding technique previously proposed in rack-scale systems [76]. As shown in the evaluations (section 7.10.2), this is a simple policy that helps to better distribute the load by leveraging the already available global knowledge. In addition to deflection, we also perform periodic global load balancing for long-term coordinated applications.

7.4.2 Scheduling

In the global domain, the resource scheduler processes the requests sequentially, making placement decisions to fit each request’s requirements. The input to the resource scheduler is composed of the following parameters:

**Type:** either standalone or coordinated.

**E2E latency SLO:** inferred from the application DFG to be launched; it was defined when the developer uploaded the application to OneEdge infrastructure.
**Spatial affinity:** it is also inferred from the request-initiating client’s GPS location and the application DFG. The GPS location is transformed into a specific AoI, and then this identifier is used to perform the corresponding matching or deployment.

Topological network information and full end-to-end application visibility should be integral to scheduling decisions, which is not the case for a fully decentralized architecture (chapter 6) or for current state-of-the-art centralized architectures (chapter 5). For example, strict latency SLOs are tightly associated with an application’s deployment location relative to each client’s physical location, as network traversals account for a significant fraction of each serviced request’s E2E latency. Similarly, spatially proximal clients of the same coordinated application should be digitally colocated to enable essential state sharing, but the applications may span multiple µDCs, which require multi-µDC visibility to detect E2E violations. In OneEdge, we incorporate both metrics as core components of the infrastructure and, correspondingly, the scheduling process.

We use the metrics defined in section 3.4 to quantify E2E latency and spatial affinity in the proactive (i.e., on-the-critical path) scheduling decisions. The placement module in the global domain resource scheduler selects the set of µDC(s) to launch (or reuse) the different application components of the DFG for the client request. In making this placement decision, the resource scheduler consults the aggregate state, which is the composite of the resource commitments of all the µDCs/DCs. As previously mentioned, the placement algorithm considers the network’s topology to predict the latencies between application components and to determine which µDCs are equivalent (from the perspective of network location) to load-balance across them.

Due to the autonomous decision-making at the µDCs’ local manager and the ground truth state being at the µDC, the aggregate state may be stale. Keeping the aggregate state eventually consistent [73] is a principle (section 7.1) we adopted to provide autonomy to the local domain for prompt deployment of latency-critical standalone applications. The scheduler takes decisions optimistically, assuming that the aggregate state is up to date, following the “think globally, act locally” model in distributed systems. This optimistic design also means that the aggregate state is immediately and optimistically updated in the global domain once a placement decision is made. Despite that the aggregate state is kept in an eventually consistent manner, the correctness of the placement decision for coordinated applications is ensured via the 2PC used by the transaction manager (section 7.6). The main limitation with a global domain design is that under network disconnection, the management of coordinated applications and the migration of applications become unavail-
able. However, these disconnections are expected to be intermittent, and once connectivity is reestablished, the µDC can continue normal operation. Additionally, when a µDC is unable to connect to the global domain, the client can connect to another local µDC, creating redundant paths to reach the global domain.

Finally, the resource scheduler transforms a client request into a set of concrete resource management actions. The actions, including both deployment and resource reconfigurations, specify the operations that need to be executed on the selected µDCs/DCs to achieve the target state computed by the placement algorithm. Now, we discuss how the number of resources to be used is calculated from the profiles (section 7.4.2) and a set of heuristics (section 7.4.2) used by the placement logic to improve the search of solutions when considering a geo-distributed setting.

Profiling

As part of the programming model presented in section 3.3, developers do not need to define the exact number of resources the application requires. The developers instead use an objective-based definition for deploying application instances. This design pushes the work of defining the number of resources to use to the control plane.

One additional complexity is that the programming model allows sharing application components across multiple clients to improve resource efficiency. However, due to the target applications’ real-time properties, the naive sharing of resources across multiple clients using the same application instance could result in SLA violations if resources are not allocated properly. Therefore, to reduce the likelihood of an application component’s overload, the scheduler should increase the component’s resources each time a client shares an application instance (either by the local or global domain).

To facilitate resource sharing while respecting application SLAs, OneEdge uses offline profiling to generate the resource requirement profile (RRP), a table indexed by the app key (section 3.7) for each application component that may be shared across client requests. The RRP specifies the resource commitment needed for each application component of a DFG as a function of the number of concurrent clients. Both the local and global managers use the RRP to make allocation decisions, and it is populated in both components’ instances.

The developer hints at the number of resources required to host each application component for one client. Additionally, the profiler uses a representative trace—provided by the developer—to evaluate the app with different numbers of clients sharing the DFG instance. The application then will start clients at different intervals (such that they are not
running the same section of the trace simultaneously) and test with different configurations proportional to the hint provided by the developer for one client. OneEdge has a system-wide parameter $\kappa$ representing the percentage that guides the distance between successive configurations to evaluate. For example, if the resources for one client are one core and 512 MB of RAM and $\kappa$ is 100%, then the profiler will first try the initial tuple $(1,512)$, followed by $(2,1024)$, and so on, increasing both values by 100% on each new try. In general, the next configuration to test is given by the following equation:

$$CORES = C \cdot (1 + \kappa * M/100)$$

(7.1)

where $C$ is the base cores for one client given by the developer and $M$ is the current multiple used for testing. $M$ starts as 0 and increases up to the size of the server used for profiling (or the expected max size of the server to host that component). In general, as a heuristic, OneEdge starts the iteration of $N + 1$ clients for a given application component with the minimum viable configuration for $N$ children, given that increasing the number of clients would never decrease the required resources.

The profiling will generate a curve with the y-axis being latency and the x-axis being the current multiple. Then, OneEdge chooses the value of $M$ that, with 99% probability (i.e., 99 percentile), will provide the required E2E latency SLA under normal configurations. This graph is generated for each application component and for each number of clients expected to be merged for the corresponding application.

While evaluating a given application component, other components are hosted in independent servers with maximum allowed resources so as not to affect the evaluated component. One important aspect of evaluation is that OneEdge obtains profiles for more configurations than the minimum necessary to determine latency requirements. This action is necessary since the minimum profile is obtained while using an optimal configuration for other configuration components. As such, this profile is not necessarily applicable when running the application in real-world scenarios. Thus some leeway may be required to find a viable end-to-end solution to the scheduling.

More complex state-of-the-art algorithms such as VideoEdge [77] reduce the search space and better define the next configurations to evaluate. The design of OneEdge’s profiler is not a contribution of this dissertation, but it is a representative definition of the generation of the profiles and the selection of the configurations to be used. The profile is not in the critical path and is performed offline. When a new application is started, the amount of resources is initialized as the number of clients multiplied by the resources of
a single client. This profiling approach allows a tighter bound on the number of resources to provide the required latency, assuming that resources can amortize across clients (section 3.8.1). When there is a continuous deviation between the actual execution and the expected from the profile, the profiling is recomputed.

Guiding the placement optimization

The placement module in OneEdge is extendable and can be modified by the infrastructure provider. The placement algorithm follows the same structure as the one presented in section 4.6, and it is defined as an optimization problem with the following inputs:

- The number of clients and their locations.
- The structure and semantic requirements of the DFG.
- Infrastructure state.
- The RRP for the placement to know how many resources to use.
- Information about already deployed instances for the given application, the corresponding resources allocated, and the number of clients using each instance.

The placement output matches each application component and either a µDC or the identifier for a specific running instance of that application component. The infrastructure provider then can define how to take those inputs and select which µDCs would be the ideal locations for hosting the requested application components. The design of OneEdge’s scheduler is such that it appears to be performed sequentially, so the complexity of executing the placement decision in a geo-distributed infrastructure is hidden away from the scheduler. More information is in section 7.7.2.

The design of a placement algorithm is not a contribution of this dissertation, but we present some heuristics that are appropriate for designing such an algorithm for geo-distributed resources. The following suggestions help reduce the search space and improve the convergence of optimization algorithms:

- Reuse already deployed application components if the server allows it. This decision reduces the potential effects of cold starts, reduces fragmentation, and improves resource usage efficiency by amortizing shared costs across clients.
• For application components that do not have latency constraints (or that the con-
straints are loose), the optimization should try to place them in a Cloud DC if the
other requirements allow it (e.g., bandwidth need). The intuition is that cloud re-
sources are expected to be cheaper than geo-distributed µDC, as well as having the
illusion of “infinite” capacity. This bias also reduces the resource pressure on the
limited resources in the edge.

• Use geographical information to prune the search space. For example, for applica-
tions with tight latency requirements, a good starting point is the set of the closest
cells (section 7.4.1). The placement algorithm can increase the search space later if
this set of cells cannot host the application. Another use of geographical informa-
tion is to ignore geo-distributed resources by physical limitations. For example, data
cannot travel faster than 2/3 of the speed of light in the best case. Finally, if the in-
frasturcture state contains information about the available communication mediums
(e.g., LoRA, 5G, WiFi), that can help define the maximum geographical distance to
look for computational resources. These geographical suggestions can be encoded in
the optimizer as additional constraints.

When selecting resources, the optimizer should use the equivalence of µDCs in its favor,
as all the resources in a cell are equivalent and should also be encoded as so in the optimizer.
Similarly, the optimizer should incorporate load balancing across this set of equivalent
resources to reduce the likelihood of unnecessary violations.

Finally, all the other considerations presented in section 4.6 still apply (e.g., fairness,
cost, number of applications, efficiency) in the context of OneEdge, and should be deeply
scrutinized when managing geo-distributed infrastructure.

### 7.5 Reactive policies

This section introduces the components and mechanisms required to support an agile and
responsive control plane. The two mechanisms presented focus on continuously evaluating
system and application metrics and reacting to them to provide the expected performance
and functional requirements. The first one, monitoring, efficiently gathers those metrics
and applies the corresponding policies to keep the correct operation of the applications.
The second one, dynamic resource allocation, responds to local changes and allows the
local manager to be more responsive to application variations.
7.5.1 Hierarchical Monitoring

As introduced in section 7.3.1, each local domain (i.e., µDC) has its own monitoring subsystem, where the container agent obtains and periodically aggregates each locally running application components’ metrics of interest (e.g., per-component execution time). While the global domain’s scheduler place applications so that SLOs are met, and resource utilization across the resource spectrum is balanced, continuous adaptations may be needed for various reasons. First, autonomous deployments of standalone applications at µDCs can cause utilization imbalance and increased resource pressure at individual locations. Second, client mobility can cause frequent load shifts between µDCs serving the same application and potentially change the client’s AoI for coordinated applications and E2E latency for all applications. Such events can lead to application SLO violations, and correspondingly the global and local managers need to reevaluate their resource allocation and application placement decisions continuously from the metrics being gathered.

For local domain metrics (section 4.7), like CPU and memory usage, the aggregated statistics are conveyed to the local manager and handled locally. If the local manager detects application SLO violations, it attempts to alleviate the issue locally by allocating additional resources to the suffering application component’s containers. One example of such a policy is used to modify the application components’ resource allocation to improve the service provided (due to divergences from the application profile provided by the developer), and it is explained in more detail in section 7.5.2. If it is not possible to make the decision locally (e.g., no local resource availability or client mobility), the local manager notifies the global manager to allow coordination across µDCs to alleviate other sources of excess latency (or other types of pressures).

For global-domain metrics (e.g., E2E latency) and coordinated applications spanning multiple µDCs, per-µDC statistics must be combined to determine potential SLO violations. The local manager forwards the locally aggregated statistics (e.g., execution times, inter-stage communication latency, queuing between stages) to a preselected leader, a µDC’s local manager, which hosts some of the application DFG’s components. The leader summarizes the collected statistics and sends a digest to the global manager’s monitoring manager. The global monitoring manager uses this information to determine if an application reconfiguration (e.g., increase resource allocation at each involved µDC or migrate application stages) is necessary. If so, it generates a new request in the request queue. For example, in Figure 3.3, fading communication between the client and the first stage of the application would violate $S_1$ and would trigger a reconfiguration. There is an essential interplay
between hierarchical monitoring and scheduling (section 7.4.2). It allows decoupling the complexities of managing distributed infrastructures from applying policies for detecting SLA violations. Additionally, separating the components allows different types of distribution across the geo-distributed infrastructure. Most of the monitoring is performed locally at the µDCs, while global-domain scheduling is performed in a centralized fashion.

As a final comment about the monitoring layer, we note that the mechanisms for aggregating the data at the µDC, temporally aligning, and filtering and forwarding to the global domain manager are outside of this dissertation’s scope and can be considerably complex [78]. A more in-depth analysis of the related work can be found in section 8.4. We now briefly mention the approach we used for our evaluations as a reference:

**Local domain metrics:** we used sliding temporal windows and percentiles for aggregating. More specifically, OneEdge keeps a sliding window of the last N measurements and calculates the metrics’ required percentile.

**Global domain metrics:** OneEdge additionally performs a pre-aggregation step: per request grouping. Given that global-domain metrics require measuring multiple system components to obtain a final global-domain metric, we need a mechanism to combine the different measurements. When grouping, we use the leader approach previously mentioned and calculate the global-domain metric for each request processed by the framework. For example, when calculating a request’s E2E latency, the leader will receive all the required latencies for computation, network transmission, and queuing after each new event is processed through the DFG. The leader then groups these values into one unique value by adding them. Then this unique metric is aggregated using the same sliding-window approach for local domain metrics.

### 7.5.2 Dynamic resource allocation

Situation awareness applications often display variations in workload. For example, if multiple objects are in a camera’s field of view (FOV), the detector application component in Figure 2.1 may have to do more work. Similarly, if an application component is handling multiple clients, its resource requirement may increase. An example of this situation occurs if the object recognition component (Figure 2.1) reactively employs a more sophisticated algorithm based on the output of the detection component, causing the recognition component to do more work. Thus an already deployed application component may have to be dynamically provisioned with additional resources to meet the SLA requirements.
The first mechanism that the local manager tries when it sees unexpected latencies from the application components running locally (compared to the profile) is a gradual resource allocation increase for the container(s) hosting the target application component. The controller uses the RRP (section 7.4.2) as an application-specific guide to defining the extra resources that need to be allocated to avoid the SLO violation. First, the allocation for the affected application is increased by $\lambda$ dummy clients, where $\lambda$ is a configuration parameter (a small positive integer). For example, suppose $C$ is the number of clients handled by the application DFG. In that case, the allocation is increased to that needed for $C + \lambda$, using RRP to identify the required resources corresponding to the new number of clients. The incremental allocation provides the agility necessary to react quickly to surges in resource needs, and it is also a tool to handle imperfect information obtained from the profile. Additional resources help reduce latency as an application component usually processes multiple clients concurrently; the extra cores would offload the computation for a subset of the clients and alleviate the component’s queues.

The second mechanism is the migration of the application component instance from the µDC experiencing the load spike that caused the SLO violation to other µDCs. The global manager uses three pieces of information to guide this action:

- Knowledge of the cell that contains the spatially proximal µDCs to the affected µDC.
- The resource commitments at the µDCs in the cell (available from the aggregate state).
- The application requirements of the application components running.

The global manager using these inputs then selects application components to migrate across the cell from the most heavily loaded one to the least loaded one if it improves the overall load balance of the cell. This algorithm is quite similar to the load balancing presented in section 6.5.

### 7.6 Deployment and multi-domain coordination

A coordinated application may comprise several application components, which can straddle multiple µDCs due to deployment or resource availability reasons (section 3.4). Furthermore, proper application execution requires all involved components to be deployed atomically, thus necessitating cross-µDC coordination when the application spans multiple locations — all application components are required to be running simultaneously to
have guarantees for both latency and spatial-affinity SLOs. For example, even individual client mobility in the connected vehicles app would involve multi-µDC coordination since the DFG that serves that client may span multiple µDCs. As individual µDCs make autonomous deployment decisions for standalone applications, atomic modification of the distributed state is required. For this reason, we use a 2PC protocol as the starting point to enable coordinated updates of the authoritative state distributed across µDC locations.

The transaction manager’s role (from the global domain) is to launch the placement decisions atomically using 2PC. The term transaction, as it applies to this dissertation, signifies the atomic execution of all the associated resource management actions for a client request. This definition of the term transaction is similar to that used in systems such as LRVM [79] and Quicksilver [80], and is different from the more traditional use of the term in databases providing ACID properties [81]. The messages are exchanged between the global transaction manager and the corresponding local manager. At the end of the first phase, the transaction manager will know if all the involved µDCs have accepted the placement decision. In this case, the second phase of the transaction is to confirm the placement decision to the involved µDCs. If any of these µDCs rejects the decision in the first phase, the transaction manager sends an abort message in the second phase to all the involved locations and updates its aggregate state using the authoritative state information received from the local managers. The µDCs update their internal authoritative state upon receiving the abort message. After an abort, the request is re-enqueued in the global manager’s request queue with a higher priority. Additionally, periodic state updates from local managers ensure that the aggregate state does not significantly diverge from the ground truth.

As the resource scheduler updates the aggregate state after completing every request and uses the new aggregate state to process the next request, an invariant that the transaction manager should maintain is that the transactions should appear to be applied on the µDCs serially. We discuss the implementation and optimizations to preserve this invariant without compromising performance in section 7.7.

7.6.1 Re-execution of requests after aborts

There are two design options for handling a transaction abort. The first one is to let the client send a new request. The second one is for the transaction manager to re-enqueue the request for a new placement decision. The criterion for either option is that the new placement decision should use the most accurate information regarding the client (e.g.,
the up-to-date location of a mobile client) to ensure minimal impact on the SLOs for the client, and reduce potential SLOs violations. Incidentally, this criterion is relevant for even a brand new client request since there is always a latency (depending on the queue length at the central scheduler) between the submission of the request at an edge site and the execution of the placement algorithm at the central controller.

With respect to transaction aborts, the main benefit of the first option is that the new client request will have up-to-date location information. However, this incurs additional latency due to WAN traversals in the critical path (communicating the abort to the client, subsequent new request submission to an edge site, and the communication of the new request back to the central controller), unnecessarily extending the duration of potential SLO violations. Re-enqueuing the aborted request locally in the central controller avoids such WAN traversals, so long as the client information is up-to-date at the time placement decision is taken by the scheduler. Updating the client information is exactly the role of the monitoring component in the OneEdge architecture.

The latency of handling a request that is eventually aborted comprises the queueing in front of the scheduler, the execution of the scheduler, and the WAN latency to reach the µDCs. For example, in a low-load scenario, the queue is empty, the execution of the schedulers takes 2 ms, and the WAN RTT is 60 ms, which would amount to a total of 62 ms. A car moving at 100 km/h would move less than 2 meters in that period, which is less than the accuracy of regular GPS used in cars, meaning that a re-submission can use the same location for the rescheduling. On the other hand, in a scenario where the global domain is operating under high load, the scheduling latency of handling the request (due to queuing in front of the scheduler) could affect the spatial affinity SLOs. However, the monitoring subsystem of OneEdge continuously monitors the client’s location after it submits a request to the control plane (at the proximal µDC); the frequency of location updates is configurable, and it is usually between 500 ms to 10 seconds (depending on the speed of client mobility). Therefore, the continuous location update of the monitoring subsystem bounds the global manager’s error in estimating the client location such that it is smaller than the AoI size.

7.7 Performance optimizations

This section introduces two mechanisms to improve the performance of the baseline 2PC, focusing on reducing the possibility of transaction failures and rollbacks, and the effect of the WAN on the interactions between the global manager and the local managers.
7.7.1 Enhanced two-phase commit

To enhance the performance of coordinated application deployment, which could involve multiple µDCs, we introduce two optimizations to the traditional 2PC and dub our approach enhanced two-phase commit, which is a context-aware 2PC. The global manager uses a 2PC protocol to deploy coordinated applications spanning multiple µDCs. The traditional semantics of the 2PC protocol would abort a transaction $T_i$ if there is a mismatch between the global manager’s aggregate—but potentially stale—state when $T_i$ was generated by the resource scheduler and the µDC’s authoritative state when the µDC’s local manager process $T_i$.

Using 2PC semantics as the starting point simplifies the global manager’s state management since the authoritative state is held in the respective geo-distributed µDC. Furthermore, to avoid unnecessary aborts, OneEdge leverages the observation that a transaction need not abort as long as the sum of the requested resources by transaction and currently reserved resources do not exceed the µDC’s resource capacity (Omega [38] exploits a similar idea in a datacenter setting). When such conditions are met, instead of aborting the transaction, the µDC’s local manager updates the authoritative state with the transaction’s allocation request during phase one of the protocol and informs the global manager of the actual µDC resource commitments to update the aggregate state (which includes the deployment of the new application component). The key difference between baseline and enhanced 2PC is the semantic redefinition of what constitutes a state conflict (i.e., aggregate state and µDC’s states do not need to match, but sufficient resources must be available). The goal of the coordination between the local and global domain in enhanced 2PC is twofold: to maintain the capacity invariant and to deploy all the components in the application atomically. Enhanced 2PC subsumes the validation of the capacity invariant inside the first phase of the 2PC instead of building it on top of the 2PC, as is done in traditional databases, thus accommodating requests that would otherwise have caused violations due to state mismatch between the local and global domains.

One additional complexity that arises with this optimization is that clients’ original requests are objective-based and that the programming model allows the merging of application components. These two characteristics cause that going from $n$ clients to $n+1$ clients may not perform the same resource changes as going from $n+1$ to $n+2$, given that the delta of additional resources to be assigned in one condition may be different from the other scenarios. This scenario can only happen for deflections of standalone application requests. For this, a second change is required in which the resource management requests
that compose a transaction are not for raw resources but for launching or modifying an
application component with respect to the number of clients being served. The µDC’s local
manager uses the semantic knowledge encoded in RRP (section 7.4.2) to allocate resources
commensurate to the actual change in the number of clients currently being served by that
location.

The second optimization to conventional 2PC reduces the WAN round-trip per trans-
action. Nominally, the application execution after a coordinated application deployment
can proceed if the global manager affirms in the second phase that the deployment request
was successful in all the participating µDCs at the end of the first phase. However, this
2PC protocol would entail two full WAN round trips. Instead, we propose an optimization
that reduces the latency on the critical path from two WAN traversals to one. In the first
phase, a µDC replying affirmatively to a deployment request also reserves the requested
resources. If the global manager receives affirmative responses from all affected µDCs,
it notifies the client in parallel with the execution of the second phase. Thus, the WAN
latency for the second phase can be overlapped, as the µDC can start receiving actual data
plane actions from the client ahead of the second phase’s completion. If the transaction is
aborted, the second phase frees each µDC’s reserved resources. For example, a deployment
request to allocate a new container would result in the completion of the actual allocation,
the initialization, and the control plane setup for data communication with other stages of
the application pipeline in anticipation of the successful second-phase message from the
global manager.

Similarly, an extension to the second optimization is for a request that increases the
resource allocation for an existing application container to be carried out proactively in the
first phase. Thus, the control plane actions needed for the application component’s start are
completed ahead of the second-phase commit message. The only exception is decreased
resource allocations, performed after the second phase to avoid negatively impacting an
application component.

The main drawback of the second optimization is that OneEdge may reserve resources
ahead of time and reduce the likelihood of a local request (i.e., from the µDC) succeeding
when trying to obtain resources from the potentially scarce capacity of the µDC. Depending
on the priority of the different types of requests (i.e., standalone vs. coordinated) and across
different applications, it may be useful to consider deactivating this third optimization.
However, it provides an important reduction in the effect of WAN on global decisions and
should be evaluated by the infrastructure provider when configuring the control plane.
7.7.2 Transaction pipelining

It is reasonable to expect geo-spatial diversity of µDCs across successive client requests arriving at the *global manager*. Successive transactions affecting *disjoint* sets of µDC are independent. The transaction manager should attempt to execute independent transactions in parallel to exploit this opportunity. However, for the correct operation of the resource scheduler, transactions should appear to be executed serially by the transaction manager. This invariant has to be guaranteed by the transaction manager while exploiting the opportunity for executing *independent* transactions concurrently.

One way of exploiting parallelism and preserving the ordering invariant is to enforce ordering at the destination µDCs. The following conditions should be met at the target µDC to ensure that transaction order is preserved while executing transactions (which may or may not be independent of each other) in parallel:

1. The µDC should process successive transactions that affect the same µDC *in the scheduler’s order of generation*.

2. A transaction abort should correctly restore the authoritative state at the µDC before that µDC processes subsequent transactions.

Further, on the *global manager* side, an aborted transaction should roll back the aggregate state to free up the resources committed for that transaction.

**Design implementation.** The transaction manager in the global controller is separated into two entities: the *pending commands* data structure and the *transaction executor*, as shown in Figure 7.3. This split allows the scheduler to update the *aggregate state* optimistically. The resource scheduler places new transactions in the *pending commands* data structure. The *transaction executor* takes these transactions and launches them on the target µDCs. This decoupling means that the resource scheduler can continue processing subsequent requests without waiting for the previous request to complete successfully. In addition, this design allows the resource scheduler to be completely impervious to aborted transactions, separating the concerns of the placement and SLO support from those of managing executions across a geo-distributed infrastructure.

The transaction manager maintains a *dependency graph* for each transaction. We define a *dependency* as an overlap in the set of µDCs modified by two transactions. A transaction $T_i$ depends on $T_j$ (denoted by $T_j \rightarrow T_i$) if the following conditions hold:

- $T_j$ was added to *pending commands* before $T_i$. 
Figure 7.3: The transaction manager is split into two subcomponents: pending commands and command executor. The pending commands maintains a directed-acyclic graph with the resource management actions (i.e., transactions) defined by the scheduler until the command executor completes them. The command executor is the entity in charge of coordinating with each of the associated local managers for each transaction.

- $T_j$ has not been completed, and $T_j$ creation time precedes $T_i$’s.
- $\mu DCs(T_i) \cap \mu DCs(T_j) \neq \phi$.
- $T_i$ used the aggregate state assuming the successful completion of $T_j$ for its placement decision.

We denote $D(T_i)$ to represent the dependency set of transactions $T_j$ for which $T_j \rightarrow T_i$. Similarly, we denote $AD(T_j)$ to denote anti-dependency, i.e., the set of transactions $T_i$ such that $T_j \rightarrow T_i$. Every transaction $T_i$ sent to a µDC contains $D(T_i)$ and $AD(T_i)$. Thus the pending commands data structure is a directed acyclic graph, where each vertex represents a transaction, and a directed edge exists from $T_j$ to $T_i$ iff $T_j \rightarrow T_i$. A transaction $T_i$ is eligible to be processed at each affected µDC so long as all the transactions in its dependency set $D(T_i)$ have been completed.

The eligibility condition could be enforced conservatively by the transaction executor at the transaction’s launch time or optimistically at the destination µDC by the µDC’s local manager. OneEdge takes the optimistic approach, enforcing the condition at each µDC’s local manager, which processes the request queue of incoming transactions to that µDC.
µDCs are made aware of inter-transaction dependencies with special metadata contained with each received transaction. For every new transaction $T_i$ the transaction manager sends to a given µDC, $T_i$’s metadata indicates the $T_j \rightarrow T_i$ dependence.

The µDC will not process $T_i$ unless it has already received and processed $T_j$. The completion of $T_j$ will trigger the deletion of all the incoming edges from the transactions in $AD(T_j)$, possibly making some of them eligible for processing. If $T_j$ is aborted, the aggregate state is rolled back accordingly. Further, this abort will trigger a cascading rollback of the pending transactions that transitively depend on $T_j$ (i.e., starting from the members of $AD(T_j)$). These aborted transactions will result in a re-submission of the associated control plane requests to the global scheduler’s request queue. However, aborts are uncommon because, per our enhanced 2PC protocol, they only occur if the µDC’s resources have been depleted (and not due to a mere mismatch between the global manager’s state and the µDC’s state of resource availability), as evidenced in our evaluation (section 7.10.2).

To prevent queue buildup at the destination µDCs, we use a windowing technique (similar to the TCP protocol), limiting the maximum number of outstanding transactions sent to a given µDC. The limit ensures that a µDC is not overloaded. Upon completing a transaction, the next pending transaction of a µDC (if any) can be launched to keep the window full. In addition, the pipelining of operations helps to hide the effects of WAN due to the dependence between successive decisions and its associated state modifications.

### 7.8 Fault Tolerance

Fault tolerance for the global domain manager is provided using standard mechanisms. We assume that the global manager runs in a robust environment (e.g., Cloud datacenter). While the server that hosts the global manager may fail, it is improbable for the entire datacenter to go down. Therefore, the fault tolerance approach is to have a secondary instance of the global manager running in parallel on another server. All the pertinent state involved in the primary workflow (section 7.3) is replicated, including in-flight transactions. On a primary failure, the secondary takes over and rolls back to an aggregate state comprising only complete transactions, issuing aborts for all the in-flight transactions.

### 7.9 Implementation

OneEdge is implemented in C++11 on Ubuntu 18.04. Each application component is dynamically linked into a base OneEdge container image built using the Docker framework,
similar to how it was implemented in the previous chapter with Foglets (chapter 6). In addition, we use MongoDB to store the aggregate state, and ZMQ for communication among the system’s distributed components.

7.10 Evaluations

The following are the hypothesis that guided the evaluation in this chapter:

1. The optimizations, transaction pipelining and enhanced 2PC (section 7.7), are successful in improving OneEdge’s performance (section 7.10.2).

2. OneEdge’s hybrid architecture allows it to achieve lower-latency placement decisions compared to a centralized architecture for standalone requests (section 7.10.2).

3. OneEdge achieves a good compromise between deployment latency for standalone requests and load balance across equivalent µDCs in a cell (section 7.10.2).

4. OneEdge is comparable to a centralized control plane at meeting both application types’ SLOs, while considerably reducing deployment latency for standalone requests (section 7.10.3).

Section 7.10.2 presents microbenchmarks to verify the first three hypotheses. Additionally, section 7.10.3 presents an E2E evaluation to verify the fourth hypothesis. We use as a baseline a variation of OneEdge where the local managers deflect all incoming requests at a µDCs to the global manager. The resulting baseline is functionally equivalent to KubeEdge [46], with two improvements from OneEdge architecture: the support for pipelined control plane actions described in section 7.7 and for satisfying the applications’ E2E latency constraints, which vanilla KubeEdge cannot currently provide.

7.10.1 Experimental platform

For both evaluations (i.e., microbenchmarks and E2E), we emulate a geo-distributed computational infrastructure with µDCs in multiple metropolitan areas. We use resources in five different Azure regions: WestUS, WestUS 2, CentralUS, South Central, and East US.

We host the global manager in the East US region. Each of the remaining four regions is used to emulate a different metropolitan area. In each Azure region, we create multiple VMs, and each VM is designated as a µDC located within that metropolitan area. Each of the VMs is of type “Standard D16s_v4” (with 16 vcpus and 64 GiB memory). We emulate
Table 7.1: Summary of parameters for microbenchmarks of OneEdge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Container Startup/Update</td>
<td>583 ms/25 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-way WAN latency</td>
<td>20 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window Size</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource Scheduling Latency</td>
<td>2 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeled per-µDC resource capacity</td>
<td>4096 cores, 8 TB memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per-request resource allocation</td>
<td>1 core, 512 MB memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordinated application exponential $\beta$ range</td>
<td>10–100 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordinated application Poisson $\lambda$ range (per µDC)</td>
<td>1–8 s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standalone application exponential $\beta$ range</td>
<td>100–300 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standalone application Poisson $\lambda$ range (per µDC)</td>
<td>2–25 s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

clients in each metropolitan area and are hosted within the corresponding region. Clients move only within their associated metropolitan area. In other words, clients move across their area’s µDCs but do not cross to other metropolitan areas.

7.10.2 Microbenchmarks

In this section, we stress-test OneEdge by executing all the control plane actions without any application running or any actual resource allocations. The control plane does keep the accounting of the resources used and all the coordination mechanisms; the only step not performed is starting and executing the containers. To stress-test at scale, we emulate µDCs and parameterize the container runtime within each µDC. Further, we generate the client workload presented to OneEdge to drive the controlled experiments.

**Experimental Setup**

**Control-plane Parameters.** OneEdge consists of one global manager, multiple µDCs with their associated local manager, and multiple clients (Figure 7.1). We use a simplified placement algorithm to evaluate our performance optimizations, as a faster placement logic would stress more the transaction manager. The manager’s resource scheduler uses two common heuristics: round-robin placement across µDCs (i.e., the same metropolis) to improve allocation balance, and collocation of an application’s DFG components on the same µDC, if capacity allows, to improve application E2E latency. Additionally, we set resource scheduling latency to 2 ms. This setting is similar to the lower range for resource scheduling latency in Kubernetes [82] and matches one of the best-case performances of
our resource scheduler implementation used in the end-to-end study (section 7.10.3).

**Emulated µDCs.** We use a capacity of 32 servers with 128 cores and 256GB of DRAM per server to model the size of a µDC. The modeled per-µDC capacity is only for bookkeeping during the microbenchmark experiments, and resources are not allocated in the microbenchmarks. In addition, we use one Azure VM to host each µDC’s *local manager*, with no actual deployments of components.

**Container Runtime.** We measure the Docker container runtime used by the *local manager* implementation (Figure 7.1) to parameterize the response times associated with the execution of application components on a µDC. The mean measured container deployment time (consisting of a simple application and its container agent library) is 583 ms and a standard deviation of 143ms. The mean measured time for updating an already deployed container’s resource allocation (CPU-set and memory limit [83]) is 25 ms and a standard deviation of 4ms. We use these results to emulate the µDC’s reaction time upon every microbenchmark deployment request.

**Workload Characterization.** We derive a synthetic workload with a combination of deployment requests for both coordinated and standalone applications. We create the synthetic workload from the cellular mobility of cars in San Francisco (SF), using the SF cabs dataset [84] and locations of cellular towers in SF [85]. We group the cellular towers with k-means into 32 clusters and select each generated cluster’s centroid as a µDC’s location. The clients send allocation requests to the geographically closest µDC. Hence client-µDC communication does not incur WAN latency in our microbenchmarks. Due to the mobility of the dataset, each client’s closest µDC will change during the evaluation. For coordinated application clients, this will trigger migration requests. For standalone application clients, it will send an allocation request to the new closest µDC.

The SF cab dataset daily taxi count represents only a small subset of the city’s expected fleet. To more closely match the mobility of cars in San Francisco, we overlay 23 days’ worth of data in the SF cabs dataset to increase the number of simultaneously active cars. Each µDC ’s request arrival is modeled using a Poisson distribution. Similarly, each client’s connection duration to a given µDC is modeled using an exponential distribution. Finally, we parametrize both of these distributions with the ranges of client inter-arrival and connection duration extracted from our enlarged taxi cab dataset for both coordinated and standalone applications. Table 7.1 shows the parameters used in the microbenchmarks. To conduct larger-scale experiments with multiple metropolitan areas, we replicate the geodistributed infrastructure (using additional Azure Regions) and use the above SF workload
for every additional metropolitan area we model.

Control Plane Configurations:

We use four configurations for the evaluations: the Centralized equivalent and three configurations of OneEdge with different deflection thresholds for standalone requests: 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0, while the deflection percentage is set to 100%.

Evaluation of OneEdge’s Optimizations

Next, we evaluate the two optimizations discussed in section 7.7: transaction pipelining and enhanced 2PC, using a single µDC.

Transaction Pipelining. The windowing mechanism in the transaction executor (section 7.7) aims at reducing the effect of the WAN RTT between the global manager and the µDC on the throughput of scheduling requests. Therefore, the optimal window size choice varies with respect to the WAN RTT.

To understand the effect of the window size on OneEdge’s throughput, we perform an experiment with only coordinated application requests, where the request generation rate is chosen to correspond with the maximum throughput achievable by the global manager without queuing delays (i.e., comparable to not having a WAN RTT of zero nor transaction aborts). Figure 7.4 plots the effect of window size on the aggregate throughput (normalized to the maximum throughput achievable) for different WAN RTT configurations. As expected, the optimal window size required to maximize throughput grows as a function
Enhanced 2PC Protocol. This optimization goal is to reduce avoidable rollbacks of scheduling requests due to state mismatch between the *global manager* and the μDCs’ *local managers* via state reconciliation. We use the metric mean conflict fraction (MCF) to evaluate its effectiveness, defined as the *average number of conflicts per successful transaction* [22]. A zero value represents no conflict, while a non-zero value indicates the number of aborts for each successful transaction.

For this microbenchmark, we use a combination of coordinated and standalone application requests and disallow *deflection* to fully control which requests are handled at the *global manager* as opposed to a given *local manager*. Given that state reconciliation is harder when the resource commitment at μDCs is high, we focus the evaluations on such a scenario. Therefore, the evaluation uses the higher arrival rate ranges from Table 7.1: it varies the coordinated application and standalone application request arrival rates between 2–16 and 15–25 requests per second, respectively, while keeping the coordinated application and standalone application client durations fixed at 50 and 200 seconds, respectively.
Figure 7.5 shows the MCF for the enhanced 2PC compared against baseline 2PC over the range of request arrival rates presented before. The MCF of baseline 2PC is consistently higher than the enhanced 2PC, which only becomes non-zero at high arrival rates when the resource commitment at the µDC is sufficiently high to cause transaction failures due to capacity overcommitment. For example, at a standalone application rate of 20 req/s, the µDC resource commitment is 88–90% of its total capacity, and it is only from this point on the MCF increases for enhanced 2PC. Figure 7.5’s inset plot is a blow-up of the enhanced 2PC results to show the increase in MCF with increasing request rates. Even at an observed capacity of 95% (corresponding to the largest standalone application arrival rate shown in the graph), the MCF for enhanced 2PC is an order of magnitude lower than baseline 2PC. On realistic deployments with multiple µDCs, the global manager can further reduce the probability of capacity-caused conflicts by avoiding scheduling new requests on µDCs with resource commitments over a threshold (e.g., 80%).

The higher the MCF, the higher the probability of failure, hurting the latency of coordinated application requests because their successful execution requires repeated scheduling attempts across the WAN. The MCF trends can be used to extrapolate the probability of a failure for applications deployed across n µDCs: the probability of failure is $1 - (1 - f)^n$, where $f$ is the probability of transaction failure on a single µDC, which equals $\frac{MCF}{1 + MCF}$. A higher MCF increases the likelihood of failure, which means that the enhanced 2PC’s positive effect is multiplicative in the multi-µDC scenario.

In the inset of Figure 7.5, there is an additional trend that deserves a detailed explanation. For enhanced 2PC, higher rates of C-app requests (i.e., 8 and 16 op/s) reduce the MCF slope when compared to lower C-app rates (i.e., 2 and 4 op/s). However, the starting non-zero MCF value for lower C-app rates is smaller than for higher C-app request rates. The diverging initial MCF values are due to the difference in the available capacity and the frequency of aggregate state updates at various C-app and S-app rate configurations. For example, for S-app request rates between 20 and 22 op/s, lower C-app rates have more available resources than higher C-app rates, reducing the probability of capacity violation, and giving a lower MCF value. On the other hand, increasing S-App request rates makes the difference in available capacity across different C-App request rates less pronounced. Hence, the role of more frequent updates to the aggregate state with higher C-App request rates becomes more prominent - thereby explaining the lower slope of the MCF trend with higher C-App request rates.

The windowing and enhanced 2PC experiments validate our first hypothesis regarding
the effectiveness of OneEdge’s optimizations in improving performance.

**Control Plane Effect on Standalone Applications**

Next, we evaluate OneEdge’s performance improvement over a centralized control plane. As previously mentioned, the centralized baseline is comparable to KubeEdge [46] concerning the overhead of control plane actions. Therefore, we evaluate the latency per standalone application deployment request for this microbenchmark. The experiment uses a μDC in each of the four metropolitan regions (section 7.10.1). Naturally, μDCs hosted in different Azure regions perceive different WAN latencies to reach the global manager. In this microbenchmark, deployment requests are created from each of the μDCs with the parameters in Table 7.1. Deflection is turned off to control where each request is processed.

Figure 7.6 displays the deployment latency of standalone application requests from each of the four metropolitan areas. The scenarios chosen had a low load to avoid queue buildup in the scheduling entity. Additionally, we divide the requests based on their originating metropolitan area. Centralized incurs higher deployment latency than OneEdge and is higher for μDCs further away from the global manager. In contrast, OneEdge incurs a constant low latency irrespective of the WAN latency between the local manager and the global manager, as it depends only on the container’s allocation update latency (25 ms as per Table 7.1). Centralized incurs a high latency for all the standalone application
Figure 7.7: Allocation imbalance for standalone application request handling at proximal µDC vs. at the global manager. Shown results are for the cell emulated in the West US Azure region.

rates evaluated. The deployment latencies for coordinated applications requests are similar for centralized and OneEdge since both incur the WAN RTT; we do not plot them for brevity. However, OneEdge’s latency values tend to have lower variance due to the reduced standalone application requests interference.

These latency results corroborate the second hypothesis regarding the advantage of OneEdge over a centralized control plane in terms of deployment latency for standalone application requests.

Latency Versus Load-balance Trade-off

OneEdge’s deflection mechanism (section 7.4.1) allows the global manager to load-balance standalone applications across µDCs that are part of the same cell (i.e., are equivalent in providing the latency requirements of the requesting client). We create a microbenchmark that evaluates the trade-off between achieving low latency for standalone application requests and the desired property of resource allocation balance across a cell. The metric used is allocation imbalance, defined as the difference between the highest and lowest resource commitments among the µDCs in a cell at a given time [22]. An allocation imbalance with a value of zero indicates perfect load balance.

The evaluation is performed with eight µDCs, all located in the same metropolitan area. Each µDC is capable of meeting the E2E latency requirements of all the emulated client requests within that geographical region. We calculate the allocation imbalance for all the
When the global manager receives a deflected request, its placement algorithm selects the µDC with the lowest resource commitment towards a more evenly balanced load.

The workload consists of only standalone application requests, which are purposefully skewed such that if all the requests were handled locally (i.e., no deflection), 50% of the µDCs in each cell would have 80% of their resources committed, while the remaining 50% of the µDCs would have only 20% of their resources committed on an average. In other words, this workload without deflection results in an allocation imbalance of ~0.6.

We consider a cell composed of eight µDCs emulated in the West US Azure region, but similar trends hold for the other Azure regions. Figures 7.7 and 7.8 display the allocation imbalance when applying deflection. The figures highlight the trade-off between deployment latency and allocation imbalance for different configurations of the deflection threshold and percentage. For example, increasing the deflection percentage for a given threshold results in a better allocation balance (Figure 7.7) at the expense of higher request completion latency (Figure 7.8) and a higher load on the global manager.

An interesting result is that for a given deflection percentage, lowering the deflection threshold, which would result in increasing the number of deflections, does not result in a proportionate decrease in allocation imbalance. For example, in Figure 7.7, a significant reduction happens in allocation imbalance between thresholds of 0.5 and 0.6. In contrast,
the reduction in allocation imbalance between 0.3 and 0.0 is much smaller. This result is intuitive because the 0.5 threshold is close to the average resource commitment for the evaluated group of μDCs.

These results support our third hypothesis regarding the use of deflection for the latency/load-balance trade-off. Further, they suggest a simple policy for defining the deflection threshold, namely, the average resource commitment across equivalent μDCs. This policy would be easier to implement than striving for an optimal trade-off, which would require obtaining the lifetime of the deployed applications on the μDCs that may not be readily available.

7.10.3 End-to-end evaluations

The microbenchmarks evaluated OneEdge by stress-testing the control plane without real allocation of μDC resources or execution of application components. This section describes an E2E evaluation using the experimental platform in section 7.10.3 and OneEdge’s full implementation for running exemplar situation awareness application mockups. The E2E evaluations compare OneEdge to configurations that are architecturally comparable to fully centralized and fully decentralized control planes. The objective of the E2E evaluation is to demonstrate our last hypothesis: OneEdge’s ability to provide both low latency for standalone applications and meet application SLOs expressed as latency bounds and spatial affinity for coordinated applications.

**Experimental Setup**

**Applications.**

We use two applications to perform our end-to-end evaluations:

**Drone:** it is an instance of a standalone application. It is based on the work of Samira Haya et al. [27] and Alex Zihao Zhu et al. [28]. It uses inputs from a camera and an inertial measurement unit (IMU) to determine the pose and location of the drone, using a type of extended Kalman-filter algorithm. The drone application’s pipeline comprises two stages:

1. Feature tracking and detection from the IMU and cameras inputs.
2. Pose state estimation from the features extracted (update).

For our evaluations, we use a dataset generated using the ROS [86] framework for both the inputs of the camera and IMU [87]. To model the mobility of the drones
(each drone operates independently), we use the San Francisco cab dataset [84], associating individual cab mobility with that of a drone. This drone application (S-app for short) is run with the above synthetic dataset and mobility data for a mockup of the standalone application for our E2E evaluation studies.

**View-Fuse:** it is an instance of a coordinated application, and it is based on Zijian Zhang et al. [88]. This application fuses the objects detected by multiple autonomous vehicles from their respective fields of view to create an expanded world sub-regional view (Figure 3.3), which is then sent back to the vehicles in the same geographical locale to improve collision avoidance decisions. To create a mockup of this application for our evaluation purposes, we first created a dataset using Carla [89]. Specifically, we used 80+ cars driving through the most complex map directly available in Carla (called Town3). A 15-minute Carla simulation produces a spatio-temporal dataset consisting of object detections by individual vehicles. This dataset is then used as the input to a multi-car fusion application (C-app for short) for a mockup of the coordinated application for our evaluation studies.

**Mixed Workload Creation.**

For the E2E evaluation, we created a combined workload consisting of both standalone and coordinated applications utilizing the control plane simultaneously. The maps are different for the two applications in the above data collection. However, the only purpose of the map is to assign a spatial location for a client relative to others in the same application. Therefore, to unify the data corresponding to each of the two maps, we shrunk the larger map (San Francisco city) so that its four corners are aligned with Carla’s Town3 map. The implication from the application point of view is that the drones appear to move slower than in the original dataset, as usually, drones move slower than cars on average.

**Control Plane Configurations.**

We use four configurations for the evaluations: the Centralized equivalent and three configurations of OneEdge with different deflection thresholds for standalone requests: 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0, while the deflection percentage is set to 100%.

**Emulated µDCs.**

To emulate a Metropolitan area, we map each area to an independent Azure Region. Then, each µDC is represented by a VM in the corresponding Azure region. Each VM in Azure has 16 vcpus with 64 GiB of memory, as previously mentioned in section 7.10.1. In contrast to the microbenchmarks, the containers are actually hosted and executed, and the application DFGs execute on them for the E2E evaluation.
Figure 7.9: End-to-end Evaluation of Hybrid architecture: Spatial alignment for the coordinated application: OneEdge vs. greedy placement.

Evaluation SLO Metrics.

In addition to the control plane-specific metrics such as deployment latency and spatial alignment, we also measure the SLO violations for all deployed application components. We define the latency SLO as follows. First, the latency bounds for the C-app are 10 ms for the first level (i.e., the sub-regional view), while the expanded sub-region view component has a latency bound of 100 ms, numbers aligned with prior work on autonomous cars [90]. Second, the latency bound for the S-app is 12 ms for the first level (i.e., feature tracking) and 50 ms for the second level (i.e., update). Any perceived latency exceeding these bounds is considered an SLO violation.

Modeling Network Delays.

We use two mechanisms to model network latency. First, we use a function based on the geodesic distance for µDCs, where latency is proportional to how far the µDCs are from each other. This mechanism assumes direct communication among the µDCs locations, a la VaporIO [17]). Second, we divide composed maps into regions where each represents a cell’s coverage area for mobile clients. When a client moves and is no longer in the same region as the µDC’s cell, an overhead of 15 ms is added, representing the penalty of hand-overs and the communication through the back-haul infrastructure.
### Analysis of Results

Figure 7.9 shows the obtained spatial alignment for the C-app application. The graph displays a representative time window for the C-app’s execution in one of the metropolitan areas. We created 48 AoIs to divide the metropolitan area and present the mean spatial alignment (calculated for each AoI as per Equation (3.5)). The plot includes both Greedy and Spatially Agnostic placements as reference points. The Greedy placement represents a fully decentralized design similar to Foglets [23] in chapter 6. Optimal placement would achieve 100% spatial alignment.

Suboptimal spatial alignment indicates that the fused results returned to the cars by the sub-regional View in Figure 3.3 are incomplete, resulting in lower-fidelity decision-making by the vehicles. Greedy selects the closest µDC every time a car requests to connect to the View-Fuse C-app. Greedy is an idealized approximation of any real greedy implementation: it is computed offline and does not account for additional latencies incurred by migration or deployment latencies. Spatially Agnostic places each request on any µDC with available resources without considering the client’s location, as would be the case if we tried to use Kubernetes scheduler out of the box.

Figure 7.9 highlights that OneEdge achieves near-perfect spatial alignment, outperforming Greedy with downward spikes attributed to migration latency that causes the attained spatial alignment to lag behind the ground truth of the vehicles’ spatial affinity. The huge gap with Spatially Agnostic indicates the significance of spatial affinity in the control plane’s placement decisions.

For both Figure 7.10 and Figure 7.11, we set the number of clients of C-app (vehicles) to 72 and sweep the number of clients using the standalone (drones). In both evaluations, a deflection threshold of 1.0 is architecturally comparable to a fully decentralized approach similar to Foglets [23].

Figure 7.10 displays the mean deployment latency for standalone applications while excluding outliers from the calculation (e.g., initial cold starts). When there is sufficient µDC capacity and OneEdge handles all deployments locally (deflection threshold 1.0), the achieved deployment latency compared to centralized is more than $3 \times$ lower. As more requests are deflected, the deployment latency gap between OneEdge and the centralized control plane is reduced. In other words, a higher deflection threshold in OneEdge yields lower standalone deployment latency. In the evaluations, an increase in the number of drones also raises the probability of reaching a µDC’s deflection threshold, leading to more deflections and thus higher latencies for S-app applications.
Figure 7.10: End-to-end evaluation of the hybrid architecture: deployment latency for standalone applications.

Figure 7.11: End-to-end evaluation of hybrid architecture: end-to-end latency SLO violations detected for the coordinated application.
Finally, Figure 7.11 shows the arithmetic mean percentage of SLO violations for the sub-region view application component of the C-app application under the different control plane configurations. Similar to Figure 7.10, the violations are presented for a changing number of active drones. All three OneEdge configurations display similar trends for SLO violation rates as centralized while delivering much better deployment latency for S-app applications.

7.10.4 Discussion: extending OneEdge evaluations to higher request rates and scalability limitations

The evaluations in the previous sections use traces extracted from real taxi cabs mobility datasets and simulated environments (i.e., Carla simulator), and execute on infrastructure locations modeled after the San Francisco cell tower locations. The mobility traces and infrastructure properties then defined the request rates that would be expected at each µDC for both coordinated and standalone applications, as well as the duration of the corresponding application instance in a given locale. A change of either distribution —request rates or resource allocation duration— could affect the absolute numbers in the evaluations and shift the bottlenecks to a different component of OneEdge. Two main evaluations would be affected: conflict fraction and throughput.

The MCF evaluation in Figure 7.5 sweeps over request rates for standalone applications of up to 25 operations per second per µDC. Although this number seems relatively low, the rate is not limited by the control plane scalability but by the capacity to host applications in a given µDC. The MCF evaluation can only be measured up to the point when the available capacity (green line in the inset of Figure 7.5) drops to zero. If we increase the capacity of the servers from what was shown in Table 7.1, the evaluations can be generated for higher requests of coordinated and standalone applications. A higher standalone application rate would more heavily impact traditional 2PC as it increases the likelihood of a mismatch further; on the other hand, it does not affect enhanced 2PC until capacity is higher than 80%. A higher coordinated application rate would improve the relative MCF slope for both traditional and enhanced 2PC as the aggregate state would be updated more frequently. For traditional 2PC, the ratio between coordinated and standalone rates is what defines the MCF. On the other hand, for enhanced 2PC, the available resource capacity would still be the main driver for MCF at higher coordinated application rates. However, there will be a point where the bottleneck will be the schedulers in both global and local domains.

The latency of a scheduler is usually in the order of low milliseconds (or higher if the
infrastructure is of considerable size), and after 1000 requests per second, the control plane will start building a queue in front of the placement logic. For example, Kubernetes would suffer queue build-up at even smaller request rates. Given the scope of this dissertation, we choose a simple design for the global scheduler to demonstrate the mechanisms to coordinate global and local domains. The global scheduler can become a bottleneck in a larger-scale scenario, demanding a more advanced design that allows scaling its performance. Well-known Cloud techniques [38] can be directly applied to address such challenges, as well as the use of federated architectures, both of which are discussed in section 10.2.1.

The other components in OneEdge can be scaled proportionally to the number of requests and applications by increasing the available control plane resources. Each local domain is independent of the others, and new µDCs can be added without further scalability issues, with the exception of the aforementioned implications pertaining to the global domain’s scheduler. The monitoring subsystem can be scaled proportionally to the number of logical partitions (section 3.5.1), given that the only coordination point is the request’s addition to the request queue and the corresponding scheduling operation. Under certain circumstances, the transaction manager could appear to be the bottleneck, but this would be due to the local domain scheduler (with whom it is coordinating) not keeping up with deploying/managing the application instances, which can be addressed similarly to the global scheduler limitation, or by the global domain’s scheduler avoiding the overloaded µDC.

7.11 Chapter summary

In this chapter, we presented OneEdge, an agile hybrid control plane architecture for geodistributed infrastructures that are likely to become the workhorses for the computational needs of emerging situation awareness applications. OneEdge can support all the requirements presented in section 4.2. It achieves this by enabling autonomous decision-making at the µDCs for standalone applications in tandem with a global manager that facilitates multi-µDC scheduling for coordinated applications. Furthermore, the global-domain manager’s comprehensive view of the infrastructure allows for better decision-making related to load-balancing, better utilization, and agile application reconfiguration to meet E2E SLAs. A hierarchical monitoring component continually gathers statistics to detect load spikes and churn, triggering reconfigurations when application SLOs are likely to be violated. OneEdge’s contributions include its novel distributed state management that allows concurrent scheduling decisions at µDCs’s local manager and the global manager and the support for objective-based deployment for situation-awareness applications. We evaluated
OneEdge with both microbenchmarks and mock-ups of situation awareness applications in a multi-region Azure setup. OneEdge presents an overall solution for the programming model presented in chapter 3 and a complete implementation of the logical control plane architecture described in chapter 4.

The following chapters discuss the lessons learned from designing and evaluating multiple architectures and future directions and problems that can be built on top of our hybrid architecture.
A complete control plane for managing applications on geo-distributed computational resources comprises several components. In this thesis, we focused on the architecture and distribution of control planes components, the mechanisms of coordination across those components, and the design of a programming model tailored for the setting. This chapter serves two purposes. The first two sections cover the state-of-the-art components this dissertation builds and improves on. Then, in the remaining sections, we discuss the existing literature on the other essential components for a control plane. This discussion helps understand how these components are currently being built and how they can be integrated into a complete end-to-end implementation of a control plane.

### 8.1 Programming models for situation-awareness

The complexity of managing distributed computing forced the creation of programming models to improve the developers’ productivity. MapReduce [91] is the better-known example for simplifying the deployment of big data processing. Similar examples are data flows for stream processing [18, 19, 36, 92], Saphire [93] for mobile code offloading, and Serverless [94] for general function execution. They all hide the scheduling, management, and execution of the code from the developer, who only needs to worry about the application’s logic.

These datacenter programming models are not designed for situation-awareness applications and do not provide the required SLAs. However, they provide similar abstractions in their domains that inspired the design of the programming model in this dissertation. The three most relevant aspects of these programming models are:

- Providing simple APIs to implement the applications.
- Hiding the complexities of managing the underlying resources and executing the applications.
- Describing the SLAs.

We followed similar design principles to MapReduce and stream processing interfaces. These datacenter’s programming models give a simple API that effortlessly expresses the
developer’s intent. For example, MapReduce [91] only requires implementing two application components: the map phase and the reduce phase, allowing the partitioning and processing of massive data with many distributed servers. Similarly, a Beam pipeline [92] (and also dataflow engines) defines a graph of all the data and computations in the application task, which can also use user-defined functions (UDFs). Given that stream processing is designed for continuous incoming data, similar to how situation-awareness works by continuously processing the client’s contextual information, we used this dataflow design as the starting point for our programming model.

The APIs in the programming model allow hiding the complexity of application execution. For example, Spade [95] allows the developers to use fine-grain stream operators without worrying about the performance implications. Their compiler automatically selects the correct size of execution units (by merging) to minimize communication overhead when running distributed stream processing tasks. Similar intuitions exist for geo-distributed stream processing. For example, AWStream [96] proposes the use of adaptation as a first-class abstraction for the programming model, which hides the variations of network bandwidth from the developer. In an edge and IoT setting, FogFlow [97] simplifies the creation of automatic, elastic IoT services across cloud and edge, hiding the creation of instances across the infrastructure. Similarly, SpanEdge [98] allows separating applications into two sections, near the data source and far, hiding how these two types are deployed. In contrast to these works, the programming model proposed in this thesis hides the underlying geo-distributed infrastructure and provides first-class adaptation for E2E latency and spatial affinity reasons. The migration is handled under the covers, and the developer is only required to define the intent via the definition of SLA.

The last component of the programming model is how to define the SLAs. In a cloud setting, SLAaaS [99] describes a programming model that explicitly exposes SLAs programmatically, including performance, dependability, and energy. The definition of the cloud SLAs offloads their management from the developer to the runtime. Similarly, one design for SLA management similar to our programming model is Henge [100]. In Henge, the developer specifies its intent for each stream processing as an SLO requirement, mainly in latency or throughput needs. The runtime of Henge then adapts to continuously meet each stream task’s respective SLOs across all applications running. Our design follows the same principle of SLAaaS and Henge but extends them to a geo-distributed setting to support both latency and spatial-affinity requirements.
8.2 Control plane architectures and mechanisms

As previously discussed in section 4.4, cloud control planes in all their architectures (i.e., monolithic, partitioned, and shared state) are not appropriate for geo-distributed computational resources and situation-awareness applications either because they are not scalable with heterogeneous connectivity or they do not support the requirements of the applications (section 4.2). This section extends the analysis to other control planes architectures and how they are structured to handle deployment requests (including the request interfaces).

There has been a growing interest in developing container managers for geo-distributed and edge computational resources beyond KubeEdge and KubeFed. For example, StarlingX [101] is an open-source project similar to KubeEdge that supports distributed edge clouds. StarlingX has the same limitations as KubeEdge of relying on all decisions going to a central controller. Other similar research projects are Fogernetes [102], mck8s [103], and ge-kube [104]. Fogernetes incorporates support for geographical information when deploying applications but only does it in a coarse-grained manner with labels and no support for mobility. Similarly, mck8s tries to reduce resource fragmentation across geo-distributed datacenters. The control plane of both Fogernetes and mck8s have a centralized architecture. On the other hand, ge-kube tries to offload part of the central control plane to the geo-distributed µDCs in a leader-follower architecture. The follower carries out the decisions of the centralized controller. However, decisions are still taken in one centralized location. Ge-kube supports latency and network topology-aware placements but does not support multi-components applications, application state management, and mobility monitoring, making it unsuitable for situation-awareness applications.

Additional research in control plane design has been done in more specific programming models, like stream processing and serverless. For example, Nastic et al. [35] present an architecture for a serverless platform for the edge-cloud continuum. The application architecture could support managing situation-awareness applications, but they do not provide an implementation of the architecture or for the associated mechanisms. In the context of geo-distributed stream processing, EDF [105] proposes a control plane with a two-level architecture, with a control plane executed for each application instance. The hierarchical solution has a centralized leader that runs in one of the application components. It coordinates the global run-time adaptation of follower application components. Each follower, associated with a given application component, runs a local control loop to adapt the component to any changes using extendable policies. This design is similar to the global and local domains in OneEdge and provides implementations of the local policies that could be
incorporated into the local domains of the µDCs. EDF supports migration but does not handle violations due to mobility-induced latency or spatial affinity. Additionally, it follows a pause-and-resume approach for the state migration, unsuitable for situation-awareness applications given that the application needs to stop the processing until the full state is migrated.

8.3 Scheduling algorithms

The scheduling algorithm defines the placement of application components into the available computational resources. Traditionally, in a cloud setting, the scheduling problem is formally modeled as an optimization problem where the final solution maps a task or application component to a specific resource. The scheduler tries to optimize for a specific metric, for example, fair-sharing [106]. More recent work supports multiple simultaneous objectives [107] and multiple types of resources [108, 109].

Scheduling applications on geo-distributed resources adds complexity to the problem because the resources are disaggregated, and awareness of the network topology is required [110]. The metric of interest in the initial frameworks tackling this problem was the bandwidth between datacenters [111] and the corresponding data [112] and tasks placement to avoid traversing the WAN. Situation-awareness applications and edge computing, in turn, add additional complexities in terms of latency [113] and mobility [114].

Edge computing requires densely geo-distributed datacenters. The support of QoS in this domain requires the scheduler to be aware of both client’s mobility and the network topology [115]. One SLA that is critical for situation-awareness applications is latency. Previous work like FOGPLAN [116] and Cardellini et al. [117] formulated the optimization problem to support QoS-aware dynamic edge provisioning and described efficient solutions for the problem. Additionally, to support mobility, systems like Folo [118] predict the clients’ mobility (i.e., cars in Folo) to assign them to resources while considering latency and resources constraints. Both mechanisms can easily be incorporated into the hybrid control plane architecture presented before as part of the scheduler placement logic. Unfortunately, spatial affinity is not tackled by state-of-the-art, but can be easily defined as new constraints in the optimization problem.

Another aspect of µDCs (i.e., edge computing) that affects the design of the scheduling algorithm is the resource scarcity at each µDC. The scarcity requires additional optimizations to improve resource utilization. One such optimization is partitioning the application and only running relevant components near the clients and the non-latency sensitive in the
cloud [119, 120]. For example, SpanEdge [98] allows defining which computation has to be near the data sources and implements a scheduler to support it. Additionally, ideas like Synergy [121] are helpful for edge computing by reusing components and computations across multiple clients. Another relevant area is selecting the right parameters and amount of resources when starting an application. For example, VideoEdge [77] selects the right configuration for the application component and merges similar components to reduce overhead in the computational nodes. All the optimizations can be included in the global domain’s placement logic of OneEdge to decide how and where the applications are deployed.

Finally, the geo-distribution of the resources also affects the scheduler’s architecture. Similar to OneEdge [22], there have been algorithm designs for schedulers that are decentralized or hierarchical. For example, Cardellini et al. [122] propose to have a global manager for the overall application decisions and per application component local managers and show that systems can be stable when making hierarchical control decisions. Similarly, a new wave of schedulers is being designed for serverless running in edge infrastructure [123, 124, 125]. For example, Skippy [125] proposes a scheduler with additional constraints to match the application’s data flow and the network topology, as well as presenting ways to tune the schedulers. Both types of optimizations, hierarchical algorithms and local-domain serverless, can be used to tailor the behavior of OneEdge towards applications that are not necessarily situation-awareness applications but can leverage all the other components.

8.4 Monitoring

Adapting application components to maintain their SLAs involves four stages as part of the feedback loop: monitor, analyze, plan, and execute (MAPE) [126]. The latter two are part of the scheduler and architecture. This section focuses on the first stage, monitoring, of self-adapting control planes.

Many monitoring frameworks have been designed for cloud environments [127, 128, 129, 130]. However, they focus on metrics collection and aggregation at the granularity of an application component, which do not cover all the needs of situation-awareness applications. The main takeaways from the design of such systems are the techniques for efficient measurement and aggregation of metrics. For example, Andreolini et al. [131] dynamically balance the amount and quality of the monitored metrics by sampling the generated times series, which reduces the monitoring cost. Similarly, JCatascopia [132] allows modifying
the data granularity and aggregation periods via adaptive filtering. Both techniques help reduce the measurement overhead on the application that is being measured. As mentioned previously, OneEdge aggregates time windows into percentiles used to detect failures. The presented cloud techniques complement our contributions and can be used to further improve monitoring efficiency.

In the context of edge computing, monitoring needs to deal with two additional issues, measuring E2E latency and aggregating results across geo-distributed components. For measuring E2E latency, the theory behind critical path calculation can help its understanding. The critical path is the longest path in the application’s dataflow graph and represents the sequence of the application component executions that take the longest time to complete [133]. Most recently, SnailTrail [78] generalized the online critical path analysis for long-running and streaming computations providing immediate insights into the components that are becoming latency bottlenecks. Thus, algorithms like SnailTrail can improve the detection quality of E2E latency violations, as well as work as Sonata [134], which allows correlating outliers with the nodes that are affecting the latency. The concept of critical path has also been used in stream processing engines like Borealis [135]. We used a simplified version of the critical path analysis in OneEdge.

To address the geo-distributed monitoring of applications, edge monitoring frameworks have been designed with both decentralized and distributed architectures. For example, FogMon [136] creates a peer-to-peer (P2P) network out of the computational nodes being monitored, with an additional hierarchy of leaders and followers. Only the leaders disseminate information through the P2P network. FogMon can then reduce the overall overhead and improve the framework’s scalability while also providing E2E latency monitoring. Other frameworks, like ADMIn [137], reduce the monitoring overhead in the scarce resources available in the µDCs for both monitoring and aggregation. OneEdge uses a leader-follower design for monitoring E2E latency metrics. The designs of FogMon and ADMIn could be incorporated to reduce further the overhead of monitoring individual servers and for additional aggregation before reaching the global domain.

8.5 Dynamic reconfigurations

This section focuses on the second stage of MAPE, namely, analyzing. The analysis phase is the one that defines if a reconfiguration is required. Given the similarity between situation-awareness and stream processing, we start analyzing reconfiguration in this domain. For stream processing applications, reconfiguration is common, given that
they run continuously [138]. Stream processing systems can adapt running applications
due to changes in various metrics, like utilization [139] and latency [140]. For example,
SPADE [139] adapts the number of resources assigned to a specific application component
based on the request arrival and the available spare capacity. This reconfiguration policy is
similar to the dynamic reconfiguration in OneEdge’s local domain. Similarly, Loharmann
et al. [140] present mechanisms for reactively enforcing latency guarantees in data flows
and measuring the metrics needed to detect the need for scaling actions. This type of action
is similar to the ones taken by OneEdge after a violation is found. In general, research in
autonomous reconfiguration in distributed stream processing [141, 142, 143, 144, 145] can
be used to modify the pluggable monitoring policies in OneEdge’s monitoring pipeline to
detect the need for reconfiguration better.

The second operation that the analysis phase needs to perform is to decide when to
perform the reconfigurations, which involves predicting the future configurations of the
clients and infrastructure. There is prior work in selecting when to migrate an application
component (or the entire application) due to client mobility. Urgaonkar et al. [146] model
the migration problem as a Markov Decision Problem (MDP). They decouple the initial
MDP into two independent MDPs that allow the problem to be solved using a Lyapunov
optimization. Wang et al. [147] propose further refinements to this solution by developing
a polynomial-time algorithm with some relaxation in the system assumptions regarding the
error bounds on the costs of hosting and migration. Similarly, MCEP [148] includes both
the design and the mechanisms to automatically adapt the processing of events according
to a consumer’s location to reduce latency, network utilization, and processing overhead
by providing on-demand and opportunistic adaptation. In the approach presented in this
dissertation, any of these strategies could be used for deciding on when to migrate.

In general, we can design analyze phase with a control-theoretic approach, like the one
presented in SLAaaS [99] or AWStream [96]. SLAaaS continuously finds the service con-
figuration that provides the highest utility in a changing environment. That configuration
is maintained and adapted by the control algorithm. Then, the monitoring subsystem can
define how to act by predicting the expected performance in a given configuration, like
DS2 [149], and when to take actions like Gu et al. [150]. By integrating the mathe-
matical (or machine learning) models of the environment, the monitoring subsystem can react
proactively and in a timely manner to constant changes in the application’s context.
8.6 Application migration

There are three common mechanisms for migrating application components between different geo-distributed computational resources: VM, container, and state migration. A VM migration involves transferring the whole VM state between different locations. For example, VM handoff [151] shows mechanisms to perform this big data transfer on unreliable connections between edge locations (or cloudlets in the VM handoff work). The main limitation with VM is that the state involves the whole memory state of the operating system. Recently, containers have been chosen as the default deployment orchestration unit. Multiple papers have addressed the container migration problem in geo-distributed and edge computational resources [152, 153, 154]. The main focus of those papers is to reduce the overall size of the transfer data and the downtime during the migration. For example, MyceDrive [153] reduces the downtime by avoiding killing the previous container until the migration is complete while being aware of the network bandwidth between sites. Similarly, Ma et al. [154] reduce the size of the images transferred by leveraging the Union filesystem used by container images. The main benefit of migrating full VMs and containers is that they can treat the computation as a black box, and the migration is transparent to the application components. However, this also increases the cost of migration, exacerbated by the heterogeneous network in a geo-distributed infrastructure.

In this dissertation, we have a deeper knowledge of the workload, and through the programming model, we avoid the need for snapshots of the full underlying runtime and execution, which reduces the amount of transferred data by an order of magnitude. This idea has also been applied in CEP [155] and stream processing [156], where the runtime system knows what state is relevant to be migrated and can be proactively migrated to its new location. There is no need to migrate the runtime state, as it can be easily recreated without coordination. For example, Castro Fernandez et al. [157] proposed a similar idea to state migration in Foglets, where they expose the internal application component state explicitly to the runtime through a state management API, which the runtime can then use only to migrate the relevant state to the new instance. The main difference between Foglets and Castro et al.’s approach is that the latter focus on a datacenter environment, so the copy of the state is simplified. On the other hand, Foglets has to consider the heterogeneous network and the possibility of a new migration happening before the previous state migration is completed.
CHAPTER 9
DISCUSSION AND LESSONS LEARNED

This thesis presented both a programming model and a control plane architecture to serve situation-awareness applications running on a geo-distributed infrastructure. This chapter examines how these two factors affected our design decisions. Then, we discuss insights from our work that have broader applicability to the systems research community, particularly for real-time geo-distributed systems, and how we should leverage application semantics and infrastructure knowledge to improve systems performance.

9.1 Control plane design for situation awareness application

The programming model is the interface that allows the developer to interact with the control plane, affecting both the control plane and the developer.

From the perspective of the control plane. The programming model is the key component that provides intent to the control plane from the developer. This intent provides flexibility to the control plane and allows it to take different decisions depending on the context in which the application is to be deployed or managed. By their inherent nature, situation-awareness applications continuously interact with the physical world, and the context in the physical world can alter how the applications should be handled; it can affect how many instances to deploy or when to deploy the applications. For example, chapter 6 showed how an incremental approach could reduce resources usage if some application components in the DFG are not commonly used. The incremental approach defines both when and how to deploy the application components. Similarly, for coordinated applications in chapter 7, the client’s location will define which logical partition will process it, which then defines which physical instance should be in charge—changing with the client’s mobility. The programming model gives implicit and explicit semantic knowledge from the application to the control plane to better fulfill its requirements.

Situation-awareness has novel problems for distributed control plane design in that it covers a different set of metrics that may not be common in throughput-oriented applications. For example, in throughput-oriented applications, the control plane provides guarantees on a certain level of maintained throughput, availability, and latency (calculated only inside the datacenter) for a high percentile of the requests (i.e., 99.9%). On the other hand,
for situation-awareness applications, it goes further and involves monitoring metrics outside of the datacenter (or µDC) where the applications are hosted. For example, the control plane needs to monitor the communication between the client and the datacenter to calculate the E2E latency of the application. Similarly, the control plane needs to continuously monitor the client’s location to provide the spatial-affinity requirements. Future generations of situation-awareness applications would keep pushing towards a control plane that can monitor more physical metrics to better serve the application needs and its clients.

**From the developer’s perspective.** The level of abstraction provided by the programming model defines what aspects of the infrastructure and deployment process the developer needs to worry about and what they can express as an application (*i.e.*, how flexible it is to represent the applications). For example, in this dissertation context, the developer does not need to worry about the infrastructure geo-distribution, as this is handled under the covers by the application requirements. However, the developer still needs to provide the explicit topology of the DFG and the code implementation of each of the application components. We were able to hide this complexity by using well-crafted APIs and event handlers.

Similarly, the programming model also hides the creation and definition of the number of instances required in the framework. This abstraction is done by creating an application taxonomy and defining functions to map clients to logical identifiers (*e.g.*, AoIs). It hides the discovery from the application (and inherently from the developer) and any migration decisions that happen due to changes in the QoS. As a result of this flexibility, the control plane automatically selects an appropriate geo-distributed µDC to host an application component and potentially reuse already running application components for multiple clients (thanks to the logical partitions presented in section 3.5.1).

In general, the DFG programming model abstraction extended to support situation-awareness application requirements was shown to be flexible enough to host the applications we were considering and provide enough semantic information for the control plane to leverage the application’s expected behaviors to improve the efficiency of the designed mechanisms.

### 9.2 Control design for geo-distributed infrastructure

A densely geo-distributed infrastructure has a different set of constraints to consider when designing a control plane:

1. There is weaker and heterogeneous connectivity between infrastructure components
and transitively between control plane components.

2. There is a higher likelihood of a reduced number of resources at a given µDCs (i.e., scarcity).

3. The mobile clients have changing contexts that affect their perceived QoS.

One key aspect that separates geo-distributed settings from regular cloud datacenter environments is the need for a local-first design. Local operations ameliorate the impact of item 1 presented before. If the µDCs can handle all the required operations and serve clients locally, then transient issues on the network or heterogeneous latencies should only occur in counted operation types and not be in the critical path for most. The main limitation of this approach is that the other two items, 2 and 3, may require coordination across locations, given that, as previously discussed, certain applications may need to be deployed across multiple µDCs or need migration from one µDC to another. A fully local design can be myopic with decisions, and the scarce resources make this limitation more noticeable. This limitation causes that the main driver for a geo-distributed setting is supporting autonomous decision-making (requirement \(R1\)) while allowing global knowledge for coordination. Then, a design for a geo-distributed setting needs to support both autonomous decision-making (requirement \(R1\)) and global knowledge for coordination (requirement \(R2\)).

A hybrid multi-domain design fulfills the seemingly opposing needs of autonomous decision-making and global knowledge for coordination. OneEdge, our proposed hybrid control plane, supports these needs thanks to its distributed monitoring component and local-first state management mechanisms. The continuous monitoring provides better visibility of both dynamic conditions of the available resources at the µDCs and clients’ mobility and allows the control plane to be agile and responsive to the changes of item 3. Similarly, both decentralized mechanisms (e.g., deflection) and centralized mechanisms (i.e., periodic load balancing) allow better management of scarce resources, addressing the constraint in item 3. The local-first state management moves the authoritative replica of the data to be local to each µDC. To support cross-site coordination, we modified 2PC to be optimal in the number of roundtrips (i.e., one RTT) by simplifying the algorithm and leveraging the semantics of resource allocation and the programming model structure.

Next, we present the insights that guided the design of such mechanisms for both local and global domain components.
9.3 Lessons learned

9.3.1 Leverage application semantics and infrastructure knowledge

One key aspect when designing control planes for managing resources is the insights that can be extracted from the application’s expected behavior. In this dissertation, the control plane leveraged application information in objective-based requirements and geospatial mobility information. Additionally, understanding the scheduler intention enabled the different 2PC enhancements in section 7.7, achieving a tangible improvement in the latency of WAN-related operations. Similarly, the exposure of application logical partitions (section 3.5.1) allowed efficient load balancing and migration that would not be possible without application information.

Another important insight from situation awareness applications is that close-by resources are the most useful for its clients. For a standalone application, this knowledge allowed the use of an efficient local domain. The local domain supports autonomous decisions by knowing that the common case scenario will be the client being deployed in a close-by µDC while still supporting operations to handle edge cases like a µDC having no capacity with deflection.

In general, the intuition is that the interface should expose enough semantics of the application behavior to the entity managing the resources—ideally in an implicit manner from the developer’s perspective. This intuition is already in use on compilers which can leverage the programming language specification for its benefit when the underlying hardware changes. When developing frameworks and control planes, we should understand the application domain such that we can squeeze all such potential performance gains. Additionally, the control plane should understand the expected behavior of applications and design the mechanisms to be biased towards the common case scenario.

The other important venue to consider when managing computational resources is infrastructure knowledge, as it is needed by the control plane to efficiently manage all the computational resources. For example, the lack of geospatial information negatively impacts the management of situation-awareness applications, as it was highlighted in chapter 5 and the evaluations in section 7.10.3. In a datacenter environment, infrastructure knowledge is leveraged when rack and network topology are considered when performing placement decisions. However, future infrastructure evolutions will expand the metrics spectrum even further for the control plane. For example, the network topology and the available connectivity will become even more heterogeneous. For example, protocols and
technologies used through the network will vary across the infrastructure compared to cur-
rent homogeneous datacenter topologies. The first mile could be 5G wireless connectivity,
while deeper in the network will be high-bandwidth fiber optics. Additionally, this hetero-
gegeneity will only grow in general as new application-specific hardware (i.e., ASICs) and
a plethora of accelerators start becoming the norm [158]. Therefore, taking advantage of
infrastructure topology and composition information will only grow more important with
future hardware evolutions.

In conclusion, it is the role of the control plane designer to consider each vector that
can improve efficiency from both the application and the infrastructure being handled.

9.3.2 Focus on the real objective

Well-known algorithms are designed for a general use case. Therefore, the algorithms need
to be correct under conservative assumptions as the designers did not fully know the context
in which the algorithms will be used. However, once an algorithm is chosen as a building
block in a specific context, there are usually possible venues for improving its performance
by noticing assumptions that can be relaxed in the original design.

For example, the generality of 2PC is not required for the coordination mechanisms
presented in chapter 5. More concretely, the control plane allocation coordination does not
need to agree on the same final output as in the original 2PC design, as it only needs to reach
the same final configuration. In this dissertation, the required agreement is not in reaching
the same resource allocation and configuration, but it is the allocation of the required
resources to cater to all the clients’ SLOs that are currently trying to use the framework.

In general, we need to find the parts of the known algorithms that can be relaxed to
improve the overall performance in a given context. Another example in this dissertation
is the decision of what operations are to be executed in each of the phases of the 2PC. For
example, a database cannot directly modify the value during the first phase because it will
become visible to other entities in the system, violating isolation constraints. In our context,
the deployment of an application is not visible to other system components, which allows
us to bypass the second phase from the client’s perspective, and considerably reduces the
overall latency cost. These examples give an idea of how well-known algorithms should be
tailored to the context where they are deployed and benefit from that semantic knowledge,
and open up the space for new research on configurable coordination algorithms that can
be tuned to each specific application infrastructure and need.
CHAPTER 10
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

This work presented a programming model and progressively built a hybrid control plane architecture for geo-distributed resources and situation-awareness applications. This chapter first summarizes the main contributions of this dissertation and then presents future directions for research in this domain.

10.1 Conclusion

Situation-awareness applications will continue to blend seamlessly with our daily lives. This trend will keep growing with newer technology like Internet-of-Materials [159] that will embed passive sensors in all our surroundings. However, for these sensors to be useful, computational resources need to be close to them, such that they can be accessed with low latency and high bandwidth.

The computational resources will need to be densely geo-distributed worldwide to be close to the sensors and users that need them. However, there is a gap in how state-of-the-art control planes manage those resources and the actual needs of these novel applications. First, they lack the interfaces and metrics required by QoS-sensitive control policies for situation-awareness applications (e.g., spatial and E2E latency). Second, their centralized design has an impedance mismatch with how the control plane components and the computational resources will be distributed across the world. This dissertation methodically analyzes the domain and proposes a new programming model and control plane architectures tailored for this new context of situation-awareness applications and densely geo-distributed computational resources to address this gap.

The first contribution of this dissertation is in chapter 3. We propose that for a programming model to be useful in this context, it has to include geospatial requirements from the developer, as well as provide flexibility to the control plane to partition and replicate the components across the geo-distributed infrastructure. First, chapter 3 presents a taxonomy of situation-awareness applications with two types of applications: standalone and coordinated. Standalone applications focus on processing single clients with tight-latency control loops that affect the client environment and decisions, and coordinated applications focus on applications that aggregate information from multiple geographically close clients.
to enhance the overall decision-making of each client. Then, we presented an extension of
the DFG model. By its inherent nature, DFG allows the partitioning of the application into
each of its nodes. Additionally, we define semantic ways —based on a deep understanding
of the application behavior— to partition the application to improve this flexibility. Finally,
we add spatio-temporal requirements with an intuitive interface to cater to the application
needs. Because of these improvements, the programming model helps both the developer
and the control plane to better implement and manage situation-awareness applications, as
shown in chapter 3.

Chapter 4 describes our second contribution, an in-depth analysis of logical components
needed to support the requirements of a control plane for geo-distributed resources and
situation-awareness applications (section 4.2). It builds on both the application learnings
from chapter 3 and the properties of the computational infrastructure. We analyzed how
these components interact with each other and with the geo-distributed infrastructure. The
logical components facilitated the understanding of implementations and distributions of
components in the infrastructure, which allowed us to design a proper control plane for this
dissertation domain.

The final contribution is distributed through chapters 5 to 7, where we progressively
design an architecture for handling geo-distributed resources for situation-awareness appli-
cations. The design started from a state-of-the-art, fully centralized architecture in chap-
ter 5, where we showed quantitatively and qualitatively the unsuitability of such a design
for geo-distributed situation-awareness applications.

Based on our learnings from both the centralized architecture and the proposed pro-
gramming model design, we considered the other end of the spectrum with a fully decen-
tralized architecture in chapter 6. The focus of the decentralized architecture was to tackle
the lack of support for autonomous decisions in state-of-the-art centralized architectures
and to handle the temporal requirements of situation-awareness applications. Chapter 6
showed that splitting the control plane into several local domains matches the inherent ge-
ographical structure of situation-awareness applications. Additionally, we highlighted and
evaluated how continuous E2E monitoring of DFGs is an essential task that needs to be
performed by the control plane. This monitoring layer is used as a building block to de-
sign the mechanisms required for application adaptation concerning the users’ continuously
changing context and how adjacent local domains can interact to improve the quality of the
service for the clients. We also showed how we could leverage the programming model to
reduce the latency to access application instances by 93%. 
However, a decentralized architecture can not provide the spatial requirements of grouping clients based on geographical proximity \textit{(i.e., spatial affinity in chapter 3)}. Therefore, this dissertation finally proposes a hybrid control plane architecture that merges the design benefits of both centralized and decentralized architectures. The hybrid control plane architecture combines autonomous decision-making at each µDC to reduce standalone applications’ deployment latency with global decision-making for scheduling coordinated applications. It achieves this by reducing the impact of performing geo-distributed coordination and keeping the authoritative state locally at each µDC. The proposed concurrency control algorithm uses an enhanced 2PC protocol that leverages application semantics and infrastructure knowledge to reduce the common-case response time to one RTT instead of the usual two RTT required by a baseline 2PC for scheduling decisions (that need global knowledge). Additionally, we extend the decentralized architecture’s monitoring layer to monitor spatial metrics to adapt to all the situation-awareness functional requirements.

Finally, using a mix of applications on multi-region Azure instances representing a realistic setting, we show that a hybrid control plane architecture can fulfill the unique requirements of situation awareness applications in contrast to centralized or fully decentralized control planes. For example, compared to a centralized architecture, a hybrid architecture reduces deployment latency by 66\% for single-µDC standalone applications without compromising spatial and temporal SLOs. More specifically, we showed that it can closely match the spatial-affinity requirement for coordinated applications, and perform low-latency operations for standalone applications without WAN operations, which validates the thesis statement that we can build an efficient control plane for this context by combining components of both types of architectures, and they can work efficiently together.

In conclusion, this dissertation defined an architecture and associated mechanisms to manage situation-awareness applications in a densely geo-distributed infrastructure. Furthermore, it defined the base building blocks for creating an efficient control plane with a local-first architecture that can support the spatio-temporal needs of situation-awareness applications.

10.2 Future Directions

This section discusses future directions for the two main aspects of control plane design covered in this dissertation: geo-distributed resources and situation-awareness applications.
10.2.1 Control plane design for geo-distributed resources

Partitioning the global domain

In this dissertation, we designed the enhanced 2PC mechanism to allow efficient concurrent transaction execution in different localities (i.e., global and local domains) for resource allocation decisions. An interesting future direction is applying the same mechanism to improve further the scalability and responsiveness of other control plane components. Next, we propose two such areas.

Federating the control plane. Given the inherent geographical locality of µDCs, we can partition the global manager component (or add an extra domain in the hybrid architecture) into multiple sub-managers with overlapping coverage regions. The system would require overlapping areas in the boundaries of the regions to support cross-region migrations. Overall coordination between cell managers and the local manager could be implemented using a similar mechanism to the enhanced 2PC, where multiple managers concurrently execute their operations on the required µDCs.

This federated design allows the cell manager to be closer to the handled µDCs while still providing the benefits of global knowledge. The corresponding cell manager could be collocated with one of the local managers in a given cell. However, it incurs more complexity in the handover of monitoring and policy and raises the question of how the new cell manager knows it needs to manage a specific client when migration happens to the overlapping area. Additionally, such a design could potentially increase the likelihood of a transaction failing and potentially decrease the efficiency of resource assignment and utilization. Further research on improving the coordination across the federated managers without impacting the overall control plane’s efficiency is an interesting problem to tackle. Even just partially moving the global controller operations to a select local manager could be viable for a subset of operations, such as managing intra-cell deflection.

A federated global architecture improves the fault tolerance and reliability of the global control plane. For example, the blast radius for a sub-manager failure would now be a metropolitan area instead of all the µDCs. Additionally, it does not need explicit primary-secondary replicas, given the support for overlapping regions. Instead, multiple sub-managers can be in charge of a given metropolitan area, with a load balancing mechanism in the µDCs to choose one of the global sub-manager replicas. Each sub-manager instance would be independent and in charge of monitoring the clients deployed by it.

On the other hand, each µDCs would detect failures of sub-managers and migrate the
monitoring and processing of the corresponding clients to a different instance. This design adds additional operational costs to the µDCs but can considerably improve the scalability and reliability of the overall control plane. The global manager handles the failures of the local domain managers, and in a decentralized fashion, the local domain managers handle the failure of a sub-manager. This fault-tolerant federated architecture will need to be tested to verify that each domain can correctly detect failures and reduce the time these detections and migrations take.

**Scheduler parallelism.** The scheduler of the hybrid architecture was designed such that the implementation of the placement logic had a simple interface (i.e., it has the illusion of sequential execution of successive requests), and it did not have to worry about the changes to the underlying aggregate state. We could use enhanced 2PC to maintain this illusion while increasing the scheduler’s scalability. The scheduler’s interaction with the aggregate state is no different from the local managers and the aggregate state. We can have multiple concurrent instances of the scheduler. All of them modify a local copy of the aggregate state and then try to modify the “global” copy of the aggregate state. An additional validation component would be required between the schedulers and the transaction manager to verify that the allocation operations do not create an oversubscription in a µDC and apply the changes to the “global” aggregate state if it passes the verification. The validation component would be the receiving end of the enhanced 2PC (i.e., the same end of the 2PC as the local manager in its original use). We did some preliminary results and scaled it to up to four parallel instances without noticeable loss in aggregate throughput, similar to the results in Omega [38]. However, further evaluation is required to understand the complete behavior when running this design for big-scale E2E deployments.

**Generalizing to more metrics**

The hybrid architecture was tailored for three main types of metrics: computational resources (i.e., allocation, utilization, bandwidth), latency, and geospatial data (for computational resources and client). OneEdge’s architecture can monitor these metrics across the geo-distributed infrastructure and reason about their E2E aggregation and processing. However, suppose the geo-distributed infrastructure changes in the future, and it needs to handle a new set of dynamic metrics. In that case, the control plane should easily allow adding more metrics to the monitoring pipeline, with their corresponding implementations for aggregation and efficient dissemination across the geo-distributed infrastructure. For example, if the weather of an AoI becomes a metric of interest, and if changes in the
weather need to trigger reconfiguration of the DFGs (e.g., changing the machine learning model due to rain), then weather information should be easily be added to the monitoring component, and the control plane should expose the new metrics to both the scheduler and the entities applying the policies. This new requirement raises the question of what are the right interfaces and mechanisms for querying, aggregating, and publishing the metrics, such that we can easily extend all the control plane components without having to re-engineer the plumbing of information, coordination, and execution of applications and that it becomes immediately available to the decision-making components.

*Extending to different infrastructure models*

The current view of geo-distributed edge infrastructure, such as Azure public multi-access edge [3], assumes that you will use the same platform to deploy all your application components. However, similarly to how the paradigm of multi-cloud evolved to avoid lock-in, multi-edge could emerge for similar reasons or to have the best latency access for each location in the country. OneEdge design assumes that it has full visibility to all the resources available in the infrastructure—including their geographical location—and that it can directly manage them, similar to a single geo-distribute edge design. A multi-owner infrastructure (i.e., from multiple third parties) adds an extra layer of complexity, as there is an additional step on requesting a VM from the providers. Once the VM is deployed, the algorithm is similar to the one presented in the dissertation. The problem is exacerbated if the interface to the provider is not Infrastructure-as-a-Service, but more ephemeral compute access like Function-as-a-Service.

Further research is required to understand what interfaces should the third-party owner provide such that a high-level control plane with application knowledge can efficiently perform its tasks and how a hybrid architecture would fit with that schema. An orthogonal but similarly important problem is knowing when to request additional VMs, when to turn them off, and how to compare resources from independent providers. This last problem is similar to decisions on how long to keep serverless containers alive [75].

*Improving local domain state management efficiency*

OneEdge’s reliability mechanisms rely on a primary-secondary replication of the infrastructure state for the local domain managers. Given that there are many geo-distributed local managers, it is inefficient not to consolidate this replication effort across multiple instances instead of having independent replica groups. This limitation can be solved by
externalizing the control plane state and having stateless replicas in charge of executing the
tasks. This design also allows for a diversity in replication across geographical regions to
further improve reliability against correlated failures. Geo-distributed infrastructure opens
a new possibility to how we replicate control plane components’ instances for reliability.

Replication needs to incorporate knowledge about the network topology to reduce cor-
related failures, and the cloud policies like rack-awareness [160] are not enough when
network connectivity is not homogeneous. Our previous work in Metric [161] presented
mechanisms to more efficiently replicate data in a geo-distributed infrastructure. However,
additional work needs to be done to understand the number and location of replicas and
the policies to define when to replicate and how the data is stored. Furthermore, the use
of stateless agents on top of a reliable data layer also raises questions about allowing local
managers to be remote (i.e., in a different µDC) temporally while the manager in the µDC
is being fixed. Similarly, another question is, if the µDC becomes unavailable, should the
other locations proactively take ownership of the application components running in those
locations, or should they wait for the local manager to become healthy again, given that
there is no entity monitoring QoS.

10.2.2 Control plane design for situation-awareness applications

Enhancing the programming model

The programming model presented in this thesis caters to the need of situation-awareness
applications running on a geo-distributed infrastructure. However, for many developers, the
definition of a DFG may be too low-level for their tasks, as the developer needs to know
how to partition the application into nodes of a DFG. Additionally, they still need to im-
plement boilerplate logic for serializing messages and sending them between the different
components, as well as defining the function matching the geographical location of users
to AoIs for coordinate application. Therefore, a higher-level declarative language may be
required to facilitate the implementation of applications, similar to how SQL emerged for
data processing, CQL-like queries for continuous queries [162], and more recent work is
trying to do the same for video analytics [163].

We could build a declarative language on top of the DFG programming model presented
in this dissertation. However, a declarative language in this context has new complexities
involving how to expose geographical data to create multiple partitions of clients easily
and how to map the E2E latency in the DFG to the high-level declarative interface. Then,
finding the right abstraction to group clients and expose requirements becomes a research
problem that would push geo-distributed situation-awareness applications to broader adoption. Additionally, it opens a new door to more easily composing applications. For example, each declarative query output can be exposed and reused as input to newer queries, facilitating the creation of more complex applications without the difficulties of manually handling a DFG. Similarly, it also facilitates the aggregation of multiple diverse sensor types that automatically join thanks to the runtime library and are then exposed as virtual sensors that can be further aggregated.

Exposé more semantic information to the control plane

The control plane design in this dissertation assumes that each application component is a black box. This assumption allows for a general framework that can cater to multiple types of applications. The drawback is that the control plane cannot control how the application executes when under resource scarcity. One interesting venue in this context is to allow the control plane to be in charge of load shedding. Load shedding can be performed when the queues in front of the application components grow large enough that it is no longer possible to process those messages before the E2E latency requirement. Inherently, load shedding can be performed oblivious to the content of the requests, but this is inefficient in the context of situation-awareness applications. Situation-awareness applications process data that mostly comes from sensors that measure activities in the physical world. Sensors tend to have a high degree of redundancy on consecutive measured data. For example, a camera generates 24 frames per second, and two consecutive frames are quite similar and may contain the same objects, given that objects in the physical world do not move that fast compared to the time distance between consecutive frames.

The control plane could leverage the redundancy of sensor inputs to define priorities on the input data (e.g., frames) to select the right set of pending to process inputs to discard without heavily impacting the output. To implement this, the developer of the application could provide a function that scores the input, and then the control plane can use that to maintain a control loop that keeps the latency bounded while not affecting the application accuracy as much. We had done some preliminary work on this topic for real-time video stream processing. The semantic load-shedding mechanisms allow a much better trade-off than random sampling, even with cheap non-machine learning scoring. However, further research is still needed to generalize the approach and find the right interface and mechanisms required for the control plane not to use excessive resources to execute the load shedding scoring and dropping. We want most of the available computational resources to
be devoted to the actual execution of the application components and not to pre-processing performed by the control plane. A toolkit for building such scoring functions with bounded resources and low impact on accuracy could provide additional headroom to the scarce resource at µDC and another knob for the control plane to prioritize certain applications over others depending on the scores. This comparison opens another research direction in finding how to make this scoring function comparable across domains.
Appendices
APPENDIX A
PSEUDOCODE FOR CONNECTED CARS APPLICATION

This section includes all the associated pseudocode for the connected car application explained in section 3.6.

```json
{
"location": "/usr/local/lib/connected_cars.so",
"edges": [
  ["dbscan", "prune", "objects"],
  ["prune","concat","objects"]
],
"start_node": "dbscan",
"edges_to_client": ["prune", "objects"]
"requirements":
{
  "latency": [
    ["prune","client","objects"],100
  ],
  "spatial_affinity":[
    ["dbscan","subregion"],
    ["prune","subregion"],
    ["concat","region"]
  ]
}
}
```

Figure A.1: Connected cars—Json application configuration.
```cpp
void bootstrap(string name)
{
    ApplicationComponent componentInstance;
    // Create the corresponding application component to be run
    if(name == "dbscan")
    {
        componentInstance = DbscanNode();
    }
    else if(name == "prune")
    {
        componentInstance = PruneNode();
    }
    else if(name == "concat")
    {
        componentInstance = ConcatNode();
    }
    // Register the component to be the one to handle all the messages
    // in this instance
    registerComponent(componentInstance);
}
```

Figure A.2: Connected cars—Bootstrap function.

```cpp
class PruneNode : ApplicationComponent
{
    // Object should previously be initialize in the constructor

    // Handler for receiving messages from the dbscan node
    void on_send_up(msg m, partitionId pId)
    {
        // Deserialize message
        input = m.deserialize();
        // Apply the pruning algorithm
        prunedList = pruneListOfObjects(input.getObjectList());
        // Serialized pruned list
        serializedPrunedL = serialize(prunedList);
        // Send to the clients that need with a latency requirement of 100 ms.
        send_to_partition_clients(serializedPrunedL, pId);
        // Send it up to the concat node, through the objects edge.
        send_up(serializedPrunedL, "objects")
    }
};
```

Figure A.3: Connected cars—Prune application component.
class DbscanNode : ApplicationComponent
{
   // Auxiliary functions
   set<string> getCurrentCars(partitionId pId);
   array<ObservationsWithId> getLastObservations(partitionId pId);
   // Override default handlers
   void on_send_up(msg m, partionId pId) override;
   void on_migration_end(partitionId pId) override;
};

Figure A.4: Connected cars—Dbscan application component interface.

set<string> DbscanNode::getCurrentCars(partitionId pId)
{
   // current time
   currentTime = getCurrentTime();
   // create time range
   timeRage = TimeRange(currentTime - maxWaitTime, currentTime);
   // Query the spatio-temporal object store
   allCarsInLastWindow = get("cars", pId, timeRange);
   // Return a set of the cars that the component should wait for
   return toSet(allCarsInLastWindow);
}

array<ObservationsWithId> DbscanNode::getLastObservations(partitionId pId)
{
   // current time
   currentTime = getCurrentTime();
   // create time range
   timeRage = TimeRange(currentTime - maxWaitTime, currentTime);
   // Query the spatio-temporal object store
   observationsSinceLastTime = get("observations", pId, timeRange);
   // Return a set of the cars that the component should wait for
   return toArray(observationsSinceLastTime);
}

Figure A.5: Connected cars—Dbscan application component: auxiliary functions.
// Handler for receiving messages from a car
void DbscanNode::on_send_up(msg m, partitionId pId)
{
  // Deserialize message
  input = m.deserialize();
  // Save that this car with the time when the data was generated
  put_object(input.carId, "cars", pId, input.messageTime);
  put_object(input.observationsWithId, "observations", pId, input.
messageTime);
  // Get Current cars
currentCars = getCurrentCars(pId);
  // Get latest observations in time window
  observations = getLastObservations(pId);
  // Get set of cars in those observations
  carsInObservations = getCarsInObservations(observations);
  // Check if all cars that we are waiting are in the observations
  if(carsInObservations.contains(currentCars))
  {
    // All cars are present, then we can apply dbscan
    objectsList = dbscan(observations);
    // Serialize the object
    serializedObj = serialize(objectsList);
    // Send to the prune node
    send_up(serializedObj, "objects")
  }
  else
  {
    // Wait for the missing cars to come
    // More realistic implementations would also have a timeout
    // To apply the algorithm even if not all cars are presented.
  }
}

Figure A.6: Connected cars—Dbscan application component: “on send up”.

void DbscanNode::on_migration_end(partitionId pId)
{
  // Forcefully fetch the last window of cars
  currentCars = getCurrentCars(pId);
  // Forcefully fetch the last window of observations
  observations = getLastObservations(pId);
}

Figure A.7: Connected cars—Dbscan application component: “on migration end”.
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```
string getSubRegionId(GPS client) {
    // A simplified example of how would the data be processed
    if(centerOfCity.near(client, 10)) {
        // If the client is within 10 km of the center of the city return 0
        return "0";
    }
    // If it is further away than 10 km return 1
    return "1";
}

string get_spatial_affinity_identifier(GPS client, string regionType) {
    // Depending on the region type use a different partition id matching function
    if(regionType == "subregion") {
        identifier = getSubRegionId(client);
    } else if(regionType == "region") {
        identifier = getRegionId(client);
    }
    return identifier;
}
```

Figure A.8: Connected cars—Spatial affinity function.
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